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HEALT.11 AND cEDIXATiONAL EFFECTS OF
MARIHUANA ON YOUTH

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 198i

. U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND fiRUG ABUSh
OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, 'pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gordon J. Humphrey
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senat9r Humphrey..

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HUMPHREY

Senator HUMPHREY. Good morning.
This morning, the Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Subcornmiiigee I

will hear testimony on the health and educational effects of mari-
huana eh youth. I want to thank our witnesses for generously
giving of their time and cbming a Treat distance at their own
expense to share with. Congress, the public, and their colleagues
their findings on..this impqptant subject.

Marihuana use is widespreadamong our yoting.people. The re-
sults of the 1980 survey of high school seniors indicated that 60 .
percent of high school seniors have used marihuana at .-raie time
during their life, 49 percent reporting some use in the pdskyear,
and 34 percent, xeporting some use in the paSt month. In addition,
marihuana is used 9n a daily or near-daily basis by a substantial -
fraction of the seniors.

These .statisfics.have fostered -justified concern over the effects of
this use and 'sr-desire for authoritative answers to, questions about
it.- As with any developing area of r ch, we realize that all the
authoritative answers are not-yet tivailab owever, it is impera-
tive that the public and its legislators hav he most up-to-date
material available on which to base their decisi making.'

M a previous tearing, Dr. Pollin ha told this subcommittee that
recent high .school surveys hay %hown that although adolescent
marihuan use increased steadily between 1975 and 1978, the 1979
survey h shown a leveling off of use, and 1980 has, shoim a small
decline.

r On that ore, I haire had the staff prepare a clirt, which is over
here on rn3' eight and it is oneAvhich is certainly encouraging, to
say the least, and one that we hope Is indicative of the beginning of
a long-term 'decline in at least Substantial 'use of marihuana by our
high school Students.
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There have also bedn some sitnificant changes in the attitudes ofyoung people toward marihuana w.hicli lend- Ferrier &edibility-to
these prevalence results and, suggest .that the downward Shift -innarihuana use,-inay continue. Much of th change appears to be -,due to increasing concern about possible adverse effects from regu-lar use and the perception that peers are now more disapproving of
regular marihuana use. , , . ,

This change has occurred, during A period in which a substantial .'' amount, of ,media attention has been devoted. to the hazards of.heavy marihuana use. Parents groups, such as the National Feder-' .ation of Parents for Drug-Free Youth, PRIDE, and many othergrassroots organizations have been active in creating a network forN. disseminating up-to-date information about rri,arihuana use and 4e-. search findings., to teenagers, parents, schools, .and communitygroups, and we certainly applaud their efforts: ,- .Because it., appears -that the dissemination of information aboutthe dangersof marihuana has contributed to the recent change inthe attitude and 'decline in marihuana use by high school seniors,it is essential to continue to gather and publish,accurate,andup-to-,date health and educational information. .,

Because the American marihuarra (experience has. been of rela-tively brief duration, it iis not yet possible to be definitive in ouranswers to many of the health questions that marihuana useraises. As otir experience with tobacco and alcohol demonstrates, itfrequeritly-requires many years of use by large numbers of individ-
, uals for the more subtle effects of a drug to become apparent.Based, upon the scientific evidence available to tate,' We havegood reason to be concerned about the hazards of marihuana use,and it is clear that one oannotiresponsibly conclude 'at the presenttime that marihuana is asafe br benign substance. .I have seen for myself, as we all have, the tragic results of drug
abuse in wasted potential, isolatiorr, all id unhappiness. In the rela-tively short time :research has been conducted on -the effects of
marihuana, studies have shown that marihuana use interferes with)1memory, intellectual- fu ctioning, motivation, and' driving ability.We will hear testimon this morning on the detrimental effect ofJ this interference on classroom performances and the educationalprocess. . -

We will explore today the research which has already bepn done ,on the effects of the drugon the reproductive .system, the brain,lungs, and heart. We will then look at the areas which still war-rant further exploration.
.It has been a couple of years since the Congress has held publichearings' on this subject. Many earlierhtudies were conducted onanimals or involved adult users of marihuana at a time before the

recent marked increase in potency of street marihuana. -
s Because large numbers of young adolescents are becoming maxi-/ huana users, we will focus today on the effects this use has had ontheir health and on 'their attitudes and behavior at this c ucial

panel of experts her ay-
time of their, lives arid how it changes their educational ex fence..We have invited a diitinguished
scientists, from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, research
scientists, clinicians, and educatorsto 'bring us up to date on thelatest findings on the health and educational effects of marihuana

na
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on youth. We hope that tlity will not only evaluate the latest
research -for the fubcommittee, but will also suggest a course for
future research and prevention efforts.'

In closing, let me say that the subcommittee is, here to listen, to
learn, arid 'to ask shard questions -whenever they are appropriate.
We are here to work together to address the problem of marihuana
by our young people, to assess research priorities, and to establish
positive, directions in the search for information. Continued re-
search on the effects of marihuana use and the vigorous dissemina-

. tiOn of new knowledge acquired through resetrch remains the best
hope we. have for fighting this serious drug problem.

We will now receive for the record statements from Senator
Hatch and Senator Denton.

[The prepared statements of Senators Hatch and Denton follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. Mr. Chairman, I congratulate you on your lead-
. ership and foresight in organizing these hearings today. Marihuana

use by the young people-of this country is a cause for increasing
alarm ts we come to understand the serious detrimental effects
this drug can have on the school performance and on the short-
range and long-range health of. our Nation's young people.

Rather than being a benign and harmless substance, as has been
claimed by those who adv to marihuana use, this substance has
been found to produce seno health problems in those who use it,.
We need to let the ress, th Congress, and the parents and youth
of America know what rec t findings have shown about marihua-

A forum such as this' is a significant Contribution to the commit-
'6 ment of the chairman of this subcommittee, and the commitment

of the full Committee on Labor and Human Resources to make the
public aware of the danger of marihuana.

Mr. Chairman, you have my full personal support for your ef-
forts to show the real consequences of marihuana. I am impressed
with the distinguished list of panelists who, will testify this morn-
ing and pledge to you,the backing of the Tull committee in these
efforts. We will all look forward to studying and understanding the
da4rpresented-today, and we will look forward to 4eveloping plans
of action which will reduce the heavy toll we''are paying for mari-
huana abuse in our country. ti

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON

'Senator DEbrroN. Thank you, -Mr. Chairman, for calling thirci
hearing. It is evidence of the genuine concern that you have ovei'a
problem which continues to threaten our youth, their families, and
their communities.

In my Opinion, one of the greatest mistakes which society has
made over the last two decades is underestimating the serious
consequences of marihuana use. Too much time lapsed and too
many lives were endangered while we either spread misinforma-
tion about the psychological and physiolggical effects of smoking,
marihuana or refused to question loudly enough the validity of
that information. I want to welcome Dr. Pollin and acknowledge
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that NIDA-sponsored research over the last few years, in particu-
lar has provided us with firm ground on which to counteractthe
notion that marihuana use is safe.

Today's-hearing is important,because it pro vides us with another
public fdrum for spreading the sobering results of drug abuse re-
search and another opportunity to help dispell the substantial
portion of this safq#y .myth which remains. Fifty percent of high
school seniors still believe that marihuana use is not harmful. This
hearingalso gives the subcPmmittee a chance to say that, notwith-
standing drug enforcement, research and information dissemina-
tion are-appropriate and vital roles for the Federal Government to
play in the battle against substance abuse.

I feel compelled, to say that I am concerned about the overall
. health and lifestyle of adolescents. Over the last 80 years all age

groups in our country° have shown consistent immveinent in
health with one exceptionAmericans aged 15 to 24. In the last 20
years, this group has experienced an increase in their death rate
the death rate of American adolescents has increased 15 percent
since .1960half of all their deaths result from accidents, including
automobile accidents. Homicide is the second leading cause of their
deaths, and suicide the third. I believe it is safe to say that drugs
contribute, to some extent, to deaths in each of these categories.

I fully recogniz,e' the need to concentrate on discouraging illicit
drug use. I belietTe that the parents and 'peer groups which have
sprung up and the quality literature which is now available are
just the ammunition it takes to win the war. But LAN() know that
we are fighting a number of individjial battles against enemies that
threaten the lives of America's youth. For this reason we must also
'take an integrated approach to hetilth promotion among teens. We
must try to discourage all behaviors which pose long-term health
risks to this developing generationldrug abuse, cigarette smoking,
alcohorconsumptions, and premarital sexual relations.

we can infer a significant conclusion from to king at the
makeup Of the panel of witnesses assembled hereilediatricians,
researchers,- edtfcators, parents, policymakers. It will take. a part-
nership of determined individuals from many orientations to
achieve a victory older the marihuana problem or any of the other
disturbing problems which confront America's youth. I hope we
can look back on the 1980's and claim with pride and great relief
that we have succeeded. .

Senator HUMPHREY. Our first panel this morning is compriJed of
Dr William Pollin, Director of the National Ingtitute on Drug
Abuse; ffe is accompanied by Dr. Jack Dutell, Acting Deputy Direc-
tor of the National Institute, and Dr. Marvin Snyder, Director of
the Division of Research.

Gentlemen, good morning. Dr. Pollin, you have a statement.
What is your preference? I know it is important. Do you want to
read it in full? Of course, it will be included in full, irrespective. Or
do you prefer to highlight,it?
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM POLLIN, M.D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTI-
TUTE ON DRUG -ABUSE; ACCOMPANIED BY JACK DURELL, M.D.,
ACTING- DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG
ABUSE; AND MARVIN SNYDER, PH. D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
RESEARCH, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE

Dr. PULLIN. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, ,I would prefer
to highlight and summarize my testimony. 3

Sehator HUMPHREY. Very well; proceed as you wish.
Dr. PULLIN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the invitation to dis-

cuss this 'important issuethe health and behavioral effects of
marihuana on youth. I welcome the opportunity this hewing pro-
vides to publicize NIDA's view of the dangerous effects ofmarihua-
na on young people and to restate our policy of urging young
people to avoid use of this drug.

In my written statement and the summarized version that I will
preaent this morning, I would like to consider four major areas:
The "extent of marihuana and drug use r..nong our youth, the
recent change in marihuana and drug use trends, what we know at ,
the present time abOut the consequences of marihuana, and what
we have done and propose /o do in response to the problem.

First, as to the extent 6f the problem, NIDA has two piincipal,
current sources of4nformation about the incidence and prevalence
of marihuana use 'by young peopleour annual national survey of
high school seniors and our biennial national househ9ld survey.

e high school senior survey is conducted.-by the University of
Michigan s stitute for Social Researoh and has. studied a large
sample of ti school seniors each year since 1975. In 1980,
16,000 Senio 'in 107 public and 20 private high schpvls throughout
the country participated.

The national household survey, since 1971, has provided esti-
mates of the prevalence of drug abuse in the total U.S. population,
including young people, rather than focusing., exclusively on. one
narrow age segment.

It should be emphasized that for methodological reasons, these
surveys do not study the highestaising subgroup of youththose
who have left home and school. Their data are, nonetheless, ex- .
tremely useful because of their continuity, the reliable trends they.
reveal, and -their- consistency with other surveys, 1C(Ca1, State, and
national, which we also monitor.

Based on these sources, the following figuresmesome indica-, 'tien of the etxtetnt of current youthful drug use in this country.
Approximately two-thirds of high school seniors report ever

having used any illicit drug-60 percent marihuana, 39 percent an
illicit drug other than marihuana. Six in ten have used marihuana
at least once; 1 in 10 use it daily or more often.

High school seniors are a key group, but the majority of youthful
users begin use much earlier-3 out Yf 10 at the junior high school
level or younger. Ofithis younger age group, over 6 million ybung
people between the ages of 12 and 17 have tried marihuana at least
once, and one-half of these younger users say that they have used
marihuana 5 days or more in the past month.

Mr. Chairman, these statistics are of great concern to us and to
most American% and very properly so. They exemplify and merely
tou0h on a few selective highlights of what I believe constitutes a
very serious problem: A pattern of extensive drug use by young

.
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teenagersa pattern which did not exist in this 'country at all 25
years ago

Further, in the view of our most experienced survey, revardhers,
we have now and continue to have, despite recent optimistic

---trends, the highest level of marihuana and 'other drug use among
ur-young people bf any developed country in the world.
Given this alarming rise over the past several decades and the

current high level Of use, I am pleased to report today the early
indications that we have preyiously ,discusg6d of a gradual decrease
in marihuana and other drug use which may ie occurring among
young- people. -

In 1980, 9.1 percent of high school seniors reported daily mari-
huana use This represents a decrease from 10.7 in 1978 and 10.3 in
1979 Preliminary 1981 figures continue to show the same down-:. ward trend* If confirmed, and I believe they will be, this will be the
third consecutive year of decline after an unbroken climb of many..
years 'duration.

The,. same surveys demonstrate that daily use of cigarettes
peaked 2 years earlier and then beggithe same slope of decline,
and that daily use of alcohol peaked .1 year later and in the pastt
year-has also begun to show a decline.

There are multiple possible reasons for this decrease, and they'
probably include the increasing awareness of the negative Health
consequences among these users and a decrease.in perceived peer
acceptance of regular marihuana use. The proportion of seniors
attributing great risk to regular marihuan,a, use, has risen close to50 percent the last 2"yeafs, and the pr'ppoxtion who think that
their close friends wquld disapprove of such use increased 10 per-
-cent for the first time in '1980.

. In iiddition, is obviously of great significance that after several
.' decades of very uncertain, ambivalent, and somewhat hopeless

community and parental reactions, there' has begun to be much
more vigorous and focused colifirminity action and much more vig-
orous and,focused` reaction on the part of. parents and patent
groups.

The positive: changes may well be indicative of basic, underlying
changes in national attitudes, and also. thQ population structure.
Previous 'research has shown a relationship between drug use and
age The highest percentage of drug abusefs by far fall into the 18-
to 25-year-old category..

Demographic projections clearly indicate that this Page group will
decline between now and 1995 in actual numbers and as a percent-
age of the population. An 18-percent decrease is what is being
projected by demographers.

Accordingly, it has been predicted' that the number of adult drug
users young adult drug users, inaparticularwill also decline. In
one sense, these projections are - conservative. They are based on
the assumption that the size of the vulnerable age cohorts would
decrease; butthat use within a given cohort would, remain con-
stant. 'However,'the trends we have described' above show a more
optimi'stic tendency namely, a decreasing level- of use within a,
given age Cohort. - .

One substantial. warning' is necessary at this point. Whenever we
describe positive trends in this field, we nest keep two pointi
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clearly in mindthe historical tendency for many drug-use 'pat-
terns -to move, up and ,down quite unpredictably, as the past has
shown, and that even with the current improvement, as pointed
out before, our ding -use levels continue to be unacceptably high.
. As you pointed out in your opening statement, Mr. Chairman,
our understanding of the health consequence§sof marihuana is Still
incomplete. But, clearly, the data available demonstrate a series of
significant risks and dangers.

Our surveys enable us to measure the relationship between use
or marihuana and use of other drugs, and in recent years also have
allowe4 us to obtain data concerning the self-perceived consequence
of marihuana use by the users themselves. Let mefiummarize some
of these data and then take up the findings fr8'm the large and
growing number of other research studies which have investigated
specific questions concerning marihuana's properties and effects.

With respect to the relationship betWeen marihuana and other
drugs, marihuana users tend'to- use other drugs to a sigicificantly
greater dpgree than nonusers. The earlier marihuana use begins
and the heatrier it becomes, the stronger the tendency to use other
drugs is. -

Some examples: amohg high -school'seniers who use marihuana
daily, four times as many report daily alcohol consumption; twice
as many report daily , tobacco Use; four times more are current
amphetamine users, and six times more are current cocaine users
than are all high school seniors.

A similar.picture is dsrixed from a.separate, important survey of
a representative nationwide sample of 2,500° young men aged 20
and 30, by O'Donnell Clayton et al. They found that whereas less
than 1 percent of their subjects who _ad never used 'marihuana
went on- to use

h
cocaine and 'heroin, of those who. had used,mtrihua-,

na 1,000-times or more in their lifetime that would be the eqUiva-
lent of 3 years' daily usethree-quarters, or 73 rcent, went on to
use cocaine and one - third went on to use heroin.

O'Donnell and Clayton, after analyzing their own data and sever--zA'
al otlItr large, major surveys, concluded that the stepping stone
hypothesislamely,lie possibility that a significant causal rela=
tioqship exists between use of marihuana and use of other so -called
hard drugswas rejeCted prematurely by the Scientific community
and justifies Serious reevaluation\at the present time. :

Their analyses also showed a significant relationship between !
non-drug-related criminal activitAlQnormarihuana use. For exam-
ple, whereas' only 6 percent of their nonusers Were jnioiVed in
breaking and entering, 27 percent of those. using .marihuana 1,000
times or more were so involved. .

A second significant, source of data concerning 'thehealth/conge-
quences- of marihuana are the selPpercei3ed consequences of Such'
use by its users. High school, seniors who sare daily marihuana
users believe that the usegof the drug may have caused them to -

I'

r; --experience_significantiaroblems, such as tke following:
Forty -two percent report less energy; g4 percent report that they

believe that the use of marihuana hurt their school and/ot, job
iperformance; 31 percent indicate less interest in other activities; 28

percept report .,that 'the drug causes one to think less clearly; 38
percent think that it hurts relationships with parents; and 11

st
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Percent think that it has caused them to be less stable emotionally.
We cannot accept tfigures as precise measures of marihuana
effects comparabl to &sults observed by clinical researchers.
Nonetheless, I thi k they are particularly sigpificant giv.en the
well - documented ndency of drug users to deny negative conse-
quences. :

As I will mention subsequently, there continues to 'be some con-
tradictory findings in studies which attempt to document the exist-
ence of the so-called amotivational syncicomeone of the most
important pOssible consequences of marihuAna use. My own view is
that these contradictory findings_are primarily the result of con-
tinuing methodological problems Which are to be expected at this
stage in marihuana fesearth, but that we should pay particularly
strong attention to the fact that Marihuana users themselves, to a
very significant degreeat least one-third of themare describing
many of the individual component of what has commonly been
described as the amotivational syndrome..

The third major source of our knowledge of health and behavior-
, al consequences of marihuana use.results from specific clinical or

preclinical studies. Such research can be grouped into nine key
areas: effects on -intellectual functioning; driving and skills per-
formance; cardiovascular effects; puldionary effects; the immune
response; central nervous system effects; psychopathology and be-
havioral-changes; reproductive and endocrine effects; and chromo-
some and cellular changes.

Last year, NIDA reviewed the current state of knowledge con-
cerning these areas in the eighth annual marijuana and health
report to the Congress. Currently, extensive and comprehensive 4

reviews are in the final stages of completion at the collaborating
World- Health Organization Center at the Addiction Research
Foundation in Toronto, and by the Institute of Medicine here in
Washington.

My prepared statement gives sulnmary evaluations for each of
these areas. In the interest of time, let me condense them here;
keeping in mind that the, important questions we need to concern
ourselves with are: do changes occur due to marihuana in any of
these areas, and if changes do occur, what is their significance?

With regard 'to intellectual funytioning, there is no scientific
difference of opinion that significant, acute changes of many,differ-
ent types do occur and that impairment clearly takes place. The
kinds of changes which occurthe impairments, the difficulties
with short-term memory, and so forthL-clearly have the potential
for a destructive impact on school performance by those individuals
who Are using marihuana daily during school hours, as many daily :
users do.

With regard to chronid or irreversible changes in this area, more
research is needed. Many of the studies have yielded negative
results, but there are a .small number of recent Canadian studies in
animals which' are disturbing to me because of the, finding of
irreversible changes.

Second, with regard to the area of driving and skills perform-
ance, again, clear evidence of' definite impairment is shown, and
there is no scientific disagreement as to the existence of such
impairment. Again, more research is needed to measure thelprecise
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effects, the extent of impairment and, as an example,-what per-
centage of accidents that occur may be clearly related to marihua-
na. Some such percentage clearly does exist., Cardiovascular effects: There are definite effects and there is no

libeientific -disagreement in this area. However, negative effects
appear to be, at this point, most relevant to older-aged populations
or to 'individuals with concurrent, heart disease, and their signifi-
cance for youth, if any, has thus far not been demonstrated.

Pulmonary effects. Again, they are clearly present. These include
impairment of certain important functions, such as vital capacity
and pathological changes which are typical of a variety of chronic
respiratory diseases such as.bronchitis and the like. -

The issue of cancer risk is a very real one. The level of carcino-
gens in marihuana is considerably higher than that in tobacco, and
there is thils far considerable indirect evidence of a significant
cancer risk. However, no animal model has thus far' demonstrated,
either for marihuana or tobacco, the definite appearance of lung
cancer,

Nonetheless, based on what we know about marihuana and the
comparison with smoking patterns and the effects of tobacco, my
personal view is that the risk is very real and Significant, but
related to the extent, intensity and length of use.

The immune response: Given the key role that the immune °
response plays in basic body defense mechanisins against all dis-
ease, this is a very important area. In animal studies, impairment
is shown consistently. In human studies, th6 data. and findings tend
to be contradictory. Thus far, the clinical significance of these
findings is unclear.

Let me mention in passing that when we speak.of contradictory
findings, that should in no way be seen as an unusual event ON any
criticism of the scientific process. Such difference of oRinion as to
the existence or the significance of observations is flar for the
course and is a necessary and inevitable part of the , process of
scientific discovery. I know of no health field and no significant
medical advance in which such controversy did not exist. Even, for
example, with respect to the deve,lopment of the polio vaccineone
of the great success stories of modern medical researchthere
were long periods of controversy about safety and comparative
efficacy of attenuated live viruses versus dead inoculation material,
and so forth.

Psychopathology d behavioral change: There is considerable
agreement on the !Este/ice of significant, acute responses, includ-
ing acute anxiety attacks," paranoid reactions, and in some cases
psychotic decompensations.

With regard to more chronic changes and the type of change I
referred to before, such as the amotivational syndrome, at the
present time we can summarize the state of knowledge by paying
that clinicians who deal with disturbed adolescents frequently and
in large numbers describe such changes and express a high level of
concern about them; you will hear some such accounts later this
morning. Structured, controlled clinical trials thus far have shown
various resultsunclear, contradictory results in atterlipting to
document this particular issue. , ,

a
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_With regard to changes in the central nervous system, there also
have been contradictory reports. Early reports of gross, major ana-
to*rical cOnges have not teen' confirmed. More 'recent reports of
microscopic changes, which could be of even greater significance,
have not been replicated. It is an area which clearly needs more
research. 4

In the area of repcoductive and endocrine effects, again we find
definite changes with regard to levels of hoKmones, the anatomy
and function of sperm, and reproductive cycles in the female.
Again, there'is some difference with regard to human and animal

\ studies with these, findings being ,much more consistent in animal
studies Again, the clinical significance of the findings needs more
study.

Finally, in the area of chromosome and genetic effects, early
human findings of marked chromosomal damage have not been
replicated. There do continue to be certain positive cellular studies

`describing what may be significant changes. The significance is as
yet unclear.

Thus, in seven of these nine areas, I would con clude that ana-
tomic4a1 and/or physiological changes definitely occur; that in five
of these areas, the changes are of clear clinical significance, but the
full extent of this significance 'remains to be determined. I am
referring to the areas of intellectual functioning, driving and skill
Performance, behavioral _changes, pulmonary changes, and repro-
ductive and endocrine effects. In the two areas of changes in the
immune respond and, in the cardiovascular system the clinical
significance for youth still remains to be determined.

Marihuana research and this is on page 19 of the statement,
Mr Chairmanis a young scientific field. In all probability, more
marihuana research has been done in the)past two decades than in
all previous history. The National Institute on Drug Abuse has
been the major sponsor of such sbudies. Support has included stim-
ulation and funding, of research grants, research contracts, and
growing and standardizing the direct supply of marihuana and the
cannabinoids for research studies.

Total Federal support for research on marihuana since 1977 has
remained rather constant, at slightly more than $4 million a year
with 11 different agencies contributing. NIDA's proportion of this
funding amounts to over four-fifths of the total.

The goals of marihuana research during the 1980's vary some-
what from those of the 1970's. During the 1970's, emphasis was
placed on prevalence studies and on identifying and understanding
the acute effects of marihuana. In the 1980's, though these inter-
ests continue, more attention is being paid to the issue of the
chronic effects of marihuana use, particularly 9n women and ado-
lescents. These populations have not been well represented in past
research focused on health consequences. What effects, if any, ar'e
irreversible is another key research question.

There is a need to support longitudinal studies of young people,
particularly the heavy users. As mentioned, it is the daily user and
the user who begins marihuana use early who are most at risk for
future general health, social and psychiatric problems.

In this content, it is important to point out that up to this time,
the bulk of marihuana studies have attempted very carefully to
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separate out the specific effect of *Marihuana itself on various bio-
logical and psychological processes. This is indeed a crucial ques-
tion, but it can become too narrow an approach.

Marihuana, particularly in young people, is often part of a life-
style and part of a pattern. Identifying the consequences of the
lifestyle of which marihuana use is a part is.at least as important
as learning the effects of marihuana per se.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, in the key area of marihuana use by
youth, NIDA s major goal: is to contribute to the reduction of The
use ofAnarihuana by our young people. A coordinated effort will
provide the best possibility of continuing -the reversal of the pat-
tern of sharp 'increases that we have seen until very recently.

To achieve this goal, we plan, within the constraints of resource
availability, to: First, continue tb support research that will pro-
vide more information about long-term health and behavioral con-
sequences of marihuana use by young people; second, continue to
develop and implement effective, means of warning young people,
their families and the Nation about the negative consequences of
marihuana use; and, third, continue to encourage and support the
private sector, and the parent groups, in particular, to continue
their work toward discouraging marihuana use by young people.

Mr. Chairman, our young people have been the tragic victims of
a major public health menacethe sudden explosion of multiple
drug use by teenagers during the past two decades. This change
has had potentially veil' grave consequences for their personal
future and for the Nation's future. There is some reason to believe
that this picture' of exploding drug use has leveled off and may be
beginning to decline. We all share the serious responsibility of
insuring that this decline continues and accelerates.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Pollin follows:]

,of
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Mr. Chairman, thank you 'for the invitation to address the important tssue of the

health and educational 4ffects of marijuana on youth. I welcome the opportunity

this hearing provides to publicize the dangerous effects of marijuana on young

People ,and to restate the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) policy of

urging young people to avoid the drug.

In my written statement and the summarized version that, I will with your

permission present this morning, I want to consider four major areas

0
1) The extent of marijuana and drug use,

2) Recent charges in drug use trends,

3)'The consequences of drug use. and

a) What we have done, and proose to' do, in response to the problem.

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

NIDA has two principal sources oeirtformlation about the incidence and prevalence

of marijuana use by young peOple. These are our annual National Survey if High

School seniors -and our biennial National Household Survey on Drug Abuse.

The National Survey of High School Seniors, eonduCted by the University of

A
Michigan's Institute for SoCial Research, has studied a large sample of high

School seniors each year, since 1975. In 1980, 16,524 seniors in 107 public and

20 private high schools throughout the country participated in the research.

The National Household Survey on Drug Abuse is a NIDA-funded'household study

condtcted by the George Washington University since 1971, that provides biennial

1
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estimates of the prevalence of drug abuse in the population of the United

States. The 1979 results are based on 7,224 face-to-face interviews including

2,165 youth, 12 to 17 years old. The national data we reports does not cover the

highest using subgroup of youth - -those who have left home and school. Tnese

data are, nevertheless, extremely useful because of their continuity,

consistency with other local surveys, and the trends they reveal.

Among the most important findings, based on the 1979 and 1980 High School Senior

Survey and the 1979 National Household Drug Abuse Survey are thes46

Incidence and Prevalence (Table 1)

o Nearly 65 percent of high school seniors report ever having used an illicit

drug, 39 percent report having used an illicit drug other than marijuana.

o Sixty (60) percent of high school seniors report ever having used marijuana.

o Over 7 million young people between the ages of 12 and 17 say they have tried

marijuana at least once. This figure represents 31 percent of this age

group.

o Over 9 percent of high school seniors report daily use of marijuana.

o Among youth aged 12 to 17 who report current marijuana use, 50 percent say

they have used marijUana5 days or more in the past month.

o Thirty-one (31) percent of high school seniors report that their initial .

experiences with marijuana occurred prior to high school, primarily in the

7th, 8th. or 9th grades, presumably between the ages of 12-14.

e.
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Mr. Chairman, these Statistics are of great concern to us and to most Americans, .

and properly so. They portray a serious problem-- extensive,drug use by young

teenagers -- which did not exist in this country three decades ago. Inwthe view

of our most experienced researchers, we now have the highest ,level of marijuana

and ,ether drug use among our young people of any developed country in the world.

Slien this a'arming level of ,,se, I an pleased to report today that there are

indicatIons that a gradual decrease in marijuana use is occurring among young

people. In 1980, 9.1 percent of high'school seniors reported dairy marijuana

use, this represents a decrease from 10.3 percent of the seniors who reported

daily mari.juan'a use in 1979 and from 10.7 in 1978. Our preliminary 1981 figures

continue to show this downtard trend. This drop follows a period of dramatic

increase. It now appears that 1978 and 1979 were the key years in which the

dramatic.r1; in marijuana use among high school students leveled off. This

gradual decre'ase may be attributable to increasing health concerns and to a '

decrease in perceived peer acceptance of regular marijuana use. Certainly the

Parents groups have played a significant part. The proportion of seniors

attributing "great risk" to regular marijuana use has risen percent in the

last 2 years, rid the proportion who think their close friends would disapprove

of such use increased 10 percent for the first time in 1980. The 1980,data also

reveal slight drops 'in annual marijuana use (down 2 percent) and MOn hly

marijuana use (down 3 percent). Although these are not _large dec eases, they

are statistically significantand.cey
be indicative of a basic ungerlyinl

4
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change. They certainly are in definite contrast to the rapid cise which took

place,up until 1978.

Previous research has shown,that there is a relationship between nonmedical use

of drugs and age, and we know that the highest
peotentage of drug abusers fall

Into the 18,to 25 year-old category.
Demographic project'ons indicate that this

age group will declincbetweepow
and 1995 in actual 'nurbers and as a

percentage of the population. Accordingly, it also is projected that the number

of young, adult drug abusers will ,decline.
The Ole exception to this prediction

is the fact that the nonwhite populations between
the ages of 18 and 25 are not

Projected to decrease. They a4-expected to increase between now and 1995.

Predictions about the age group of 12 tg.39 year-olds call for even more caution

oesapse of slightly different demographic trends.
A 5" percent decrease Is

expected for 10 to 14 year-olds between now and :390, T 19-percent decrease is

expeeted fot215;to 19 year-olds for this same period. If our hypothesis holds

true, then we also will see a.decline in drug'abuse by.our school-aged

youngsters over the next few year's. The caveat is that an increase, over the

1985 popelegton, is anticipated for this age group by 1995. If we experience ade F

decrease in drug abuse between now and ,1990,' this may offset the anticipated

population increase that would occur hitwee 1990 and 1995: We will continue to

'monitor these trends as time goes on and make every effort to decrease the use

of marijuana by young people.

It should be emphasized that these
prgjections are conserWive, based on the.

Assumption that the size of age cohofts would
decrease, but that use within a

given cohort would remain constant. However, the trends we have described this

r1
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morning show, fortunatelya more optimistic tendency.-na9gy, a decreasing

.>4

One substantial warning whenever we describe positiye tren401hi4e

must keep two points in mind--the historical tendency for many se glahterns.

to move up and down, ,unpredictably, and that even with current impr vemen)shw4w

high our drug uselevels continue to be. .

level of use within a given age cohliFt.

1%

, 4 Consequences of Marijuana Use
0,

Our understbi i.ng of the consequences of marijuana is incomplete, but clearly''.; iskit

the cata dem nstrate a 'series of significant risks and dangers. Our surveys

enable us to measure the relationship between use of marijuana and use of °the* d p t-

drugs, and in recent years 'al so have al lowed us to obtain data concerning the
. j

self-perceived consequences of marijuana use by users themselves. Let me.

ummarlze some of these data, and then take up the findings from the large ;rid-

growing number of other research studies which have investigated specific

questions concerning marijuana's properties and the effects of its use.

First, 1,et.,me siPscribe the re'ationship between, use of marijuana and use of

other drugs.

,
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Marijuana and Other Drugs

Marijuana users tend to use other drugs, to a significantly greater degree

titan nonuserl. The earlier marijUuna use begins, and'the heavier it becomes,

the strongehis tendency is. Some examples are as follows.

o Twenty-seven (27) percent of those high school seniors who report daily

marijuana use also report daily alcohol consumption versus only 7 percent for

this age group as a whole.

0

o Fifty-nine (59) percent of high school seniors who report daily marijuana

use report deity tobacco smoking versus only twenty-five (25 percent) for the

age group as a whole.

)k

Forty-seven (47) percent of high school seniors who report daily marijuana

use report that they are current users of amphetamines, generally four to

seven times the average for the age group as a whole.

Thirty-one (31) percent of high school seniors who report daily marijuana use

report that they currently ute cocaine, generally five to seven times the

average for this age group as a whole.

'A parti arly valuable additional survey is "Young Men and Drugs A NatiOnwide

Survey." This survey is an extensive and, meticulous study Of a representative

nationwide sample of 2,510 young men: aged 20-30, by O'Donnell and Clayton, et

al. They found, for example, that whereas 4106 than 1 percent of these eung

men who had never used marijuana went on to use cocaine and heroin, of those who

had used marijuana 1,000 times or more, three quarters or 73 percent went on tO.

. 23
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use Cocaine, and one-third (33 percent)'went on to use heroin. O'Donnell and

,Clayton conclude, in a paper now in press; that the stepping-stone

es,s--nclely. ;kg a signifiCant causal relationship exists between use of om

marijuaria 'and use Of other so-called hard drugs - -was rejected prematurely and

now needs serioui reevaluation. Their data also reveal a signifidant

relationship bet42en nondrug-related criminal activities and marijuana use. For

example, only 6 percent of nonusers were involved in breaking and entering,

.rytas4k7 percent of those using marijuana 1,000 times or more were so

involved.

Perceived Consequences of Marijuana Use
-

°//High school seniors who are marijuana users believe that the )use of

tne drug has caused them to experience significant problems such at the --

following: (Table 2)

,° Forty-two .(42) percent report they havt less energy.

° Thirty-four (34) percent report that they believe regular use,hurt

their school add/or job performance.

Thirty-one (31) pycent indicate they are less interested other

activities.

° Twenty-eight (28) percent report that regular use has caused them to

think less clearly.,

Thirty-eight (38) percent think that regular use hurt their

relationship With their parents.

r
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t ° ANeven (11) percent think that regular use caused them to be less

stable emotionally.

ADDITIONAL HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL CONSEQUENCES

ow would like to review with you the results of specific

/ research studies which present either cleat evidence of the danger of marijuana

/ use, or raise sufficiently serious questions so that one must withhold judgment

and empliaKze the potential risk of such use.. The research can be groupedbinto

nine key areas

1.

2.

3.

Intellectual Functioning

Driving and Skrils Performance

Cardiovascular Effects
1

4. Pulmonary Effects.

5. The Immune Response

6. Brain Damage Research

7. Psychopathology

8. Reproductive Effects X

9. Chromosome Abnormalities

1. Intellectual Functioning

Interest in the psychological and cognitive impairment that may result from -

marijuana goes back many years with the first tystematic accounts of

'ccurring in the 1930s. A wide range of

intellectual verfurmance impairment rel'ated to marijuana intoxification has

been reported. Impairment has been observed on such tasks as digit symbol

substitution (a timed task in Ach the individual substitutes a series of'

ti
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symbols for numbers), choice eaction time (a reaction-time task in.which

the response depends on rapidly discriminating between choices), the ability

to repeat in forward and backward order ,e succession of digits,' and to

mentally make a succession of repeatel subtractions. Many other task

pe4rmances, including concept formation, reading comprehension, and speech

also have been found to be impaired. There-ls no significant difference of

scientific opinion concerning these observations and conclusions.

Research Shows that more familiar, less demanding tasks are less interfered

.with than thOse involving new material and more difficult task'requiremeqts.

A common denominator to impairment of functioning is the effects of-

marij on short -tents memory. Marijuana interferes with the transfer bf

material from immediate to longer term memory storage.

Dozens of experimental studies now exist whose r lilts consistentlyashow,

that while marijuana's acute effects os memory and cognition vary with the

task and the amounts'of drug'used, the impact almost invariably is

detrimental. What is less clear is the extent of long-term ekfects due to

chronic long-term use. fet---is an important area in which additiohal

°
researth is required.

2. Drivin Per mance

Becausir:Che ages of peak marijuana uce crow c`i1L with those of peak driving

accident rates, and such aceaVits are the priticiAl cause of_ athand
a

injury in adolescetis and yeeng adults,..the(14iemenartjuan on driving

is an impOrtantpublic, health issue, ;,

f) r,
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There is good evidence that marijuana use, at typical social levels, impairs

driving ability. Studies,involving such diverse areas as perceptual

components of the.driving task, driverstmulator performance, test course

and actual driving behavior, all tend to slow significant performance and

perceptual deficits related to being high that make driving more hazardous.

In addit n to NIDA supported research in this area, additional studies

conducted or the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration also

demonstrate that marijuana probably was used by a significant percentage of

drivers involved in fatal accidents and in driving while intoxicated (DWI)

arrests. A study reported in 1979 by the California Department of Justice,

Office of Traffic Safety, found 16 percent overall, incidence of THC in the

blood samples of 1,792 persons stopped by police .for drivihg while

Intoxicated. That proportion rose to nearly 25 percent for the group within

the sample without alcohol p?esent 4n their blood.

More,marijuana users drive today when high -than was true in the past.

Surveysstridictae that rcam 60 to 80 of the marijuana users

questioned reported that-lhey sanetimes drive while high. Marijuana use In

combination with aldohol also is quitecpanon,and the risk of accidents

when the two drugs are used in combination is greater than that posed by

either drug usedglone.

Another alarming danger associated with driving under the influence of

. marijuana is that some of the perceptual or other performance decrements

resulttlerpm marijuana use pay persist for some time, beyond the period of

27
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subjective intoxication. Under such circumstances, the individual may

attempt to drive without realizing that his or her abililty to do so is

still impiired even though he or she no longer feels "high." Ongoing

studies are attempting to further delineate these issues.

AO

In this context, it is important to note the present status of our ability

annabinoids in bod fluids. The abililt to detect marijuana use

is important to deterring the use of this drug by young people. There has

been steady progress in the development and improvement of research assays

for cannabinoids in body fluids using the techniques of radioimnunoassay

(RIA) and gas chromatography /mass spectrometry (GC /MS). These nethods are

highly sensitive and specific, but because of their sophistication, their

use has been primarily limited to research laboratories. Recent modifi-

cations in the RIA assays, however, have led to the availability of kits

which have wide applicabil to the analysis of blood, plasma and urine by

laboratories with less research experience than previously required.

The most important recent advance in urinalysis of cannabinoids for the

mirr determination of past use of marijuana was the commercial distribution of

the EMIT system 1-1/2 years ago. The development of this system was

partially funded by NIDA. Initial large -scale tests If this system show it

to be a highly accurate and useful technique for the determination of past

use of marijuana. It can detect cannabinoid metabolites in urine for as

long as 1-2 weeks in some individuals after a single smoking session and

perhaps as long as 3-4 weeks after a chronic smoker has stopped.

Research is being supported on the development of rapid and less expensive

laboratqry tests for cannabinoidsmn saliva and blood which could form the

4
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basis of Forensic assays for recent past use of marijuana. Within the past

few months, a portable version of the EMIT system which promises to have

wide applicabililty in use "'has begun to.be marketed. The problems

with such a system.include the confirmation issue and the.relatively high

expense of this type of assay, but in prevalence studies and in field use

which can incorporate confirmation by other methods, it should prove highly

useful. It will provide the first rapid and accurate chemical measure of

drug use in military populations which were not accessible before because of

the lack of a portable system.

The EMIT does not presently permit one to measure or time a possible state

of intoxification; instead it confirms use or nonuse within the recent plst.

Jherefdre, it cannot currently, conclusively link driving violations or

accidents to marijuana use, as is done with the breathalfzer for alcohol and

subsequent blood tests. However, we continue to support the further

development of this and other tests that will determine more precisely

recent marijuana use.

3. Cardiovascular Effects

Studies on the cardiovascular effects of marijuana have not been conducted ,

with very young populations, i.e., individuals under the age of 21.

However, it is known that marijuana use leads to an increased heart rate and

associated circulatory changes. There is evidence that in patients with

already impaired heart function the use of marijuana may precipitate

chest Odin (angina pectoris) more rapidly and following less effort than

tobacco cigarettes. This possible difference in the response to marijuana

of

O
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in heart disease patients may prove to be of considerable practical

significance, if young people presently using 'marijuana continue to use the

drug as they progress through middle life.

4. Pulmonary Effects

The danger that marijuana may present to the lungs and to the respiratory

system is linked to the fact that marijuana typically is-smoked, often by

individuals 4.410 also smoke tobacco cigarettes. It has been shown that

cannabis produces 50 percent more tar than the same weight of standard'

tobacco cigarettes. Also, because most of a marijuana cigarette or "joint"

is consumed by the smoker, more tar is inhaled than when an ordinary tobacco

cigarette is smoked. In addition, cannabis tar contains more than 150

complex hydrocarbons, including carcinogens such as benz0a)pyrene.

The concentration of benzo(a)pyrene in marijuana tar is 70 percent higher

than in the same weight of tobacco tar. There does not yet exist an

model for the development of lung cancer by either tobacco or marijuana.

However, in animal tests marijuana smoke residuals produce skin tumors.

In fact, human lung tissue exposed in the test tube to marijuana smoke shows

greater cellular changes than when exposed to similar amounts of standard

tobacco smoke. Critical longitudinal studies are needed and are being

supported by Ma to evaluate the risk of long-term use..

In addition to possible cancer risk, marijuana smoke has2been shown to

seriously impair important pulmonary functions, vital capacity, for example,

is-significantly decreased, more so by two or three typical joints than by

one pack of tobacco cigarettes. It also causes changes typical of a variety

a,
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pf lung ailments. At this juncture, it is not possible to predict what

precisely the health effects in later life' will be on those young people

today who are regular marijuana smokers. As with cigarette smoking, it may

take at leasi 20 years to document 'results.

5. The Immune Response

- Because of the 'importance of the body's natural defenses against illness.

principally the immune response, reports of an impairment of this vital

function must be carefully considered.

The T -lymphocyte is a white blood cell which plays a central role in the

immune response. Some human studies have described an effect on T -cell

function under conditions of chronic heavy marijuana use; others using

different techniques have failed to confirm this observation. Such

discrepancy is almost universal at this stage of research inquiry and will

be clarified by further studies.

Animal data more consistently have reported a definite suppression of the

test animals' immune responses. Three reports based on work in laboratories

have reported reductions in the immune response in mice and.rats treated.

with high, but humanly relevant, doses of inhaled marijuana smoke.

There has been no large-scale epidemiological research undertaken as yet to

determine if marijuana smokers suffer from infections and other diseases to

a greater, extent than others of a similar lifestyle who do not use the drug.

0
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6. Brain Damage Research
6

It is not possible to make definitive statements regarding the -relationship

between marijuana use and brain damage. Several studies indicated that

brdin atrophy might be present in heavy users, however, these studies have

methodological flaws that prevent the drawing of any concrete conclusions.

There is no evidence at this time which links marijuana use to any single

specific neurologic illness. Some - experiments indicate the possibility that

some subtle chafiges in brain functioning or structure may occur as a result

of marijuana smoking. However, these.studies were conducted with a limited

number of animals and have, thus far, not been confirmed by others.

Moreover, the dose levels used may not be appliCabla to most human usage.

Additional relearch is needed, particularly with regard to any subtle

changes in brain functioning that may occur as a result of marijuana use.

7. Psychopathology

There is a general consensus that we need to know more about the

psychological/psychiatric effects of Marijuana use on youthful drug users.

Young people are belie'ed to be especially at risetecause of their ongoing

physical and emotional maturation. It is possible that young, regular

marijuana users may not be able to develop appropriate "life skills on

schedule, and tlrIIt failing to do so, it may be difficult iI\ndt impossible

for them to make up these developmental differences later.in life. There is

increasing clinical concern that some percentage of regular heavy daily

usts develop a psychological dependence on marijuana to the extent that it

interferes significantly with thefr maturation.

The most commonly observed advere clinical reaction of gnaritum

acute anxietpreaction. This reaction appears to be more coimd4 in

is the
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relatively iciexPerienced users, although the degree of dose also can play a

role. More teveceseactions occur more frequently, but not exclusively, In

individuals with pre-existing psychiatric disorders. These range through

paranoid states to psychotic decompensations.

An acute brain syndrome associated with cannabis.intoxication including such

features as clouding of mental processes, disorientation. confusion and

marked memory impairment also has been reported. This acute brain Syndrome

appears to be linked closely to the dose and quality of marijuana.

In attempting to elucidate the role marijuana plays in psychopathology, it

is difficult to isolate marijuana from the many other potential contributing

variables, such as other drug use, latent psychopathology, and nral

developmental crises. However, at least one recent study raises the

possibility that drug use may be one of the intervening variables that

causes psychological/social pathology among some youngsters. Robbins has

I

reported that youngsters coming from families with less pathology became

like the youngsters from families with known pathology, these children came ,

to exhibit the same anti-social 'and disturbed behavior that normally would

be associated with the latter type of family. This 1980 study found that

early adolescent drug use often occurred in youngsters whose early school

records indicated a better than average IQ and who came from families of an

economic status similar to other families from the school class. The author

found that, contrary to what one might have.predicted based on school..and

family background, these youngsters came to resemble the typical child,with

a behavior disorder, with a lower IQ, from a more economically deprived

e
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family, and who had been cited for truancy ae1 failure in school. 0A

possible intervening variable may have been the early onset df drug uses.` 11.

8. Reproductive Effects ,

A variety of both animal and human studies suggest that marijuana used daily

and in substantial amounts similar to thoseti9f-a regular cigarette smoker

may impair some,aspectse the reproductive function.

Some studies show that the male hormone testosterone may be reduced

,temporarily as a result of marijuana use. Abnormalities in the sperm count .

andotility and in the structural characteristics of sperm of male chronic

users ha,ie been found. Animals studies of th;4effecti of marijuana on
a.

testicular functioning, including the production of sperm, also have found

adverse effects.

Preliminary evidence from animal and human Studies suggests that eelatively

heavy marijuana use, ranging from several times a week to daily use, may

reduce fertility in some women. Endocrine changes have been found in

several studies. While the clinical implications of such findings are not

jTt known, and the acute effects noted may be reversible when marijuana use

is stopped,, they do indicate a basis for concern for long-term users as

decreased fertility may result, especially in those of already marginal

fertility.

Recent animal studies usIng high but relevdnt doses of marijuana, or THC have

indicated a variety of possible reproducttOn problemt. These include early,

de,5d'of embryos and their reabsorption, reproductive losses being higher

87-309 0 - 82 - 3
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"along marijuaria.treatedrhisus females than arong,nontreated 4xiales,tower

birth weight of male infants borti'tc±:.treated female -monkeys, and reductions

in ovary an uterine irejght, estrogen production,- anti the production of 'a
-

number of- important pituitary Fio'rfionei.

One study of 26 females'who used-'street' marijuana-three or. more times a

week for 6 months or more found that these women had three -times;as many

abnormal menstrual cycles in which they failed to ovulate as nonusIng women.

*Lowered levels of .prolactin, a hormone -Important after childbirth in

producing Adequate mother's milk, also Were found; suggesting that nursing _

might be impaired in marijuana-using women fbllowing childbirth. Because '

She sarijuana-using women also used alcohol more extensivelY than the .

nonmarijuana -using group, it cannot necessarily be assumed that the effects

observed were tpe result of marijuana use.

.

There is good evidence that THC and other cannabinoids pass through the

placennil barrier and reach the fetus during intrauterine development. Pre-

and postnatal changes related to marijuana use have only been found with

larger doses in animals and have not been reported in humans, but the

;distinct possibility exists that marijuana use during pregnancy might result

in abnormal development.

a. 0 .

Research directly concerning the effects of marijuana on human reproduction

is limited, however, there appears to be enough evidence to at least va-rpt

scautioningagainit the regular use of, marijuana during pregnancy.

V
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9. Chromosome Abnormalities. v

Overall, there continues to be no convincing evidence that marijuana use

causes clinically significant chromosdme damage. Although there were earl;

reports of increases in chromosomal breaks and abnorilialities in human cell

"cultures, more recent studies have been inconclusive.

4 is,,e
. PAST EFFORTS -FUTURCDIRECTIONS

wi

fi

Marijuana research is a young scientific field. In all probability, more

marijuana research has been done in the past two decades than in all previous

history. The National Institute on Drug Abuse has been. the major sponsor pf

such studies. Support has included stimulation and funding of research grants,

research contracts, and growing and.standardizing the direct supply of marijuana

for research studies. Total Federal sAport for research on marijuana since

1977 has been slightly more than $4 million a year, with 11 different agencies

contributing, NIDA's.proportion of this funding amounts to over fourfiftos of

the total. A history of NIDA's expenditures on marijuana research since FY 1975

can be seen in Table 5.

V
The goals of marijuana research during the 1980s vary somewhat from those of the

1970s. (Refer to Table 6 for a summary of marijuana funding by research goal.)

Aug the 1970s, although NIDA was interested in supporting a broad-based

attempt to understand the problem of marijuana abuse, *mphails was placed on

prevalence studies and on identifying and understanding the acute effects of

marijuana. In the 19805, though these interests continue, more attention is

being paid to the issue of the chronic effects of maripanaiiise, particularly on

women and adolescents. These populations have not been well represented G past

research focused on health copsequ'endbs. What effects, if any, are irreversible

is another key question.

r) r,'Jo
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The Institute also would like to see more studies oriented towards identifyinI3

and developing successful prevention and treatment approacheo youthful

marijuana use. Approximately 18 percent of all individuals who enter federal,

drug abuse treatment programs list marijuana as their primary drug of abuse. Of

this 18 percent, over 41 AilCent are under the age Of 18. Our data system

cannot tell us the exact nature of the client' complaint nor the clinician's

diagnosis. In order to provide more effective treatment, we need to know more

about the problems caused by marijuana that result in a youngster seeking help.

There is a need to support longitudinal studies of young people, particularly

the heavy users. As mentioned, it is the daily user and the user who begins

marijuana use early who are most at risk for future general health, social, and

psychiatric problems. In this context, it is impolant to point out that the

bulk of marijuana studies attempt very carefully to separate out the specific

effect of marijuana itself on such phenomena as the body, ego-identity, personal

values, and the like. This is indeed a crucial question, but it can become too

narrow an approach. Marijuana, particularly with young people, is part of a

lifestyle, part of a pattern. What are the consequences of the lifestyle that

often accompanies marijuana use? If most heavy marijuana users typically use

several drugs, identifying the consequences of multiple drug use Is as important

as learning the effects of marijuana per se.

I believe future research on marijuana use and youth wi I emphasize (1) basic

and clinical research with an emphasis on idutifying chronic health and
-

behavioraTconsequetes, (2) applied research with an emphasis on determining

effective treatment modalities, and (3) prevention research with an emphasis on

a
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identifying the mechanisms that preyed! or inhibit young people from'

experimenting with marijuana.

Mr. Chairman, let me now turn from the topic of research, I want to emphasize

the need for involving the non-Federal sector in the prevention and treatment of

marijuana use by young people. TiRe Block Grant program will allow States the

flexibility they need to determine how best to approach the problem of marijuana

use and youth. Working together, States, local governments, and parent gro, s

should be able to determine what is the best approach for thr particul

community. The Fedel'al Government will continue to proVide technical assist ce

and will disseminate the latest research information about the-effects of

marijuana use. Our major goal is to reverse the current pattern of marijuana

use'and get us back to a period where marijuana use, once again is a raip

phenomena. I cannot emphasize ePpugh the tremendo.us change that has occurred 'Or°

since the 1950s in this count -y. This last 20-year period in which we have seen

such a tremenddus increase in marijuana use, Particularly by young people, is

unprecedented.

In an effort to promote non-Federal involvement in the prevention and treatment

of marijuana use by young people, NIOA recently sponsored a symposium on the

r.
clinical effects of marijuana use on young people, we shall continue to support

family and parents drug prevention.workshops. These workshops are designed to

proTote interaction and collaboration among, parent groups, single State

agencies, the drug abuse treatment system, and the prevention community.

A
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In summary, I want to emphasize that NIDA'S goal,is to contribute to the

reduction of the use of marijuana by young people in this country. A

coordinated effort will provide the best possibility of reversing the pattern' of

sharp increases we have seen until very recently. The following are our

recommendatio'ns for achieving this goal:

I. Continue to support research that will provide mre inforkation about

long-term health consequences of marijuana use by young people,

2. Continue to develop and implement effective means ofwarilIng yougg veggie,

-their families, and the Nation about the negative conseouehces-of marijuana

use; and

. Continue to encourage the private sector and the parent groups inparticular

e .

to work towards discouraging marijuana use by yogng people

Mr. Chairman, our young people have been the tragic victims of a major public

hesalth menace during the past two decades: one which has had potentially very

grave consequences for their personal fulde and the Nation's future. There is

some reason to believe this picture of exploding drug use has leveled off and

may be beginning a decline.. We all share the serious responsibility of ensuring

that this decline continues and' accelerates.

rr.

Tlfank you, Mr. Chan. I would,be happy to riespond to any questions. you may

have.
/
1
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Table 1

NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD SURVEY ON DRUG ABUSE, 1979

4 Lifetime. Prevalence Of Marijuana Use
Among Subgroups' Of Youth

Years Yearsteart
Old Old Old

Of Total Sample1514(t0700) /We Used Marijuana in Lifetime

\\\\\Of Lifetime Users511041(N.350) Are Current

Users (Consumed Marijuana In Past Month)

2

Of Current Users 57()4(N175)
Have Consumed Marijuana 5 or More
Days In Last Month

2,165 Total 'Sample, Age 12-t7

**N Approximate Figures Based Upon
Weighted Percentages

AO.

4 0 .

' o0
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Table 2

NATIONA. SURVEY OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS, 1979

Perceived Problems Resulting from Marijuana Use as Reported By
High School Senior Daily Users in Frequency of Response

4x

Perceived Problem

1,230
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Table 3

YOUNG MEN AND DRUGS: A NATICAWIDE SURVEY, 1976

Lifetime Prevalence Of Criminal Activities
Correlated With Marijuana Use

Marijuana Use

Selling
Drugs

Shop-

lifting

2

Breaking

EVering

Never

Used
Under
10 Times

10-99
Times

100-999
Times

1,000+

4% 6% 19% 50%' 71%

29% 50% 52% 56% 64%

6% 10% 10% 20% 27%

N. 2,500

O

4
xl

X
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Table 4

YOUNG MEN AND DRUGS: A NATIONWIDE SURVEY, 1976

Lifetime Prevalence Of Other Drug Use
Correlated With Marijuana Use

Marijuana Use

Cocaine

Heroin

Meyer
Used

Under
10 Times

10 -40 -1756-414 -1,000+
Times Times

LesIthan

I% 1% 7%

..

39% 73%

Less than

1% 1%

.

4% ' 13% 33%

4 3

' N. 2.600

to

),
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:TABLE 5

PERCENTAGE OF NIDA RESEARCH BUDGET EXPENDED ON MARIJUANA RESEARCH
(Dollars in Thousands)

8

.6

FY 75 FY 76 FY 77 FY 78 FY 79 FY 80

RESEARCH BUDGET 34,046 33,760 33,994 33,986 42,930 45,972
CO

CANNABINOID RESEARCH EXPENDITURES 4,483 2,853 3,940 3,594 3,536 3,788

TOTAL CANNABINOID PROJECTS 105 82 75 64 65 53
r

MEAN CANNABINOID PROJECT COST 42.70 '34.79 52.53 56.17 54.40 71.47

.44
a
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TABLE 6

'VIDA MARIJUANA PROJECTS BY RESEARCH GOAL

FY 1978 Through FY 1980
(Dollars in Thousands)

' FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

Epidemiology 238 54 61

Etiology
r

145 133, 136

Prevention Research . 77 48

--
Hazards of Marijuana Use 916 . 990 1,236,

TreatrtejRitesea-rc11--- 54 51 132

9,e `'Research 972 1,295 1,036

General Research & Development
(Chemistry, Drug Supply 6
Technology Transfer) 1,194 : 1,013 1,139-

TOTAL, 3,594 3,536 3,788
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Senator Htjmriiaxv. Thank you, Dr. Po llin, and I know that
everyone certainly shares your hope that this leveling off and
Slight decline is the beginning of a long-term, favorable trend. Let
me commend you and your staff at the Institute for your important
part in this progress. Certainly, your Institute has been one of the
foremost factors involved in educating the public, I would say, and
I congratulate you on that.

Perhaps it would be well at this point, before I ask you a number
of questions that come to mind regarding your testimonyit might
be well if you would state the formal role of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse. It is our Nation's chief facility fbr investigating the
effects of drugs, obviously Perhaps you could put it more formally
than that, just to put it into focus.

Dr. Po Lux. Until very recently, Mr. Chairman, our role actively
involved a number of separate areas. One, we had a primary re-
sponsibility for developing a national treatment 'capacity to meet
the results of the exploding use of drugs in this country over the
past several decades.

Late in the 1960's, there were just a handful of outpatient treat-
ment centers in the country and two prison hospitals. This past
year, there were over 3,200 separate drug abuse treatment facili-
ties; more than 1,500 of those received funding which came from
NIDA and went through the States.

We had a second responsibility to train the sudden, huge in-
crease in the ,number of people required to staff that treatment
system. Both of these efforts largely achieved their goals in terms
of developing this kind of national treatment capacity. This year,
along with many other categorical health programs, NIDA's role
will Change as the funding for this type of community service
becoines part of the block grant mechanism.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr. PULLIN. Second, we have had a major role in planning, stimu-

lating, and conducting knowledge development activities, including
basic and applied research, and in attempting to bring researchers
who had previously been successful in more recognized and estab-
lished fields of research into drug abuse research.

Both in terms of. the ,individuals involved and in terms of the
results achieved in the sense of important breakitrough findings,
and we think that there has been important progitss made during
the past decade.

We also, increasingly in the past few years, have put greater
efforts into major prevention efforts both with regard to national
campaigns, attempting to effectively spread our view of the prob-
lems and dangers of drug abuse, and to help stimulate the growth
and activity of more effective community and rent organizations
in this area.

Senator HUMPHREY..Thank you for that.
Regarding the tharihuana epidemic, if you will, ybu stated that

25 years ago, there was very limited use of marihuana, and then
very .rapidly usage grew to the point that today, notwithstanding
these fairly favorable trends, young people in the United States are
the heaviest users of marihuana in any industrialized country. Is
that correct?

Dr. PowN.Yes,

11
0, 4.
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Senator HUMPHREY. That is a pretty remarkable statement. Are
other industrialized countries close to us in the use of marihuana
by young people, or are we, unfortunately, way out ahead?

Dr. Pox. This is an area where we have to rely upon the
informed judgment of the most experienced researchers in the field
due to the fact that there are no other countries that have any-
thing .that even approaches the kind of national data sources that
we have.

It appears that a number of 'countries in Western, Europe have
come close to our levels of marihuana use. There are certain soci-
eties in the world, primarily in underdeveloped countries, where
very widespread use of marihuana has been a cultural tradition for
long periods of time. But use in those areas is usually 'in small
segments of the population where very heavy marihuana use
occurs, and there is a very different .system of social constraints
and the like, so that those underdeveloped countries are really not
comparable.

Senatbr HUMPHREY. I see. Regarding the studies that have been
conducted over the last 10 or 15 years, I recall that the' critics of
those studies pointed to, contradictions and pointed to the prelimi,
nary nature of many of those studies. But, now, we 'have been
studying the health effects of marihuana for a number of years. Is
it your opinion that we now have a sufficient body of evidence to
warrant serious concern and that there no longer can be any
serious challenge to tlie general thrust of these findings?

Dr. PoLLiN. I believe that very strongly, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY: Very strongly? <7
Dr. POLLIN. Yes. Insofar as we talk about marihuana effects on

young people, I do not know of anyone who now, believes that this
is a benign drug to be treated in a cavalier-fashion.

Senator 'HUMPHREY. You know of no professionally qualified
person who considers marihuana to be a'benign drug?

Dr. PowN.;Certainly not in young people; certainly not in ado-
lescents.

Senator HUMPHREY. You mentioned the preliminary findings of
the 1981 high school senior study. When will that ptudy be availa-
ble?

Dr. POLLIN. The end of November.
Senator HUMPHREY. The end of November.
The downtrend we see on this first chart reflects use by daily

users. What is the trend by occasional users?
Dr. POLLIN. It shows the same trend lines, with one exception. If

you look at lifetime prevalence, which means any use, even using
one time at any point in one's life, that kind of pattern continues
to show some very slight increase in the most recent studies. That
is a kind of use which is of much less concern and has much less
significance with regard to health or behavioral effects. 8ut if you
look at all measuresuse during the past year, use during the past
month, or daily useall of these are now trendjng down.

Senator HUMPHREY. You did not, in your very comprehensive
and excellent statement, touch upon the matter of increased poten-
cy and increased strength of marihuana which is now available.
Can you' give us, from NIDA's point of view, some commentary on
that and the significance of that increased potency?

--\
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Dr. Potam. Its significance takes several different forins. First,
the average potency some years back was on the level or 1 to 2
percent, and we are talking here about the percent of the most
psychoactive component of marihuana in the material as a whole.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. lit
Dr. Potam. The standardized preparation of marihuana which is

used, worldwide in all studies was developed at that time and still
continues to have that same level of potency. There, are standard-
ized marihuana cigarettes for research purposes at different levels
of, potency, but they are still all within that general level.

Given the fact that there are strains of marihuana currently
available whose potency is three, four or five time's as high as the
average of some years back and that such marihuana is frequently
used at this point by our young people, we are, for the moment, in
the unfortunate situation of studying the health effects through
the use of a preparation which we know is very.much at the low.
end of the kind of marihuana that is being used in the .country as a
whole.

Senator HUMPHREY. You say your research is based on marihua-
na whose potency is at the low end of the range?

Dr. Potam. That is right. At some point in the future, we do
ti plan to make available material of higher potency. .We already

have begun to move in that direction. There are a nun)ber of
technical difficulties with doing that.

So, just from the point of view of evaluating the large kody of
structured research studies which are done today, we havFto rec-
ognize that their results will have a built-in predilection toward
yielding conservative findings.

Senator HUMPHREY. I see.a

Dr. Poplar'. The other major implication of this chefitge in poten-
cy is that young people, to the extent to whigh4they continue to

/smoke at approximately the same level now that they were amok -
/ ing 5. years agoand we have no definitive evidence of there being

a change in the level prthis patternthat is, a reduction in smok-
ing to compensate for the increased potency-

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes,
Dr. Poplar'. To the extent to which those patterns remain the

same, they are expeNencing a material which is three to four times
stronger.

Senator HUMPHREY. So, those who are smoking at the same level
of past yeirs, in fact, are ingesting a greater quantity of the
psychoactive agent today by virtue of the increased potency?

Dr. Potam. Substantially greater.
Senator HUMPHREY. Substantially higher?
Dr; PoJ.UN. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. And in your view, the potency has increased

by three or four times over the last 10 years, is that correct?
Di-. PULLIN. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. And the research that has been done in

recent years is based largely on that weaker marihuana, so that, if
anything, the health effects--
°Dr. PULLIN. Tend to be understated. 4$

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
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You have shown the correlatiOn between use of marihuana and
other drugs. Is anyone prepared to say whether this is a cause and
effect relationship?

Dr. Po um. Not conclusively. There seems to be no reason, first,
to believe that it' is in any sense a biological cause and effect
relationship. There are a number of hypotheses which suggest be-
havioral scenarios, if you will, by which the use of marihuana
would facilitate and make 'more likely the use of other drugs.

If we think for a moment about a/lite-ral meaning of what a
stepping stone is, enabling one to cross some natural divide that
might be a lot more difficult to cross over if that stepping stone
were not there, many of those scenarios involve just that concept.

I agree with Dr. Clayton and the late Dr. O'Donnell that that
hypothesis ,deserves to be reexplored, given the much' greater
amount of epidemeektical data tivailable.

Senator HUMPHREY. You made the statement that those who
used marihuana 1,000 times or moretharis, regular daily users
of' that group, three-quarters went on to use cocaine. That is a
pretty shocking statistic and one that ought to be considered by
young people. atever the relationship, the result is pretty amaz-ing and pretty ocking. And one-third of those who used it daily
Went on to heroi .

Dr. Powx. And I find it even more impressive when one looks
at, the data and sees that of those who do not use at all, only 1
percent go on to the use of these other drugs.,

'Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
In your statement you indicate that a significant causal relationA

Ship exists between, the use of marihuana and other so-called hard
adrugs. That assertion was rejected out of hand prematurely, but

- you feel that it now deserves more serious consideration.
Dr.°PoLuN. Yes.,
Senator HUMPAR EY. Let me talk with you about some of the

specific effects, the nine health effects that you have listed among
users of' marihuana. You state that seven result in anatomical
changes. Which seven are those?

Dr. Pou.m. I was referring there not to specific effects, Mr.
Chairman, but trying to group the many studies which have been
done into various areas. r belieiTe that in the areas of intellectual
impairment and change, driving and skills performance, cardiovas-
cular effects, pulindnitYy effects, the immune response, psycho-
pathology and behavioral changes, and reproductive and endocrine
effectsin those seven areas, changes have clearly been demon-
strated either in animal studies anti' /or in human studies.

Senator HUMPHRE,y. Physiological Changes?
Dr. PotuN. Physiologic or behavioral changes.
With regard to changes in the CNS and specific brain damage

and with regard to cellular changes,.there it seems to me that the
' evidence is r contradictory that one cannot speak with certainty
of.any changes occurring, let alone valuating what the signifi-
cance for human well-being and performance might be.

Senator HUMPHREY. What about the reversibility of physical
changes and anatomical changes? Are all of these reversed in time,
or are some permanent or cumulative? What is the situation there?

a
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Dr. Pow's'. That is an area where a great deal of additional
study is required. At this point, I do not know that we can speak
with certainty as to any irreversible changes that have been clear-
ly documented, though there are certainly a variety of animal
studies, individual studies, which find these in certain kinds of
experimental designs. But there is not a sufficient bulk of studies
and replications of those studies so that we can speak with certain-
ty to that point.

Senator HUMPHREY. But these changes remain so long..as mari-
huana is used?

Dr. POLLIN. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. You mentioned a possible higher risk of lung

cancer from smoking marihuana. Can you give us mole informa-
tion on that? Is it correct that there is a higher concentration of
tars and' carcinogens in marihuana smoke?

Dr. POLLIN. Yes. We know that the average preparation'of mari-
huana produces some 50 percent more tar than the same weight of
standard tobacco cigarettes.

Senator HUMPHREY. What is the implication of that? Does that
mean that the risk of cancer is 50 percent higher? How does that
correlate?

Dr. POLLIN. I do not know that one can make a 1-to-1 relation-
ship, butgiven the fact that most investigators relate the carcino-
genic effect of tobacco to the tar portion, and given the fact that
specific carcinogens such as beirzopyrene are 70 percent higher in
marihuana tar than in the same weight of tChacco tar, the carcino-
-genie potential of marihuana, certainly, I think at this point, would
seem to be at least ..as great as that of tobacco, if not' greater.

NON, the other major set of factors that are involved hasve to do
with the level of exposure to these carcinogens and over, what
period of time. t)

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr. VoLutsCoV:h it is certainly true ttit the great bulk of

marihuana' gib not smoke 20 to 30 joints'a .0day, and many
tobacco smokers smoke dile to tivo picks, nonethelps there, are
sufficient differences in the pattern p1 smoking. I4anY marihuana
use will try to inhale as deNify . ssible,,keep the smoke in,as
longa,as possible, and'smbke doWn very,,,:very tip.,Thip is a
patteni of smoking which one would desigti itone wereltrypg to
maximize exposure to carcinogens:' .

Senator HUMPHilEY. And I suppose they use Unfiltefed cigarettes
as well; that is a safe assumption. So; the concentrationof these
agents is about as great as it can possibly be. -

Let me ask you about the effects on the reproductive 'system.
This is one that is bound to interest young people. Will.yousg to
that more fully at this time? 0

Dr. POLLIN. Yes. We are talking here about direct effec upon
those body structures and systems which 'are directly involved in-

'reproduction; for example, the structure and function of sperm an
the male, where in both human and .animal studies, the bulk of
studies report that after any period of, sustained marihuana use,
the number of normal 'sperm is decreased and the number of
abnormal sperm is increased. The functional capacity of sperm is
significantly decreased.

o
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We also are considering here effects upon the set of hormones
and endocrine systems which influence the reproductive system
among many other important body functionspituitary hormones
which have multiple impacts upon body processes. Again, in this
area the bulk of studies show that significant levels of marihuana
use do interfere with the normal function of these systems and do
tend to decrease circulating levels of significant hormones.

This is an area where the bulk of studies thus far indicate that
the changes are reversible after some period of time, but where we,
cannot speak with definitive certainty as to whether this is always
true or whether there is some threshold level where the changes
may become irreversible. ,

Senator HUMPHREY'. Are there any study results that indicate an
effect on normal growth and development? You mentioned the

t ffect on endocrine levels.
Dr. PoLuN. I am not aware of any studies which have yielded

clear findings in that areajt is an issue which has been of concern
to various clinicians.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr. PoLLIN. But I do not know of definite study results.
Senator' HUMPHREY. Well, you have mentioned the change in

sperm cells, the increase in abnormal cells, and the decrease of
normal cells. What about the effects on the. female reproductive
system?

Dr. POL1HN. There, both in animal studies, where the bulk of the
work has been done; and in a number of human studies, it has
been found that there are significantly increased numbers of .ab-
normal menstrual cycles with failures to ovulate the female.
There are lowered levels of prolactin, which is ne of the key

41? hormones -which is important in regulating a reproductive
system.

There is a significant death of embryos and their reabsorption in
animal studies of primates. Again, these are just a few characteris-
tic studies iri an area of work where there have been many reports

,.:. of similar results. ,
Senator HUMPHREY. How would you characterize the body of

research now on the health effects of marihuana today as com-
pared with even 5 years ago or 10 years ago? Is it substantial today
or is it still fairly preliminary? What is your professional view?

Dr. PowN. I think it depends on what yardstick one applies.
Compared to what we knew 10 years ago, there has been tremen-
dous progress. Compared to what we know about other analogous,
major public health concerns, we are still at a very, very early age.

One way, I think, to put this in perspective `is to recognize that
we have known about what was the active component in whisky;
we have known about alcohol, its chemical structure and the role it
played for hundreds of years. We have known what was the active

../ component in tobacco for well over 60 or 70 years.
We only learned what was the active component among the over

400 different compounds which are included in marihuana; we only
learned which of the was the active component about 10 or 11
years ago. Until thenTt was really very difficult to do any kind of
systematic study with marihuana.
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So; of necessity, this field is behind where we were in under-
standing the healthffects of tobacco 25 years ago.

Senator HUMPHREY. The three future goals you have stated are
to continue to support research, continue to develop and implement
effective means of warning people, and continue to encourage the
private sector, and the parents groups, in particular, to work
toward discouraging marihuana use by young people.

Can you talk about some of the things underway and what you
hope to do in the future in these three regards?

Dr. Pounv. I want to repeat again that what we will be able to
do in this area will be very much influenced by resource con-
straints, the extent of which at this point are not totally clear.

Senator HUMPHREY. You are talking about the budget, very dip-
lomatically.

Dr. Pomp/. Nonetheless, I am convinced that we will have sig-
nificant resources available to us, though they will be reduced.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
I- Dr. Pounv. And I am convinced that there will be a great deal
that we can.do and will do.

In the area of research, we are clearly going to have to make
some difficult choices, but I think we are in a much better position
to make those choices in the sense of prioritizing research areas
because we do know a good deal more now than we did 10 years
ago.

So., we will continue to emphasize that, above all else, there is
nothing worse than bad research, because that misleads you and
leads you into bad policy and wasteful future scientific efforts.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr. Pounv. But within the general principle that we will at-

tpmpt to identify and only support research of highest quality and
excellence) we do intenct.to be more targeted and,,more selective in
the areas in which we try to encourage pew studies along the lines
of those that I have laid, out here.

With regard to warning- young people, their families and the
Nation, we 'do think that there has been a sufficient increase in the
critical mass of knowledge available so that we can now speak with
confidence about the fact that this is not a benign ding in a way
that we could not 5 years ago.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. -
Dr. Pounv. And we intend to get that message out in a variety

of ways.
Senator HUMPHREY. What means does NIDA have today to do

that?
Dr. Pounv. Well, you'have provided us with one important way

N, do that this morning. But, in addition, we have a variety of
research monographs, services monographs, and publications.
Again, we are going' to have t6 cut back in that area but, we feel
better able to target, and select.` .

Also, because of the progress that has been made in thepast 6
years, we are much more comfortable in identifying which set of
findings we think warrant special national attention. For example,
When the high school senior survey results for 1981 do become
available at the end of November, because our confidence in the
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reliability and accuracy of that data is very high, and we will try tosee to it that these results receive widespread national attention.In some of these other areas, we 'have increasingly begun to--
convene groups of relevant individuals. We recently spobsored ameeting where we called in clinicians from all over the country,

aving`the feeling that the clinicians who have hot done systematic
isearch, but nonetheless have considerable experience in working

with disturbed adolescents, have a very important message to give
us and to give the country about what they have been seeinga
message which has not come through some of the structured find-
ings.

The proceedings of that meeting are now in the final stage of
being edited. We think we can, in a variety of %ays, call national
attention to the clinical consensus that marihuana does have pro-found clinical consequences.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, I commend you on all of those goals,
and particularly your work in support of parents groups because,
as 3740 pointed out, resources are limited here at the Federal level,
or at least you alluded to it, and it is certainly true.

I think that in these parent groups, you and 1 and others who
are trying to spread 'information have very great allies with, to be
sure, ,modest financial resources, but great spiritual resources.
They are very energetic and dedicated to what they are doing, andI certainly encourage you in that regard.

I have two questions that Senator Denton would like me to askof you. Why the percentage of funding for marihuana research
declined over the past few years?

Dr. Powx. Why has the percentage----
Senator HUMPHREY. Why has the percentige of funding for mari-huana research de'clined?
Dr. PowN. The decline, is a somewhat small one. It is a decline

primarily of percentage, not of absolute dollars.' If we collect and
summarize the priorities and the policy directives that we havereceived from a. variety of sources, including tie Congress, thenumber of areas that we have been asked to give priority attention
to in research have climbed very dramatically during the past 5years.

Paying 'attention to the drug abuse problems in special popula-tions, such a in the elderly, and women, was one mandate we were
given. Sec(3111d, as drug use patterns in the country have changed
drzmatically, the number of substances which are of considerable
public health concern has increased dramatically.PCP was a drug that was known only to veterinarians 10 years
ago It became a source of great concern only during this decade,and there .was i very legitimate need to mount a new program
looking into that drug.

So, the number of areas that require attention has grown, andthe Wel of funding has not grown proportionately.
Senator HUMPHREY. How does marihuana research fare in rela-tion to other drug research at the institute?
Dr. POLL1N. It is the second largest area of research, if we catego-rize our research in terms of the major drug or drug class being

attended to. The _drug class which receives the -largest percentageof funds is the narcotics, such as heroin, and marihuana comes
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second, among some 15 or 20 different categories of drugs which we
have a responsibility for studying.

Senator HpmPHREY. Dr. Po llin, tha, k you very much for your
excellent testimony and for your ve excellent work and that of4.2
your associates.

Dr. PULLIN. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Durell, Dr. Snyder, thank you very.

much. . .

Dr. PULLIN. Thank you very much.
[The following material was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
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RESPONSES TO QUESTEM SUBSEQUENTLY SUBMITTED X DR. PCLLIN

1 Your testimony indicates that youthful marijuana use has
not been well represented to this point in the research.
Could you elaborate on the research efforts the Institute
Fs planning to address this?

Because of the human subjects problems that would be posed by
giving marijuana to human volunteers who are not adults, there
is no experimedtal research on the biolbgical effects of
Marijuana on ybuth. Our knowledge in this area is gleaned
from animal studies ('Hypothermic and Hypotensive Responses to
Mar4tuana," "Cannabinoid Effects on Female Hormonal Balance"),
to foreign studies, and from epidemiologicalostudies in which
questions are asked about drug effects from youth who report
using marijuana ("Sociological and Psychological Study of the
Significance pf Chronic Matijuana Use in Adolescents," "Consequences
of Arrest for Marijuana Po session," etc.). In the biological
area, and to a lesser degree In the psychological area, such
studies are limited by the necessity of reliance on self-report
of drug use

We are currently considering longitudinal studies of drug abuse
among,adolescents, which would shed light on the biological and

1
psychological consequences of marijuana use by youth. We also
plan t' do a large-scale case study of youth referred by their
physicians as suffering from psychological problems associated
with marijuana use. This study will seek to identify possible

c..

biological and behavioral f ctors associated with or resulting
from heavy use. Another pl nned study involves the application
of mul4aple standard tests t previously studied adolescents and
young adults who were heavily involved with mariluana.

2. What methods are researchers using to assess the damage of
marijuana on adolescents in light of the important restraints
on ,actual testing of adolescents themselves?

There are three broad categories of methods currently emplOyed
to assess the damage of marijuana on. adolescents: (1) Self-report
questionnaires and interview schedules;, (2) Non-invasive experimental
measurement of physiological/biomedical functions on limited
numbers of voluntary human subjects who declare themselves
habitual users of marijuana and invasive and non-.Dnvasive measurements
in selected laboratory animals; (3) indirect statistical control
and comparison measures of macro-,level indicators. Adolescents
are capable of providing informed consent for the completion of
questionnaires wherp their behaviors can be described, their actions
anonymously quantified, and the data correlated with their report
of drug 'use. Performance measures (eg: school and employment) are
the'easiest to assess iiidetermining the adverse impact of drugs
on the body's physiology and psychology. Ciiminal'behavior, family,
and.social problems also provide a means of assessing psychological
well-being.

V
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. '

`you indicated that the marijuana plant materral is quite ,

complex, containing at least 421 compounds. Are the effect*
of all these compounds being studied or simply of delta-9-THC'

;

Most published research has been carried out on delta-L9-THC because
it is the primary psychoactive component in Marijuana. It is one
of over 60 related chemicals called cannabinoids which are found
amo g the 420-plus chemicals in marijuana. Cannabinoids other than
del 9; -tHC have been studied and may Nave pharmacological inter-
act' with 'MC itself but are much less psychoactive individually.

In the last three years an increasing amoynt of study has been
carried out on "marijuana" itself in an effort to provide more
information on the non-THC effects due to other components in the
plant and their Interactions. These studies are complicated by
the fact that specific doses of specific components are hard to
estimate when dealing with a complex mixture.

4. How:can the research be designed to-adequately evaluate the
substance youth are actually smoking?

Chemical analysis methods are quite capable of detailing the
chemical make-up of material being used on the street. Standard
,methods have been used in fact for the past several years to
analyze the major cannabinoid components of illicit marijuana
seizures by the Drug Enforcement Administration through an
interagency "potency monitoring" program.' It is this program
that has established the fact that marijuana on the street has
increased from a potency to 0.5% prior to 1975 to a potency
of over 41 today. °
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B. What mechanisms are in place for reviewing literature distributed
by NIDA to ensure it has the most up-to-date information;/",,

Over the past two years, NIDA has updated and revised several of
. its major public information materials. A number of these
revisions have taken almost a year to corTlete and have involved
extensive reviews by both scientific and policy reviewers both
within and outside of the Institute. In order to systematize
this review process, the InstiAdite has initiated a structured
and comprehensive review of all of our public information'
publications, as described in the following sections.

A. OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIOtit AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS (OCPA) RLVIEW
OF PUBLIC INFORMATION MATERIALS

1. OCPA staff review NIDA publications noting any problems
with outdated information, misleading drug abuse
prevention messages, and outside of Government sotces
of drug information.

2. The Director, OCPA, and the Chief of the NIDA Clearinghouse
review each report and,all identified problems and
develop OCPA's emendations about decisions to reprint,
revise, or discontinue the publication. These decisions
rfeFised on the cost of reprinting, the amount of revisions
needed, and the relative importance of the publication at
part of the NIDA public information program.

B. NIDA POLICY REVIEW

Members of the Office of the Director staff serve as policy
reviewers on all the updated materials. They review OCPA's
recommendations and approve those that make the most sense
in light of budgetary constraints and NIDA's future role.

C. COMMENTS FROM OUTSIDE REVIEWERS

NIDA's report then is sent to outside groups, such as the
National Federation of Parents, the State Prevention Coordinators,
some of NIDA's Advisory Council members, eti., for their input
and reactions.

D. DIRECTOR'S REVIEW AND APPROVAL

The Director, NIDA, reviews reports of NIDA staff recommenda-
- tions and outside comment on reprinting, revising, or

discontinuing each, publication.

E. When the Director has made decigions about reprinting, revising,
and discontinuing publications, a final report summatizing these
decisions is disseminated to other Federal agencies, States,
outside prganizations, and others interested in NIDA's printing ,

and publications program.
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What plans does the Institute have for prevention activities/

During the past several years, two mayor activities of the Federal
government in marijuana prevention have been in,the areas of
knowledge development and technical assistance, with an increasing,
reliance on States and local communities to takethe lead in
service delivery at the local level. ii,,ccordingly, NIDA's major
program objectives in this area have been to develop, demonstrate,
evaluate, and disseminate effective preventton strategies and
to strengthen State and local capacities for managing prevention
program,,.

With the athent of the new Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
Services (ADM) Block Grant, the implementatoon of drug abuse
prevention programs is now fully considered a State and local
responsibility. The importance of this particular'Tesponsibality
has been given emphasis by the requirement that States use at
least 20 percent of the funds available for alcohol and drug abuse
services for prevention or early intervention programs.

Although the Institute will no longer provide direct financial
assistance to-marijuana prevention programs, it will continue to .carry on a number of important 'activities tehelp these programs
operate effectively. Research will continue on trends in marijuana
use, on the hazards`associated with chronic use of the drug, and
on the characteristics of marijuana users., the results of such
research will be widely disseminated. The Institute plans to
sponsor additional parent workshops, in order to bring State-level
prevention workers, educators, treatment specialists, and parents
together as a team for carrying out State prevention activities.
When requested, NIDA also will provide technical assistance,
including written materials, not only to States and localities,
but to the private sector, parents groups, and others doing work
in marijuana prevention.

7
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7. What is'your program for disseminating information grained
from research?

The Natiodal Institute on Drug Abuse places high priority on
the communication of information gained from research. 'NIDA
disseminates infotmation to the scientific and clinical
community through the following publications and activities.

Research Monograph Series This series of publications is
designed to give rapid, targeted dissemination of drug abuse
nesearch findings, integrative reviews on key problem areas, and
ew research techniques to the scientific and professional communit,,-.

Topics cover the full range of biomedical, clinical, and psycho-
social drug abuse research. The latest monographs cover such
topics, as "New Approaches to the Treatment of Chronic Pain,"
"Demographic Trends and Drug Abuse, 1980-1995," and "Marijuana
Research Findings, 1980."

1 Research Issues Series Thigseries, which 'includes abstracts
of research studies, bibliographies, and essays on current issues
of interest tq the drug research community, focuses on psychological
and sociological research and progress, definitions, and methodology
in the field.

Treatment Research Reports, Monographs, and Manuals These
publications provide information to the drug abuse treatment
/community on the service delivery and policy-oriented findings
I from NIDA-sponsored studies. Publications include state of the art
studies, innovative service delivery models for different client
populations, innovative treatment management and financing techniques,
and treatment . outcome studies.

Special Reports NIDA disseminates technical papers and
special reports tfit cover a range of topics of interest to the
drug abuse community.

Research Analysis and Utilization System (RAUS) This system
facilitates expert evaluation and dissemination of the latest
research findings in a selected research area. The latest topics
reviewed were "Benzodiazepines: Abuse Liability" and "Drug Abuse
of the American Adolescent." Both reviews resulted in state-of-
the-art Monographs and other planned documents.

Technical Reviews These are meetings of technical experts'
to advise on advances in a particular drug abuse research area. .

For example, NIDA and the Department of Defense plan to hold.d ANL
technical review on the effects of drugs and performance. The ipr
focus of the technical review is to plan future coordinated research
strategies.

4 .
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Page 2-- Question 7 continued

Knowledge'Utilization Committee Members from each of NIDA's
various Division and offices cooperate to assure that applicable
theoretical research reaches practical application in the clinic.

Staff Professional Activities - The NIDA research staff
disseminate research findings through their participation in
professional associations and societies, and through the
presentation of scientific papers, lectures, and seminars at
professional meetings. In 1981, the staff of the Division of
Research presented more 'than 23 scientific papers and lectures at
such meetings.

In addition to these efforts to disseminate, scientific research
findings to the professional community, NIDA realizes the need
to translate research findings into public information materials
to be distributed to the general public.

Through the Office of Communications and Public Affairs, NIDA plans,
coordinates, and implements its communications, publications, and
information handling functions. The National Clearinghouse for
Drug Abuse Information and the NIDA Resource Center process
approximately 13',000 inquiries per year for drug abuse information.

In addition, OCPA implemeiles a broad-based publications Program
targeted at the important segments of NIPA's constituency and the
public including researchers, preventors, trainers, the treatment
community, the medical community, and industry.

The Institute's scientific and technical staff participate in
responding to inquiries from the media, and.in developing written
materials on topics of interest to the press. .
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8. What correlation, if any, is there between adolescent
marijuana use and criminal activity?

While a great deal of research has been done on the relationship
between crime and drugs, there are relatively few studies which
have attempted to understand 'the correlation between criminal
activity and adolescent drug use per se, and even fewer whhch
have focused specifically on the correlation between marijuana useand crime. A recent paper prepared for the National Institute on
Drug Abuse, entitled "The Delinquency.. and Drug Use Relationship
Among Adolescents," by Richard Clayton is an attempt to critically
reviei, the most important research findings in this area.

As ,,a starting point, Clayton finds general agreement that a
statistical association exists betv,eenmarnuana use and criminalbehavior. for example, at least one researcher concluded that,
"marijuana use, far from being an isolated behavior, is generally
part of a larger behavioral pattern involving the use of other
drugs apd engaging in a variety of other unconventional or non-
conforming actions such as delinquency, sexual experience, political
activism,, and attenuatedacademic performance." Jessor: 1979.

In his review, Clayton alff, found consensus among research studies
that while delinquency and drug use are related, delinquency
precedes use of illicit d'rugs, including marijuana,

The,questioh which Clayto , and other researchers, find most '
difficult to an,si.er is wh tNe,ros.lie,observed correlation between
delinquency and drug use mong adolescents remains valid when the
variables antecedent to a d causally related to both delinquency4 and drug use are statist,' ally controlled. Many of the studies
Claytdn reviews support t e view that marijuana use by itself is
not related in any meanin ful way to criminal behavior and that
delinquency leads to drug use rather than vice versa. However,
a 19.'9 study by Krohn an. Massey of a representative sample,of
oVer 3,000 adolescents, ged 12 to 17 years, provides strong
evidence that the doling eqpy-drug use relationship is not

' spurious. As stated in v testimony, there is a correlation
between chronic marijuan use and crime among adults. Further
research is needed totde ermine the extent of such a correlation
among heavy adolescent sers.

6 1
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Senator HUMPHREY. Our next panel is the second three; it is
comprised of researchers and clinicians, and they ar Dr. Sidney
Cohen, professor in the Department of Psychiatry, UC School of
Medicine; Dr. Carol Grace Smith, associate professor, Uniformed
Services University of the Health Sciences; Dr. Donald MacDonald,
a pediatrician from Clearwater, Fla.; and Dr. Ingrid Lantner, a
pediatrician, from Willoughby, Ohio.

Good morning. Thank you for coming, and for your patience. Let
us proceed from your right to left? I would ask that you summarize
your remarks; your prepared statements will be included in full inthe record, of course.

Dr. Cohen?

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY COHEN, M.D., CLINICAL PROFESSOR
OF PSYCHIATRY, NEUROPBYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE, UNIVERSj-
TY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES;xCAROL GRACE WITH;
PH. D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF PHARMA-
COLOGY, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIFORMED SERVICES UNI-
VERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES; DONALD IAN MACDON-
ALD, M.D., PEDIATRICIAN, CLEARWATER PEDIATRIC ASSOCI-
ATION, CLEARWATER, FLA.; AND INGRID L LANTNER, M.D.,
PEDIATRICIAN, ERIESIDE CLINIC, INC., WILLOUGHBY, OHIO,-A PANEL

Dr. COHEN. Thank you, Senator Humphrey. It is a pleasure to be,back and to try to bring you and your colleagues up to date on
progress in the area of cannabis since we last met, and to attempt

,,to make some sense out of the problem.
I want to point out, first of all; that adolescents" are not just

young adults; they are different in many areas. They do not, as a
rule, have the emotional resiliency and the impulse control of older
people. It is likely that mental functioning is more impaired by
drugs when the organization of the brain is .less developed than
when it is matured.

Young people tend to be more suggestible and less concerned
about the future consequences of their acts. They are more influ-
enced by peer persuasion, and they may overindulge in activities
that can be detrimental to them no only now but-for long years to
come.

Furthermore, developing a pot-smoking habit at an early age and
continuing it provides just additional time for the chronic effects of
the drug to become manifest.

Now, the other people on this panel are going present infor;
mation about the mental changes that accompany the consistent
use of marihuana, especially in adolescents. They include not only
the intoxicated state, but the burnout, the motivated condition.

I am not going to address that point, because they will do it
adequately. I just want to associate myself with those remarks
because I, too, have %seen young, daily users" who have really lost,
either completely or incompletely,' their drive, ambition, and moti-
vation, and revert to a very sad condition.

Instead, I want to speak to two of the issues that Dr. Pollin
mentioned that I consider almost as important, and the first is the
morbidity and mortality that is associated when young people in-
toxicated on marihuana get into a car and drive. These are usually
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people trying to learn two skills at the same timethe skills of
learning to drive safely and the skills of learning how to cope with
the mental changes that are involved with the marihuana experi-
ence, and this is not easy.

So, the question is how serious are the hazards of pot smoking
and driving? Although the data are, as usual, far from complete,
we know a few things. First, we know that people who smoke pot
do drive, and this has been confirmed in a couple of studies in
which 75 percent or so of the youngsters have told us that they are
stoned and will drive, and think they drive pretty well. Some say
they will drive better than usual. But when tested, unfortunately,
this is not true.

Some of them will tell usthat they not only smoke pot and drive,
but that they also drink and smoke and drive. We know that the
combination of alcohol and cannabis impairs the driving skills even
more than cannabis alone. So, this is not good.

Roadside tests have been done for THC, the active ingredient,
and as many as 16 percent of all drivers who were picked up for
unsafe practices in California have been found to contain THC in
their blood. When you eliminated those who also contained alcohol
in their bloodstream, the percentage rose to 24 percent.

New, when medical examiners look at corpses who have died in
connection with auto accidents, they find that about 10 percent of
their clients have THC in their bloodstream, with or without alco-
hol.

So, ram afraid that THC and cannabis are contributing to our
enormous driver accident and fatality problem, and I am afraid
this is not going to go away. Instead, I suspect that it is going to
increase. Why should this be?

The driving impairments caused by marihuana are multiple.
Immediate memory goes; perception is impaired; visual signal de-
tection and peripheral vision, are lost or in abeyance. There is
attentional failurethe failure to attend to a significant event out
in the environment, which can be understood. as a loss of vigilance.

Complex reaction time is increased, and then some of my mari-
huana-smoking friends tell me that they have visual illusions; the
street rolls up and down as they drive along. This rtan be very
pleasant, but it can also be very dangerous.

Now, the deficiencies with alcohol are a little different, and both
of these drugs worsen driving skills. As I said, the combination is
more detrimental than either one alone.

There is a suspicion that the impairment due, to cannabis lasts
longer than the highup to 4 hours. If this is true and if this is
confirmed by further testing, this will be a very unfortunate condi-
tion because people will feel they are normal, get into the car, and
still be impaired.

Now, if driving on a two-dimensional surface is impaired, think
of what driving in three-dimensional space is like. There have been
a few studies in this regard of flying and marihuana smoking, and
the results are not happy ones., Experienced pilots who also had
previous experience with marihuana were given a single joint to
smoke, and they could not perform a simple landing plittern satis-
factorily. They would have crashed if this had been done in real

C



life rather than in a Link trainer. So, let us never fly willingly . 1,

with someone who is under the influence.
The second condition I would like to mention is the ,effects of ..

long-term cannabis smoking on lung function. 9cute bronchitis is
well known and does not need any elaboration from me. What I
wonder about is whether chronic lung diseaseemphysema and
fibrosiscan occur when marihuana is smoked over the years.,

The constituents in marihuana and
the

are quite similar,
except that there are cannabinoids in the former and nicotine in
the latter. Otherwise, they are fairly identical, although as you
have heard, there are more coal tars in marihuana smoke than in
tobacco smoke. rBut the way that marihuana is smoked makes one really suspect
that chronic lung disease, over decades, will result, and we have
some animal evidence to bear this out. It is true that coal tars are
present to a greater degree in cannabis than in tobacco, and even
present fop greater degree in cannabis than in old-fashioned tobac-
co much greater than in the latter-day low-tar cigarettes that are
commonly used at this time.

Now, does marihuana smoke cause lung cancer in man? We do
not know; it takes a decade or two to build a lung cancer, and we
just do not have that experience in this country. And in the other
countries where marihuana has been traditionally smoked, th
health records are not good enough to be of use to us.

I would like to cite one study that is pertinent. A number o
investigations on American soldiers in West Germany have been,
very revealing. They smoked hashish because it was available and
inexpensive there for a number of months, and developed bronchi-
tis, for which they were hospitalized. They permitted the doZtors to
take a snip of tissue from their bronchial tubes. To the astonish-
ment of everyone, when these were looked at under t microscope,
they found atypical cells, proliferation of the basal cells, conversion 4 ..
of the basal cells squamous cells. What does this mean? These

.. are precancerous 1 ions, according to our lung specialists.
This same thing pens with tobacco, but over many years, and

here they were only smoking for months. So, I think this is a
significant item of information, and I must say that smoking both
tobacco and cannabis would be more damaging than either alone,

' but smoking cannabis alone, I would predict, can cause carcinogen -
icity over tune and chronic obstructive lung disease over time.

The message I bring to you is. not an encouraging one, unless we
can reverse the pattern of youthful cannabis smoking. What has
come forth from the research of the last dozen years, most of it
supported by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, has been dis-
quieting. I have, only touched on one or two areas, but other speak-
ers that you have on the panel will speak to'other aspects.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Dr. Cohen. , .

'[The prepared statement of Dr. Cohen follows:]
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Adolescents are not si4ly young adults. Jr
different in their response to mind-altering drugs like marijuana.

They may not have acqurred the emotional resilliency and ,mpulse

control to deal with the impact ofharijuana. It is likely that

mental functioning is more affected by drugs when the organizition

of the brain is less developed than when it has matured. Youngsters

tend to be more suggestible and less concerned about future con-

sequences than oldsters. They are more influenced by peer persuasion

to indulge and overindulge in activities that might be detrimental
4

Furthermore, developing a pot smoking habit at'an early age and

continuing it provides additional time for the chronic effect of

the drug to become manifest.

Others on this panel will present information about the

mental changes that accompany the consistent use of marijuana in

adolescents. They include, not only the acute intoxicated state,

but also the "bufn'out" or amotivdied condition. I have seen pre-
.

adolescents and adolescents in various stages of amotivatioAl

syndrome during chronic marijuana use (daily use for months to a

year or ,go) that I feel that it not only exists but is not too

uncommon in heax, young consumers of cannabis. It seems to be

much less frequent in older adults. Instead of discussing this

further, I'd like to present two other problems that can arise in

connection with the protracted use of cannabis.

The first is the Morbidity and mortality that occurs

when'young people intoxicated on marijuana drive a car. These

87-309 0 - 82 - S
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individuals are trying to acquire two skills at the same time

developing the refqxes of learning tc drive safely, and learning

how to cope with the mental changes that marijuana induces. This is

not easy.
1^

The question is: how serious are the hazards ofAmoking

pof and driving? The data are far from complete but we know a few

things.

1. Driving after marijuana use has been reported by

.60' to 80 percent of users. In one study 64 percent reported that

they drove after smoking pot and drinking alcohol, and 20 percent

mentioned drinking and smoking while driving. The combined use of

..siverage alcohol and cannabis can only add to the difficulties a

driver will have in operating a car.

2. Up to recently a roadside test for THC the active

component in ma;ijuana was not at hand. At present rapid blood

and breath tests with fairly good reliability and availabie.lore

have evidence from a California investigation that of '1,800 blood

samples from those arrested for driving in an unsafe manner, 16

percent were positive for THC. When drivers who ail.so had alcohol

in their blood was excluded, the THC detection tate rose to 24

percent. When medical examinees test the blood of drivers kille

during auto accidents they find about 10 percent have THC in b4ir

blood stream. A number of these casualties also have varying alcohol

levels. It is not possible from our current fund of information to

estimate how much cannabis adds'tS the at accidentfatality rate.

a
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THC remains in the body for days even after a single exposure'

so that the presence of THC in the blood does not automatically

mean intoxication.

3 Tha driving impairment caused by mallivana ha ,

Leen determined from both driving simulator and actual in-traffic

driving studies. We know tre.t immediate memory, remembe'in9 what

one just did, can suffer under marijuana. Perception's also impair.ed,

especially visual signal detection and peripheral vision. Attentional

failure also occurs,, this car be understood as a loss of vigilance.

Complex reaction time is kncrealL..--2.11e illusion that stationary

objects are moving is occasionlly mentioned by the person who smokes'

marijuana.

As with alcohol the deficiencies noted are dose related,

the more one smokes, the greater the Impairment. These changes are

different than those seen with alcohol. Both worsen driving skills,

and the combination is much, more detrimental than either alone.

There is a suspicision from, two studies that these -t

changes may persist up to four hours. This means that One may

drive less well for hours after coming down from the "stoned" state.

It will be necessary to confirm these studies before we can make

such a'statement with a good level of confidence.

4. I should mention that if driving,on a two dimensional

surface is s;orsened by marijuana, driving in three dimensional'space

is greatly impaired from ordinary amounts of the drugs. Pilots

experienced in both flying and with the marijuan state have a

4,
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severe deteriora Ion of ability to fly a simple landing pat ern

when teoLed att .. smoking a single marijuana cigarette. Fortun,tely;.

tnis work wao done in a Link trainer, not in seal ,»talatkon

The second condition I would' like the tavntion relates to

the effects of long term cannabis smoking on lung function. Acute

bronchitis (smoker's cough) is well known' in heavy users, and needs
N. .)

no particular mention here. what we not knOw is whether chronic

lung disease, emphysema and fibrosis, can result firm) marijuana

smoked over the years. The constituents in marijuana and'in tobacco

are similar, except for the cadnabinoids in the former and the

nicotine in the latter, Irritants are found in marijuana smoke

and the way this drugos inhaled makes it quite likely that rhronir

irritation will occur, leading to chronic obstructive lung'disease.

The condition has been produced in test animals exposed to the smok6.
A

Actually, cannabis contains more coal tars than present

day tobacco. It contains more carcinogens than old (ashiow).toh-lcoo

cigarettes. Benzpyrene, benzanthracene and other carcinogens are

contained in marijuana smoke. Marijuana smoke condensate produces

skin tumors in mice painted with this material.

Have lung cancers in marijuana smoking Ju ns been

found? Not yet, but it takes 20 years or so to build a cancer and

we do not have many people who have been smoking heavily for that

length of time. However, a series of studies of American soldiers

stationed in West Germany have been revealing. They were heavy

hashish smokers Eor a number of months and developed bronchitis for

r
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whilaithey were hospitalized. Most, but not all of them were also

users of tobacco. When a snip of tissue from their bronchial tubes

was examined under a microscope, atypical cells, proliferation of

the basal cells and conversion of the base) cells to scipiamou: -1Is

were identified. These changes are considered to be precanceious

'lesions by lung specialists. They occur in heavy tobacco smokers

only after many years of smoking. In less than a year of heavy

hashish use they were found in this grow of over 30 soliders. It

would be anticipated that the combined use of.toblacco and-cannabis

will produce more chronic lung disease and malignances than either

substance used alone. The combined use of the two substances rs common.

Therefore, we may look forward to further increases in chronic pul-4

mbnary diseases as Dur youth continue to smoke over the years

The research, in good part funded by the National Institute

on Drug Abuse during the past dozen years has brought forth.a number

of disguietirig'findinlis about cannabis. The speakers today have

mentioned only those in which the evidence is fairly strong.

Questions about cannabis' effect on sexual functioning, hormones,

immunity, cell development and so forth remain preliminary or
e.

inconclusive and are not presented for your consideration_at this

time.

0*1/-1
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Senator HUMPHREY. DR., SMITH?
Dr. SMITH. Senator Humphrey, I would also like to thank you for

the invitation to appear before you. My topic will be more related
to the effects of marihuana on.the reproductive system.

Marihuana is most widely used by adolescents and young adults
during their reproductive years. Clinical observations and early
laboratory studies indicated the 'possibility of disruption of the
reproductive system caused by chronic, intensive marihuana use,
but few definitive studies have been done.

It was difficult to quantify the actual amount of drug use by
young people and then to make positive correlations between drug
use and changes in reproductive parameters. As is still the case,
legal and ethical considerations have prohibited the administration
of marihuana to adolescent boys and girls or to young women who
might become pregnant.

It is now apparent that carefully controlled studies which actual-
ly measure blood levels of the drugs are necessary to clarify some
of these problems. Such things as daily and cyclic changes in
hormone levels also have got to be considered, and it is of critical
importance to determine the effects of the drugs on the reproduc-
tive hormones, and then to determine itpese changes in hormone
levels are actually sufficient to affect fertility.

The reproductive system is actually unusual among bodily sys-
tems in the complexity of the mechanisms that control it and
which must operate properly in order for it tO.function. One of our
best experimental animal models for studying the human reproduc-
tive system is the rhesus monkey. The female has a roughly 28-day .
menstrual cycle that is controlled by the same gonadotrophic hor-
monesLH and FSH and the sex steroids, estrogen, and progester-:
oneas the human menstrual cycle.

These monkeys can be administered specific tamounts of mari-
huana or other drugs and the reproductive Parameters can be
examined, then, directly. A number of studies which have contrib-'
uted to our understanding of the effect pf marihuana on the repro-
ductive system 'have been done in rhesus monkeys. Other studies
have been done in nonprimate animals and a few studies have
actually examined the effects on thehuman reproductive system of
chronic marihuana use.

The currently available information from both animal and
human studies shows that frequent, intensive marihuana use is
definitely associated with risks to the reproductive system. And
while there are still many unanswered questions, a few general
statements can be made, and I would like to make three state-
ments. <

First of all, the THC in marihuana can inhibit the hormones
that control sexual development, fertility, and sexual functioning.
These effects can be observed in both males and females. The
disruptive effects appear to be mediated primarily through an inhi-
bition of the pituitary hormones, although direct effects on the
ovaries or testicles or other reproductive tissues may occur with
chronic use of the drug. Thus, marihuana or THC administration
can produce infertility in both male and female animals, but the
effect appears to be reversible in sexually mature animals.
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Second, although marihuana may not have direct toxic effects on
.the developing embryo or fetus, effects on placental function may
inhibit the completion of a successful pregnancy. In rhesus mon-
keys, THC treatment has been shown to be associated with an
increased reproductive loss primarily in the latter part of pregnan-
cy. This is seen as fetal deaths, stillbirths, and neonatal deaths.

In addition, the birth weights of infants born to THE-treated
mothers were significantly less than in control groups. So, the
current evidence indicates an effect, and this effect appears to be

,related to a drug interference with placental function as the mech-
anism.

Third, during adolescence and puberty, the neuroendocrine
mechanisms that will be necessary for normal fertility are being
developed and may be more vulnerable to the effects of marihuana.

Puberty is a process of complex physiologic changes, resulting
eventually in reproductive maturation. We use the term "adoles-
cence" to generally describe the period of development that pre-
cedes full reproductive competence or puberty. Our understanding
of the processes that control adolescence and puberty, although
incomplete, have advanced significantly in recent years.

The prevailing hypothesis to explain the initiation of puberty
postulates that there is a highly sensitive negative feedback mecha-
nism f*I- the action of sex hormones in the hypothalamic portion of
the brain that holds gonadotropin secretion in check until puberty.
The exact mechanism that initiates the onset of puberty in pri-
mates is still unknown.

The early events, however, are very dependent upon the develop-
ment of an episodic or a pulsatile release of LHRH, a hormone
from the hypothalamic portion of the brain. This LHRH then
causes a secretion of gonadotropins LH and FSH. Thus, apparently,
the limiting factor to pubertal development in primates is not the
gonad or the pituitary gland, but rather this hypothalamic portion
of the brain and the secretion of the hormone LHRH.

So, it is the role of hypothalamic LHRH in the onset of this
normal pubertal development that is an important consideration
when we postulate an effect of a drug such as THC on pubertal
development.

Preliminary studies in both male and female rhesus monkeys
show that THC inhibits gonadotropin secretion by an inhibition of
the secretion of LHRH. Of further concern are the observed effects
of the short-term administration of THC to these animals on their
menstrual cycles. In our studies of rhesus monkeyswe have shown
that 14 days of treatment with THC produces disruptions in men-
strual cycles that can last as long as 4 or .5 months. .

These cycles are marked, byan absence of ovulation and an
absence of the normal cyclic patterns of the hormones. The 'normal
early menstrual cycles in adoleseent girls demonstrate similar ir-
regular patterns, as the mechanisms that will,egablish the normal
cycles are being developed. Thus, drug-induced disruption in these
early cycles could cause major problems during pubertal develop-
ment. If the inhibitory influence of the drug persisted for suffiCient
periods of time, permanent infertility might be .the outcome.

In conclusion, it now appears evident that marihuana or THC
can produce disruptive effects on the reproductive system. The

f)
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studies during the last several years have provided a number of
important answers to questions about the reproductive conse-
quences of marihuana use. Sevefal important issues, however,
rem aint

A point of major concern should be a clear definition of the
extent of drug use that is necessary to produce the disruption in
reproductive function, and to what extent tolerance to these inhibi-
tory effects occurs. Other important issues include the effects of
marihuana on the developing or adolescent reproductive system
and the combined effects of marihuana and contraceptive drugs on
the-reproductive system.

I think it is very important that we remember that,the disrup-
tion of the reproductive system is, in fact, a very subtle process
which, may be detected only when fertility is desired. For this
reason, drug effects on the reproductive system in a population
may not b'netected for many years.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Dr. Smith.
{The prepared statement of Dr. Smith and additional material

follow.]
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Mr. Chat n, and members of the Committee I am Dr. Grace Smith..
Nssociate Pro essor, Department of Pharmacology, School o M.. Leine, Uniformed
oervi,es ,rreversity of the Health Sciences. I am not here b fore you repre-
senting eithet the Uniformed Services University or the Depa tment of Defense,
but rather as a scientist trained in pharmacology and reproductive physiology.
: am happy to have the opportunity Co appear before you Co co ent oo new
resear:h findings on the effects of marijuana on the reproductive stem.

Marijuana is most widely'used by adolescents and young adults dur ng'the
reproductive years. Clinical.observations and early laboratory studie
indicated the possibility of disrupt on of the reproductive system cau ed by
chronic, intensive marijuana use, but few definitive studies had been one.
It was difficult Co quantify the actual amount of drug use by young pe le

and c) make positive correlations between drug use and changes in repra ctive
parameters. Legal and ethical considerations have prohibited the adminis ra-
tion af marijuana Co adolescent boys and girls Or to young women who might
becoMe pregnant.

:c is now apparent that carefully controlled studies which measure blood
levels of the drugs are necessary to clarify these problems. Daily and cyclic
changes In hormone levels must also be considerRO. Further, it is important
to both define the effects of drug use on reproaUctive hormones and then
determine if the changes In hormone levels are sufficient Co affect fertility.

ne reproductive system is unusual among odily systems in tAls.complexitv
)f me,hanisms that control it and that must operate in order for is co function.
3ne of the best experimental animal models for sCudying Che human reproductive
system is the rhesus monkey. The female has a roughly 28 day menstrual cycle
that 1, controlled by the same gonadotropins (LH and FSH) and sex steroids
(esCrogen and progesterone) ab the human menstrual cycle. These tuakeys can
be administered specific amounts of marijuana and other drugs and reproductive
parameters can be examined directly. ; number of studies which have contrtbuted
to ,ur anderstanding of the effects of marijuana un the reproductive system have
been June in rhesus monkeys. Other studies have seen done in nonprimate animpls,
and a few studies have examined the effects on he human reproductive system of
chronic marijuana use.

The currently available information from animal and human studies, shows
Chat frequent and intensive marijuana use is associated with certain risks Co
the reproductive system. While there are still many unanswered questions,
a few general statement, can be made.

t. The THC in marijuana can inhibit the hormones that control sexual
development, fertility and sexual functioning. These effects can be observed
irOboth males and females. The disruptive effects appear Co be mediated .

primarily through an inhibition of Che pituitary hormones, although direct
effects on the ovaries or testicles and other reproductive tissues may occur,
dltn Che throttle use of the drug. Thus, marijuana or THC administration can
produce infertility in both male and-female animals, but the eftect appears co
be reversible in sexually mature animals.

. 4
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2. Although marijuana may not have direct toxic effects on thedeveloping
embryo or fetus, effects on placental function may inhibit the completion of
successful pregnancy. In rhesus monkeys, THC treatment was associated uttn to
increased reproductive loss piimarily in the latter part of pregnancy (tet,1
deaths, stillbirths and newatal deaths). In addition, the birth weights or
infants born to THC treated' mothers were significathly less than in control

,

groups. The currant evidence indicates a drug related interference with
placental function as the mechanism for these liffects.

7. During adolescence and puberty the neurdandocrine mechanisms that will
be necessary for a normal fertility are being established and may be more
vulnerable to the effects of marijuana. Puberty is a prowess ut complex phys-
iologic changes resulting eventually in reproductive maturation. The term
adolescence is generally used to describe the period of development that precedes
full reproductive competence or puberty. Our understanding of the processes
that control adolescence and puberty, although incomplete, have advanced slant-
ficantly in recent years.

Arherprevailing hypothesis to explain the initiation of puberty postulates
chat there is a highais'sensitive negative feedback mechanism for the action of
gonadal steroids in the hypothalamus that holds gonadotropin secretion in check
prior to puberty. The exact mechanism that initiates the onset of puberty in
ilimates is unknown. The early events, however, are very dependent upon the .

velopment of the episodic (pulsatile) release of LHRH, a hormone from the
hypothalamic portion of the brain. This LHRH causes the secretion of the gonado-
tropins LH and YSH. Apparently, the limiting factor to pubertal development in
primates is not the gonad or the pituitary but rather hypothalamic se,recion or
LHRH.

The 61e of hypothalamic LHRH in the onset of normal *pubertal development
,

is an important consideration when postulating an effect of a drug such as THC
on pubertal development. Preliminary studies in both male and female rhesus
monkeys show that THC inhibits gonadotropin secretion; an effect that is reversed
by LHRH administration. Of further concern are the observed effects of short-
term THC administration on the menstrual cycle. Our studies In rhesus monkeys
show that la days of treatment with THC produces disruptions in their menstrual
cycles that last as long as 5 to 6 months. These cycles are marked by an absence
of ovulation and normal cyclic patterns of hormones. The early menstrual cycles
in adolescent girls demonstrate similar irregular patterns, as the mechanisms
that will establish normal cycles are developing. Thus, drug-induced disruption
of these early cycle's could cause major problems during pubertal development.
If the inhibitory influence of the drug persisted for a sufficient period,
permanent infertility might be the possible outcome.

The effects of THC or.marijuana administration on aspects of pubertal
development have been studied in laboratory animals. Both chronic and acute
treatment with THC lowers plasma LH and testosterone levels-in male mice and
inhibits prostate gland growth. Interference with testicular development was
shown in rats treated daily during puberty with THC, and chronic administration

4a,of cannabis extract has been shown to suppress spermatogenesis in rodents.
Alterat4ons in sexual behavior have been observed in rats treated early in life
or in adulthood with various cannabis derivatives. These studies, while limited
to the male, indicate that THC and other cannabis derivatives have effects an
sexual differentiation in nonprimate species.

a
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Conclusion
IR

It now appears evident that marijuana or THC can produce disruptive effects

on the reproductive system. The studies during the last several years have
provided a number of important answers co questions about the'reproductive con-
sequences of marijuana use. Several important issues remain. A point of major
concern should be a clear definition of the extent of drug use that is necessary
co produce disruption of reproductive function and co what extent tolerance to
the inhibitory effects of marijuana occurs. Other important issues include the
effects of marijuana on the developing reproductive system and the,combined
effects of marijuana and contraceptive drugs on the reproductive system.

Disruption of reproduction is a subtle process which may be detected only
when fertility is desired. For this reason, drug effects on reproduction in a
population may not be detected for many yedrs.
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REePONSES'TO ADDITIONAL- RUESTIONS

Amajor unanswered question on the,e

'Cffect

of marijuana on the repro-

R
pctive system is a furtheN:confirmation of the effects observed in

laboratory studies in humaeaser'S. This should be a clear "definition of

.

both acute and chronic drug effects in men and women and a determination of

the extent of tolerance to the effects df the drug. Obvously,many, young

people who use marijuana are not crying to conceive; so that temporary

disruptions in fertility may'not be apparent or seem to be important.

Howeverie number of the recent reproductive studies with marijuana were

initiated out of a concern by clinicians working in infertility. Several

have observed cases of temporary inPrAility in women who regularly used
. -

marijuana. One small study at the Masters and Johnson -Institute in St. Louis

eonfirmed the occurrence of "defective cycleA" in young women who used

marijuana regularly. The exact role of marijuana use in the disruption of

fertility remains to de established. Furthcrthe role of drug abuse in
t

general in the increasinOnfertility rates needs to be carefully examined.

Other important questions relate to drug use during pregnancy. It is

apparent for the current literatuik that marijuana is not a potent tera- ,

togenic or Mutagenic agent as was once. believed. Rather, the current

' 'information (and a clinical study soon to be coipleted) shows rather

reMarkable-effects ma fetal growth and_ development apart from the :pi"oddction

Of-Claisical birth thects. The pregnancies of THC-treatedwitalmothers'
,

are"mote,likeiy.to terminate, early, and thereisan increased incideOeof',

°feet& or neonatal death-8. the offspring are likely to be smaller, have
la .

i.- .

learning deficits, and may have.,abnormal aexual,development. To what

extent these ,effects will be observed in huMan:pregoancies remains to bed
.

. , .1..

.

seen- It i'aclear, however, that studies, in Pregnant animals proVide an
, -, .
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irlportant, method for Screening for reproductive effecti of all therapeutic

drugs in current use. Mostobstetricians_will warn patients about the use

of .any drug during pregnancy, particularly those that have been shown in

animal studies to produce effects on offspring. There is certainly adequate

':evidende available to ajd marijuana to'the list of drugs that should not

be used during pregnancy.

All of the current evidence shows that the reproductive effects of

marijuana on adult individuals are reversible with discontinuation of drug

use. Even with continued drug use, it is likely that toleranct will

develop and reproductive function au return. What is not clear'is that

use of-marijuana during periods of critical development will produce only

Oversible effects on the reproductive syStem. 'Adolescent development,
appears tO'be particularly vulnerable to'disruption by marijuana use.

-
Drug effects durinorthis griod may produce a'permanent disruption in

fertility and' sexUal function. Such effects have been observed in

loran

k

studies. Some disruption in sexual development, been

'ObserveCia young patients by pediatricians, but no systematic survey

J
has been done.

e-

e6-
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Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Macdonald?
Dr., MACDONALD. Senator Humphrey, can you hear me from

here?
Senator HUMPHREY. I think it would be best if you pulled that

microphone over.
Dr. MACDONALD. Senator Humphrey, I am delighted to be here. I

am flattered that you would ask a man who has seen his life as a
failure. I am a pediatrician who has not done what I set out to do
when I began this business 19 years ago. I had ideas that what a
pediatrician was supposed to do was to help kids grow up to be
responsible, healthy, happy, productive individuals.

I really believed at the. start that I was going to do that for all of
the, children who carne into my practice. I realized after a while
that there were premature babies and children with problems such
as leukemia that I was going to lose. Now, with my new under-
standing, I feel that probably, of those 5,000 or 6,000 newborns that
I have had the privilege of taking care of, one-third of those kids
are not going to grow up to be mature, responsible adults, and that
is a horrendous failure and something I hope we can do something
about.

My knowledge of this is primarily through private pediatric prac-
tice. I used to see children in the office with complaints that I did
not understand, like fatigue. I always thought that fatigue was
-"mono" and hepatitis and anemia, and things that I was really
well rained to handle, but none of those tests came up positive

h of the time.
I saw children with cough and sore throat, and I thought those

were symptoms of 'allergies or pollutants or something in the air
that I was trained to deal with. I never asked them appropriate
questions like, "How are you doing in school," or taking a look at
the child to see whether he had any life in his eyes, or asking the
parents what kind of friends he hadthe things that I realize now
are a art of a syndrome that is affecting large, large percentages
of ou olescents.

I was trained to believe that drug abuse in kids was
needles in the arm and skidrow bums and heroin addicts. I live in
the community of Clearwater, which is a beautiful little town with
middle-class people who do very well, and I see their kids failing.

It is interesting that when I talk, which I do a lot, other peiatri-
cians, as 3 describe this syndrome, will come up after it is over and
say what I said 3 years ago. "I saw. two of those kids yesterday and
I did not know. what the1 had." I will find others who will call me
back the next day and say, "Yob. know, I saw one of those kids in
the office this afternoon."

I come from a position of never having seen a child wjio did
drugs 3 years ago. Now, I see one a day, and it is because my eyes
are open to different thin0.

The question, I guess, today is doles marihuana cause changes in
behavior, and the answer is of course it does. It also causes, non-
changes, and that may be even more important. The great psychia-
trist, Freud, or Piaget, the psychologist, or Erickson, all talk about
the important developmental things that have to happen in adole-s-
cence if you are going to become a responsible adult.
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You know, Freud talks about the sexual identification that is a
part of the adolescent developmental process. Erickson says that
you may-be 18 or 19 or 20 before you can develop intimate sexual
relationships, rather than just sex in isolation. Piaget talks about
deirelopment of abstract reasoning or concrete reasoning, without
which you cannot do algebra. It also means that you cannot
become a moral adult person in terms of a real, perception of God.

When you are talking about kids at 9, 10 and 11 becoming
involved with this disease or these chemicals, you are talking about
kids who are not, going to grow pp, and you are talking about a
society of preadolescents, even though they may be 35 or 40.

I want to talk just a little bit about the way I see it developing.
Kids cio,not become skidr,ow burn-outs the first time they take a
joint; is a progression that occurs. It seems almost inevitable,
as they get started, unless something change that they are going
to go downhill.

A child takes his first)oint innocently e ugh from a friend or
an older sibling. It is the thing to do. It is "i ." It is just part of his
cultu're. He does not see it as a terribly ad thing, although he

'usually, refuses, the first few times to pa cipate. He may not get
high the first couple of time but he may smoking as a relative-
ly exciting way to belong to a new gro p of kids. He is accepted
now by kids who seem to be having more fun.

The hooker in this whole business is th t it feel good. There are
a lot of reasons for kids doing drugs, b of the main reasons is
it makes you feel fantastic. Unfort a ,ly, it causes problems
which make you feel down. In the second stage, which we call,
seeking the mood swing, that child is looking now for the high to
deal with difficulty. The difficulty is obesity; it is "zits"; it ,is a
father that does not understand him; it is algebra; it is a whole
load of things.

Behavior starts to change; he loses his motivation. Now, I do not
know whether amotivation is all specifically marihuana or whether
it is also related to the fact that he is hanging around with kids
who have also lost motivation, or whether it is related to simulta-
neous alcohol use, which almost all of these kids get into.

In our treatment program alcohol and marihuana are the pri-
mary drugs, and almost all of these kids use them both. In my
studies, at Straight, our adolescent treatment program; which have
been confirmed elsewhere, 99 percent of the kids are using both
drugs. If you were to ask what- Weir main drug was, about one-
third of our clients are primarily alcoholics and about two-thirds
are primarily marihuana users..But even though they become in-
volved with cocaine and LSD and PCP and lots of other things,
marihuana becomes the main drug for most of these lids going
down the slide.

Their school performance changes. They start pulling away from
their families. Their dress changes. They start to hurt and they
start to use drugs more often. Then they swing into a daily use
pattern of preoccupation with the mood swing, where the whole
business of life is getting high. The only time they really feel good
is when they are high,

It starts to cost money, and they get money in a variety of ways,
, mostly illegal. They start to change. Their school is a disaster. The

8 4.
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police start becoming involved. The family is a disaster. All these
things are occurring, and this child who started out relatively
imply now wakes up in the morning and plans his day around

"'Am I going to hay le r-'757-f*Ett joipt on the way to school, or am I
going to wait until I get to the washroom, or am I going 0 go to
school at all?"

But the concern is not just the behavior that is showing on the
outside as these drugs are used; it is what is happening inside these
little kids. Universally, they are starting/to feel depresSed as they
come down from their mood swings. What I am saying is -that this
is maybe 10 percent of all of the high school seniorsthe kids we
are talking about up herefeel depressed and down.

Suicide rates have tripled in adolescents in the last 20 years;
'5,000 off our young people committed suicide last year. Children
who a preoccupied with drugs all feel crummy, except when they
are High. The leading cause of death in college students now is
suicide The pregression is down to the burn-out, where there is no
more euphoria and where there is a physical-deterioration, cough
sand sore -throat, and all the things physicians can pick up more
easily than behavior clfange. We need to diagnose children much
earlier, and I think we will as our awareness grows.

A lot of our kids are not going to make it. I guess what I would
like to say sort of in conclusion is just a couple of thoughts. What
are we going to do when those kids, who now are chemically
dependent, grow up and Wome adults dealinh with their own
children?

I get comments from junior high principals like, "How can I talk
tp this kid's parents about his drug involvement when theirs is
wol-se?,'' These kids are going to be parents, and wilt\ their kids

- are 9, 10 and 11, what is going to happen to the epidemic then?
I stated my remarks by Laying that I failed, and I believe I

have. I am making changes in terms of the way I have parentsAdeal
with their children. I think 'We need to understand that parenting
is not what we thought it was 5 or 10 years ago. We need to control
our kids and we need to feel responsible for them.

The pendulum of children's rights needs to swing. Parents need
rights to protect their kids which seem to have been take'? away
from them. A child is not allowed to run out on the highway when
he is 3. He should not be allowed `to smoke marihuana when he is
15.

in terms of failure, we as a country will fail and you as Senators
will fail if we do not understand what is happening and do some -thingabout it.

Thank you, sir.
Sehator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Dr. Macdonald:
(The prepared statement of Dr. Macdonald follows:]
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-REMARKS TO ABATE COMITTLL ON
ALCOHOL1SM AND DRUG ABUSE

October 211 1981
Washington, D,'C

(Jur Lhildren are in trouble., A new epidemic is oVerwhelming million. of thew

'at a most vulnerable time in their 1 Ives. thOse diseased will either die early

`"l;.0 on to lead unproductive and unhappy lives as chemically dependent adults

.o been a general pediatrician for 19 years and have seen many changes in

Snow years when 1 began practice I Aid so with. the belief that I will ,14.e

part of families that raised childien'tb"deceme happy. heeltny, productive in

s, if- diciplined adults. 1 was well trained to deal with mehingiti
.

and J host of organic diseases and fra.te dune well in dahng with (b

1 twos ill prepared for this major new diseasre

More recently I have been associated as Director of Clinical Resear.h..,01

Straight, Inc an adolescent drug treatment grogram. Slit I'm still proaar)ly,

genes .1 pediatrician in private practice. Those newborns that began pio,LILt

with en are now the society in danger.

W11 a teenager was brought to my office because of'fatigue my thoughts used

to run to testing for 'mono', anemia or subclinical hepatitis. 1 never asked the

questions whit.), would have led to the diagnosis.of drug or alcohol abuse.

Wtielan adolescent arrived at my door with symptoms of cough or sore throat

1 obspected-allergy or asthma or infection. Now 1 realize that many of those Lnildien

woke and not just tobacco.

Making the diagnbsos ofedrug use is done primarily on the basis of .hange ui

the Childs behavfor, attitudes, and appearance. testing his kirins for wfdr

of .14,:lju.na is helpful in diagnosis and follokp but knowing the LI u, .al

is the basis for 'real understanding and i4entification of the disease.

14,
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7 DoUrthe American Academy oi Pediatrics arid the AMA'stromily condemn the use

of .marijuana in the adoleSCePt. Basic to these statements the understanding that

the process of emerging from childhood to responsible adult life involves 4 member

of major changes These changes tend not to occur dr become distorted if a child

begins to rely on chemicals for di-Ving with his problems. ;Adolescence is o rough

time during which the problems are multiple. Difficult to doll with aie such 0(ings

as acne, obesity. algebra, not making the team, getting turned domn for dates( /

being misunderstood by father, boreddm and many others

People fail to appreciate adolescent. drug abuse when they think only of tht

burned out skid row bum or the haqcore heroin addict. Children bowl tin

use in relatively innocent settings receiving.them initiation from classmates it

siblings This introduction to drug use which Le call "learning,the Mood

is uccuring in increasinm nuribers.ofIur children using stronger and stronger

chemicals at younger and younger ages. In this stage the child may be cape, imenting

'with alcohol and marijuana. Most importantly he is learning about chemical .aphorsa.

For many. probably over half, adoleScent experimenting isn't II,

'Seeking the Mood Swing' is entered. flere other, drugs such as Qua and )peed
may be added. Mow the child may buy drugs and uses themi, to deal with stress. The
drug% begin to change the child and his family. The amotivational syndrome begins with

Such things as dropping out of extracurricular activities or finding school boring'.

School performance may suffer and truancy- begins. His (rinds are changing a's. is

his appearance At home his mood swings became notIcable and he is becoming a

con artist. Unfortunately the,dual life of,being one person at home and another at

school and the increasing problems associated with school and friend, 'put increasing r

Pressure on the child. for many this leads tu:more and Stronger drugs and on t+. Stag'. 1,.

. Of those 85 - gar: of our children who make it to 12th grade at least 1M il4VC ems r

the stage of 'Preoccupation with the Mood Swing'. These children live to get high.

School and family relationships are.a disaster. Brushes with the lore are incr. rsingly
freQuent. Selling drugs and other illegal activity becomes mecessiry to supontl

ariincreasingly-exPenSiVe habit, But perhaps worst of all is what happening insidB

this seemingly 'cool' and 'laid back' child.

ai
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When not high Vi self law is close to zero. He's guilty and depressed
Suicide is an increasingly frequent thought. Suicide is now the 2nd leading cause of
death in adolescents and has tripled in this country in tht last twenty ytiii 1)^9
our college students it ranks as thenomber one killer. Acc.idents, our leading killer
of adolescents, are strongly related to chemical use and miip more thin we si,.,,ect
are probably suicides The child in Stage.11I will not recover without ant or
miracle. He will either die or eventually pass to Stage. IV the burvut stage

In my pr-actice I see.;hildren in-all these stages. As r.centla a, a
ago I never made the diagnosis of chemical dependency. Now in rho dra,
I make it almost daily This is due not only to the increasing rei,nenty Ui .
disease but also the fact that I now have my eyes open, Unless we can rever . this
trend we will have failed our childrew and our society. for the miiions lost
to tntS potentially treatable disease we must grieve and pray. On our stn* s.

rests the responsibility of protecting the next wave of thildren from a sim,lia catastrophe

Reference

The Cl inical Syndrome of Adolescent,Orug Abuse. Macdonald. D. I., and Newton, 14. N.,Advances in Pediatrics Vol 28 (1981).
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Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Lantner?
Dr LANTNER. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to

share my clinical observations with you.
I- would like to stress a few points. As Dr. Macdonald, I am a-

clinical pediatrician who was never trained in "drug use, and I
noticed what happened to my patients because I enjoyed seeing
teenagers and following up on what happened when they went to
college, and so on.

In my opinion, marihuana definitely is an insidious, cumulative
drug which is creating physical, mental, and emotional problems
for all regular users, but it certainly is very devastating in young
children and teenagers.

I notice that the symptoms are so rep itiqus that even if the
symptoms are very insidious at the begi ng, after a while one
can follow the patient and almost predict what the future symp-
toms would be. I think it is impossible to recognize an occasional
user, but any regular user would finally develop more specific
symptoms. I think school performance decreases more regularly.

Of course, one should remember that the very outgoing, bright
child can maintain the appearance of a fairly decent student for a
while They compromise, howevet. They change their life goals,
and so on I think we should recognize that the appearance of a
person who uses marihuana regularly is quite often deceiving.

Like one of my patients told me, "The outer shell of me has no
changed that much. I myself know how empty I am inside, an
there is hardly anything left that I still like of myself." Marihuana
did that, and I think we should recognize that. -

The person who has average intelligence does decrease faster in,
school performance, and the school performance decreases because
of the short-term memory loss, and that is very real, I thinkyi can
give you some examples, again, that really suggest that not only do
they read a page and they cannot remember the page, brit ttidiy
start forgetting simple things, like the phone nu4bers or friends
they have called for a long time. Teachers who worloin Classroom&
cannot remember the names of the students he has taught for. 2
years. :

They forget their own birth date which, at the beginnin' g4,-I cold _
not believe A, person has to check his own birth"date to be correct,-

'about the time when he was born. concentration (Ides decrease,
and so does also the- cognitive thinking. Becthise of that, niatir.
ability especially does decrease. People who used to be very bright
in advanced math are 'going down to average classes and' gradually .

dropping out of. math, and so on.
A motivation is a very, very real symptom It comes tk.a point

where everything js a strainnot only the schoolwork,-bul evetry-
thing. A patient of mine told me: .

At the beginning. it was really fun, We would go 10 the loam. live would kjck the
ball, we wohld play Fnsbee We would sit around, Poi joints, and bp.e

± Then it went to the point where ;we were starting .tiiitimoke more regurariy, and we -
would Just sit an& smoicei and .stare at each -Other We would not cafe whether
anything happened. . t

Then, he said: 7 - e; a:
I :4- P _

Now..I just sit by/ myself and strae. and fixiluettly 1 do not liven -hale the
ambition to turn on the light or listen yct my radio I dust sit ascl.sti{okeand (eel.so
depreised and so lonely and ;() desperate. , .

. .
t



I think we are creating a tremendous amount of young people
who are -not prepared not only for scholastic achievements later on
of for any kinds of goals, but who are not really able to function in
average adult life.

j think we should recognize that we see more and more young
children using inarihuana,jand by that I mean 9-yearplds, 6-year-
olds, 2-year-olds. These are people whose family members are using
marihuana, And they are developing the attitude,pf drug use before
they even have any idea of what it means to have fulfilled any

-ikind of life goals, any kind of attitude not to repeat the same
mistakes, and how to know how to cope with problems, and so on I
think that is a real problem.

I would like to also stress the point that I have followed up,
within the last 21/2 years, about 50 children .and teenagers who
cannot, function in everyday life. I mean, these are not just chil-
dren who are going down in school grades; they cannot function in
everyday life because of- their depression, the feeling of isolation,
the feeling of paranoia and the feeling of complete worthlessness
with no self-esteem whatsoever.

I would like.to bring the message across that I am convinced that
many of these, peqple will, new bounce hack to their. original

, potential. r would' to also quote, a 12-year-old patielit of mine
-who says, "I love pot; I lbve the buzz: That is, all I am going to do. I
started at the age of 8 and I do not 'care what I do in tiny life."

Even if you can stop this 12-year-old from using'pot, holy do you
turn him back to the age of 8. and start rehabilitating again? We
see this again and agate' the teenagers who have blocked out the
most important tire in their lives, when they had to develop social
attitudes, Emotional attitudes, friendships, and so on. You cannot
take.awaythe harm done.

In my opinion, we should not question if marihuana is a health
'hamrd, physical and eniotional. We should _really question how, we

' cat stop this -epidepic and how we can educate people so that this
drug 'is not used. We know that there is a vulnerable group of
people Who, of course, always will try to use psychoactive drug to
escape realitypeOple who are unhappy with whatever happens in
their lives, with family problems, school problem coming into a
'new school, new city, and so on.-

But the majority of our youth .who use marihuana do not belong
.to that category. The majority, in my opinion, are the people who
use marihuana because marihuana is a mild drug versus a hard
drue.There are many teenagers and young adults who would never
use drugs,.intheir opinion, they will use marihuana because it is a
recreational fad, and.' am quoting them. It has no side effects; it is
not addictive; it is Oot cullidative, and so on. Of course, we should
get rid of this myth.

feet the hazard of marihuana decreasing scholastic
aOhieverrent is far greater than the pulmonary problems, end();

.crine problems, -and So on. I feel tat a healthy, well-functioning
brain is. certainly our best part of our bodies, and if we are destroy-
ing tha so are destroying a tremendous amount of the potential
of our you

I also j t .wanted to mention that'we are certainly inareasimi
-not only pie who will not be able to function in life, but we are/ 4
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increasing. people who will do irrational petty crimes, violent
crimes, and irrational crimes-.Vie marihuana smoker is known as
being mellowed, so-cidled, and a passive addict. That is true, unless
this individual is challenged, interrupted. or aggravated.

I have many parints who have told me that the are afraid of
their teenage children. Not only is verbal abuse a concern, but
physical abuse I actually, have parents who have hammers next to
their beds, and they do not dare fall asleep before the children fall
asleep They have learned not to disturb these young people when
they are acutely high, and I think you should look into that. People
do not like to talk about that. Not to repeat so-called reefer mad-
ness, but I think it is a real thing and I hear this again and again
from responsible parents who are not making up these stories.

I would like to make some suggestion's: First of all, I feel that the
parent groups, especially organizations like tte National Feder-
ation of Parents for Drug-Free `Youth, should be supported as much
as possible, because I Teel that these groups are the most effective
groups throughout the whole country because the parent certainly

losing the most if a child is going downhill on drugs..
I feel that the medipal profession should be involved to the

utmost. I feel it is irresponsibleand I have no excuse for that
that people like the American Academy of Pediatrics is doing so
little in the prevention of drug use. The American Acade/ty of
Pediatrics has not had one workshop in all these "years when the
health hazards of'marihuana have been published and are availa-
ble for anybody who wants to read about the health hazards of
narihuana.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse offered to have a work-
shop A this fall conference in Atlanta, Ga., for the American
Academy of Pediatrics. The answer-was that there was no time and
space available for this important workshop.

feel the media should be updated. Every child from kindergar-
ten age 'on' should know about the long-range consequences of
marihuana. I feel very strongly that most childrffin do want to be
healthy and stay healthy. As one patient of mine Told me:

The short high of marihuana really is not woJth all of the long-range conse-
quences If I would have known ahead of time what was going to happen to me and
how my life was going to change. I would not have started. .

a think it is most impdrtant that we try to do all these things. I
feel that at this point, it is almost a question of survival. I do not
believe that we can sustain ourselves as an intelligent, intellectual ,
society if we )et this drug use continue.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHRET. Thank you, Dr. Lantner.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lantner follows:]
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UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

HEARIkGS ON HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS
OF MARIHUANA ON YOUTH

October 21, 1981

witnessl INGII0 L. LANTNER, M.D., F.A.A.P.
Pediatrician

Based on my clinical observations since 1978, it is my con-
.

sidered opinion that the use of marihuana creates health hazards,

both physical and mantel; in all regular users. In the case of

children and teenagers, its effects are devastating. The physical

hazards are outweigh

k

d by tile fact that its chronic use interferes

w ith their goals, the ir education, and their emotional and social

maturation: indeed, its regular use can had only to malliocrity4

v* 'Marihuana is a drug which develops tolerance and addiction, causing

definite aithdrawal symptoms. I hope that we can concentAate all of

our efforts nationally in alerting the American people to, and in

e ducating thaw regarding, thi latest research findings.

I have practiced general pediatilcs in the same middle class

magi since 1956. Several years 'agd I began to detect subtle Changes/

in 'any patients as I compared this with patients in my earlier

/sera of practice. In many instances, their physical symptoms, as

'well IS their attitudes and interests, mere appreciably different.

Three years ago I began to suspect strongly that.thase differences

-1/
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were the result of cannabis use. Since 19 I have' carefully fol-

lowed SOS. fifty Patientewho used drubs In addition, through my

talks to over 150 student groups, bare .-teacner organiiitloWs, and

radio and television audiences, I ha had opportunities of talking

informallgowith more tnan a thousa d cannabis users.

The similarity of their sywo oms, regardless of how insidious

they were at the baginning,°he brought me to the conclusion that a

specific marihuana syndrome<oes, indeed, exist. It is importantto

emphasize that I became a re of certain symptoms such as amotiva-

tion, decreased school erformance:and physical and personality

,changes long before /1 became aware of research findings either from

.animal studies or roe clinical observations, almost identical to

mine, by other hysicians such as Ors. Stanley Dean, Roy Hart,'

Doris Mil Donald aseDanald, John Meeks, and Harold Voth.

y be knowing the individual before, during, and after the use

of this drug c one appreciate fully the decreased potential caused

by this accumulative intoxicant. To the' untrained eye, someimari=

huana addicts appear to be functioning normally, and only a few u-.

sarstre able to recognize their impairment, such as one girl who

stated to ae, "My outer shell has not changed much. Only I know

how empty I am inside. There is hardly anythinb'left that I like

about myself, and pot did this." Unlike this girl, the average user

is able to.escagniie,that he has had an impairment only after coo-

Plots abstinence frog the drug when hie functions have been restored.

ThircManged judgment about their coepromised life styles, goals; '

and every dap accomplishments, together with a denial that a pro-
*.

blies exists, makes treatment of cannabis addicts most diff t.

, Only a fraction of them *ill stop without intervention. Instead,

.87-309 0 - 82' -
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many of them will eventually become multiple drug users oy adding

,alcohol, "sde04," tranquilizers, PCP, and other mind-altering alio-

stances.

As a padiatrician,,I am concerned because the use of marihuana

haS reached epidemic proportions among our school population. It

40 is now used even in grade scnool,'and tag overage age 4118M it is

first encountered is between 11 and 13. Children much younger are

frequently exposesdlto it if other members of the family use it.

We are observing a slight decrease in use in those areas of the

country where drug education programs are underway througn the com-

bined efforts of Vha Na;tional. Institute of Drug Abuse, "grass roots"

parent groups, and the National Federation of Parents for Drug free

Youth, an especially effective organization. Nevertheless, the use

of marihuana and other drugs is still, in my opinion, thi most common,

most sericus single deteriorating health fadtoein our pediatric pop-

ulation. I feel strongly that the medical profession, especially

Pediatrician', should consider prevention, early intervention, and

treatment of drug users as their tOlOriTrity.

The problem of eradicating marinuana addiction is one of special

difficulty, because marfnuana 13 still cOnsiderecedy many, including.

some health professionals, to be h "mild, harmless" drug, not in the

/ category of hard drugs. Yet, the increased strength'of marihuana

over the last Fe...years is responsible for making the symptgs deve-

lop sooner and core strikingly, since the effects are time and dose

related.

The most reliable symptoms of chronic marihuana use are decreased

slnool (or work) performance and distinct personality changes. Amo-

tivation, constant tiredness, an inability to concentrate, a decreased

snort term memory, and the inibilitto do cognitiva thinking make

1."..11'



the maintaining of school grades difficult, for moat children. One

"4' of my patients sulfured -it up this way:

"Everything became a strain, and I stopped worrying about
my homework and tests. I would read the same page over
and over without comprianding it. As time went on, I

even nad a hard tiara re timbering the phone numbers of my
friends, another I took my vitamins, and where parked
my car."

Some bright, outgoing individuals, who were origirially strong-

ly goal-oriented, are able to perform their tasks for awhile with-

out drastically noticeable deterioration. In due time, however,

they all compromise in their studies:uselecting easier couraos and

settling eventually for a mediocre life style with simpler goals,
L

perhaps no goals at all. The average student's grades drop more

edily. Those youngster? mho have learning difficulties or whose

in ke of marihuana is higher develop the typical "pot head" or

."bu t" syndrome rapidly.

Every school has its number4 of impaired, pathetic individuals

as a result'of-drug.ume. They are neither able to continue their

Aducation nor able to function properly in their daily activities.

Most of them drop out of school, becoming emotional,' social, and

occupational drifters. They lead a marginal existence, often being

supported by their patents or society. Their use of marihuana makes

social contact unnecessary to them, their only concern bain5 to get

enoughof tMii into nt to shut out the rest of the world. They

becamtuseless to society, or even dangerous. Many of them

'become involved in betty crises, hile'others are responsible for

p irrational and even violent behavior.

Despite the known fact that most regular marihuana user!' are

totally languid and uninvolved ("stellate in their terms), this con-

dition is often chanoad by aggravation or intrusion. Several paientse

t.
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nave told le about their fears, not only of verbal but also of bod-

ily sbuSe, and they have learned to leave the acutely intoxicated

youngster alone. The drug user with borderline mental problems

is especially vulnerable, and truly Psychotic episodes May occur.

Of course, not all marihuana users become "pot heads." Certainly,

none of the beginning users intend to become "pot heads." They

start because, to use their words, "it's the thing to do,", because

they are."curiAs," and bedause they "like the burl." There is, pf

course, a more vulnerable group of individuals, those with personal

pr family problems who use psychoactive drugs to change realt/ ands.

to forget these problems. And children are not different in this

respect. In my opinion, hoWever, the majority of school children do

not fall into this category. They use "Pot" because they are con-

vinced that it is dbt a "hard" drug, yet it still gives the feeling

of intoxication without the hangover of alcohol. Setter still, its

use cpwrasily be hidden from their parents. Despite the recent ef-

forts by the National Institute of Drug Abuse and-uf-some parent--

groups, a large number of aria still consIdex marihuana re lyley°
harmlessv...without.lonirangrconsequences.

.
. when drug use is first started, chances are°Lt is used infreque6t-

IY, Perhaps only or weekends. However, because the user develops a
;

tolerance to the chemical THC (tetrshydrocannabinol)*in
marinuane,

he needs'a larger or more frequent dose to produce the effect he de-

sires. Also, by mid-week, the weekend user begins to notice mild

withdrawal symptoms, such as the jitters or vague feelings of.appte-

hension. So, to allay these symptoms, he smokes a "joint" 'mid-week.

A vicious cycle.soon develops, end ,before long the occasional User

becomes a regulaeuser with a serious addiction. In my area, the

0.
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Percentage of nigh schoolstuden a using marihuana daily is around

30 percent, a higher-figure than is reflected in.othpr studies na-

tionwide.

In due time, these users evelop symptoms similar to those of

tne "pot needs," but to lesser degree. One of my patients de-.

scribed for me rims he became addi.Cted:

"At'first we had fun. Ay friends and I would go to the park,
kick the footoall, sit around together afterwards for a few
Iciets of pot, and giggle and laugh. As we started using more,
We Would get high, stare at each other, and hardly talk Now
I prefer to stay by myself and get stoned alone. Often I

Alonenave the ambition toturn the radio on, and 'I Just lay
Alone in the dark, feeling wasted and very lone4."

Their personality changes become apparent to people around them:

forgetfulness, a lack of concern, sudden changes in moods from a

flatness oerimotiOns to unexplainable hostility (a "Jekyl and Hyde"

personality), apoor self-image, decreased needs for communication,

depression, Changed eating and sleeping patterns, paranoia,ifeelings

of isolation and alienation,.and a withdrawal/ from the mainstream

of life. The aphrodisiac effect which merit:um,. intns-it-
C

ginning with, small doses does not persist. Jany daily users experi-

ence a decreased sexual desire and disfunctit

. Marihuana use also interferes with precision timing and motor
.rx

skills, a ,fact which accounts for i greater number of traffic tickets,

car atcidents, and'injuriesat work among users. Some of the fatal

accidents involving teenagers, in ay :pinion, are'planned suicides,

far I am told by some patients that suicidal thoughts haunt them of-

ten. Sose contemplate elaborate ways to, end theirriapeAis lives by

hurting as many people as possible to "pay them back, and to hurt

them really bad."

,A young user suffers 11he most. His emotional, Scholastic, and

-

-
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social development are .V4ested. After years of his drug habit, he

is impaired in ell of these functions, making it difficult for'him °

4

to cbapets in the demanding adultworld. He has hardly develop'd

any Aug-free interests orhobbies, nor Kea he experience'd the sa-

tisfaction of personal achievement or lasting friendships. I am con-

vinced that mani' youngsters will never be able ti erase totally tne

effects of this insidious drug.

I wish to focus your attention on the deteriorating effects of

marihuana on t4e intallett and personality, because I believe that ,

a sound.mind, with the brain properly fulctioning at the indbvidual's
.

maximum capacity, is the most Precious part of the body. It hurts to

see the wonderful Potential of our to nts being wasted. Further-
.

mark, lam-gradtly concerned about the 6hildren of marihuana users,

not only because of the genetic implications but also because these

Parents will be unequipped to'give emotional stability, financial se-

curity, and guidance so necessary in rearing healthy children. As

'ties goes by, we shall notice even more that the consequences of mari-

huana use affect all segments of our nation, not just ChM:drug users

themselves. Ws shall reap the consequences if we lose our most valu-
e

able resource, sose,of our brightest.and sharpest young minds.

Marihuana has other health' hazards also. I notice youngsters

with chronio coughs and chest pains, and youngsters with difficulty

fighting infections. Girls who smoke marihuana have a greater instance

of irregular menstrual periods and a leaser tendency to conceive.
,.

Some boys, past the tygical age of pre-iddlescent gynecomaitia, have

breasts stitch continue to enlarge. Most ot the teenage marihuana

users seem chronically ill, having poor complexions and a "unisex"

appearance. Werihuada.is especially harmful to children with endo
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trine and respiratory problems and to those with a tendency toward

convulsions. Emotionally labile individuals also suffer sore from

its long-range effects. Teenagers used to be the healthiest segment

of our.popyietion. but this Statistic has changed.

Healthy bodies will be of little signiftcanceohomever, if we

are unable to prevent the deterioration of the intellect. It hurts

to realize that we, a caring and sophisticated'netion, have over-

looked the beginnings of this marihuana epidemic among our youth.

There is no doupt.in my mind that marihuana use creates serious pro-

blems. If you do not believe My observation;, ask any child who

isn't using marihuana, and he will be able to tell. you this. His

words may iiet be sophisticated, but he will tell you thatapot head

looks weird, acts weird, and is Just like an old person who cannot

remember things after a stroke." 10 will also tell you Chat the "kid

on drdgs is slow and boring. He often stops right in the middle of

a sentence because he has forgotten the beginning of ite" In short,

ho is a "kid mss up with pot fi;x.

I believe there is still time to alter the present trend of

drug uss,but doing ;c1 will not be an easy task. It will take\the

concerted and tireless efforts ofcaring individuals, groups, and or-
s,

ganiztitions willing to address themsiltes to the problem. I wish to

make the following suggestions:

7. we must support the National Institute for-Drug ANbuse, which

is tesearch and making updated information avail-

able.

2. All children from kindergetten on must be educated about the

long-range health hazards 'f cennabis, stressing the benefits

of a drug-free existenc

q.
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:3: we must encouragetall sectors of the adult population ---

educators, physicians, mass media personnel, entertainer,

private Ousineksmeh, etc. --- to become involved in the task

\, of prevention. Several television network programs on0mari-

huana, especially the recent one "Get high on Life," have

been helpful. The messt:ge.about marihuana should be clear

and repetitive. Wa have seen prompt results when the pub-

lic has been alerted EP such problems as toxic shock syn-

drome, the need fol'veccinations, certain soybean: milk form-

ulas,.and early symptoms of the Ray syndrome. There must be

no school child who pen spy,,and believe that ."everybody does

pot, end everyone knows it is harmless.*

4. o"Grass roots" parent groups and theizumbrella brganization,

Parents'for Orug-Free ftv.th, should pe given as much Aun-
t!

port 83 possible.

5. There should be adequate facilities available for treating

markhuapa addicts in all states.

6. Since the majority of present usersoill most likely contin-

ue their drug habits, society should make provisions to cre-

ate financial supportsystems for those who will be unaple '

0

to care for theirfatilies and themselves.

7. Insurance,Fompanies,industry, schools, etc., should rou-

tinely check people for chronit marihuana use and should

offer users free bc inexpensive treatment. In the long run,
1

such action will save tonsiderable money by improeingpro-

ductivity and by decrbasing accilg iand senteeism.

thesame time some people can be h ed td enjoy proper health

-and to become better,. ore loyal workers.
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4.B. Strong be taken to°decrease the availability

of illicit drugs and drug paraphernalia.. Prescription'

dregb must,also.tie dispensed more sensibly.

Propaganda by the illicit drug-industry, promoting the use of

drugs, -makes the problem of- fighting the use of. marihuana enormous.

But, it we want to survive as, an intellectual society, able to com-«

pets with Orag-free countries, we hive no other choice but for all

sectors of our society to work together toward this end now: , We

-

have risen to difficult challenges before, and we can 'do so again.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Cohen, you foctised on the problem of
those 'who use marihuana and drive, among others. Are there any
statistics? How great a threat is it to those on the highway Who.are
sober, if you twill, or free from. driigshow great a threat do drug
users represent to others? :

Dr. COHEN. We41, we have to add the threat of marihuana to the
threat of driving 'under the influence of alcohol; which I believe is
quite considerable. ..I think the data speaks for itself.

The concern is that .we are going into a phase of combined
alcohol-marihuana use and of heavy marihuana use in driving, and
this will add to the mortality statistics that we now are shocked by
with alcohol alone. So, I think' it is a real threat and an unfortu-
nate one.

I was going to bring with me a water pitie which can to attached
to the dashboard so that one can smoke while driving. Unfortu-
nately, the local paraphernalia shop near UCLA was out of them;
they promised me one next week. But I was going to. present you
with it, Senatott Humphrey, and I am afraid I cannot do it today. .

Senator HUMPHREY. It is just as well.
How effective are the tests used to determilitejtse of mr3huana

among drivers? Abe they in widespread use; emor are they Iffective?
Dr. COHEN. They are coming into wider use. In the last 2 years, .

they have been developed and now many' police agencies arg using
then?. We are using them in a nutober of counties in California. .

There is only one -problem with them that still requires further
: work.

Marihuana, as you must know, -lays around in the body a long
time. A single joint may not be excreted completely and may still
.be detectable after a week or so. So, when one finds marihuana in
the bloodstream, the crucial question is is this recent use of marl- Isk
huana within the last hour or so; or is this remote use of a few .
days ago, in order to determine whether the driving ,incapability is
due to marihuana._ -'

Although some people claim to be able to distinguish recent THC
derivatives from remote-THC derivatives, I think this still has to
be worked oA.

Senator HUMPHREY. The symptoms exhibited are about the same
as someone under the influence of alcohol, is that corrtIpterratit
driving and taking chances?

Dr. COHEN. 'Do you mean the intoxication?
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.

98
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Dr. COHEN. It is a -little different; it is not so overt. There is less-
staggering and slurring of 'speech,' but it is more of a fantasy,

N. dreamy state which people are in. As I tried to,,,,describe, they have
the loss of many skills which are "required for driving an auto-
mobile. But being stoned on alcohol and: being stoned oh marihua-
na are different. Of course, when they are combined, then all bets
are off. .

Senator HUMPHREY. What are the actual effects of driving under
the influence of marihuana?.Do people -wander on the highway, or
do they take chances?

Dr. COHEN. There is a wandering and a shifting ftom lade to
lane, There is poor timing judgment; that is, if you want to pass a
car, yku may be a little wrong in the time estimate as to how long
it will take you to pass that car. Your reflexes are delayed.
. What is quite important is you' do not remember what you just

did. In 'other words, you come up to a red light, you sto2, and then
fou have . to look at ybut foot to see if you put your foot. on the
brake. Your immediate recall is impaired with marihuana. .

Senator HUMPHREY. I see.
,,Dr. Smith, you have talked about the effect of marihuana on

reproduction. Is there-anything yet that could 111/described ailetal
marihuana syndrome, in parallel with the fetaWalchholyrkdrome.

SMITH. j think the effect4 that haxe been repoied in several'' . r .-

published clinical studies of women Avl1i4 hive'lLged marihuana, do , .
C not show ct syndrome ssjmOr.t..73 fetal alcoholAyndrOme-but .r.A-i. er ,

.an 'overall retaxdatfOn. of. girowth -thaNcursicluring gestation. , ,

- ..,

; . The ptneenta really ,has,:tWo fdnttio/A. One is to nourish the- ;',.
. - - N-1. hallyf the 'otIter function "is to,nietfbolize things that might be -,,,

dawerouj, to the baby, In the attempt to protect the baby; that-is, .

v : to;metaboliis Ow ingredients in manihuana the drug is diSruptirig,
. . .the cithtr-placentlal function; the ability to hqurish. There is also a

a study underway now that indicates that the combined ,use bf alto -
hol and marihuana produces a more typical fetal alcohol syndrdrne ,
than alcohol alone,,I'would have to say that, in *geneial, we dO not
have a specifiC fetal syn,droine for'marThtiana. .

. .

. Senator Iii.Tmrin. Well, to. the' extent that studies have pro-
duced findihgs in this regard, what are tteefi'n of ,

..,marihuana use by, the Mother?
Dr. SMITH. One general classification 'of effects would be arl over-

all growth retardation. There are.several stages throughout the life
of an individual when sexuaLdevelopment' takes place. One, of

--). course, is the sexual .differentiation that occurs during ,gestation.
At the current time, we cannot say what the effects of marihuana
are on this devtkopment. There are animal studies, of coursethat
indicate disruption In sexual development. One of the things that
we have to be very .careful about is that we do not generalize too
fully from animal studies. Studies that are done in. monkeys -ar-e
much more applicable to the human reproductive system: because
primates. develop considerably differently from nonprimate ani-
mals.

,L-)).
.

We have ,a study that w 1, begin after the first of the. year -- -on
adolescent development. We ill be studying the offspring of moth-
ers that 'have bten treated th marihuana either during pregnan-

.,

'`)
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cy at different stages or during lactation. We will be able to deter-
mine if there was impairment pf -their reproductive development.

All of these studies on the reproductive_ system have been funded
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse for the last 7 years.

Senator HUMPHREY. YWII mentioned the effect on the growth of
. the unborn. Does that mean that at birth babies are undersized or-

they, ale not fully developed, or what are you getting at there?
Dr. SMITH. The babies' born to the groups of monkeys treated

with marihuana are smaller.
w Senator HUMPIJREY. Are they otherwise fully developed ?'

Dr SMITH. Apparently, there are effects on mental development,
what one would describe as neurological problems such as hyper-
irritability- in newborn babies. There also are learning deficits that
have been shown in animal studies, but to the best of my knowl-
edge, none of them have been studied in human popUlations yet.

Senator HUMPHREY. Di. Macdonald, what are the warning sig-
naOthat parents should be alert foil ., .

Dr. MACDONALD. Normal adolescence isNEr time for great change
in children, and it is very difficult, for parents to separate out ...a.
child's normal changes of wanting to experiment and wanting to de-
things differently." . -

. . .54

--; I think what-I feel, sort of looking back at parents' who have
been through the "Stages I have. described, iE t'hat they knew there
was something wrong with their child in a.'yery 'early stage of."-
adolescent drug abuse, and they were convinced tv, someone else

s---- that it was a phase he was, going thtough, 'or something that
everybody else would do. , ,

It is often difficult for parents, thecause their.childien oft el act
differently in other plates. Ifyou do not hassle. them, they-may

seem to be marvelous kids. The neighbors may see these children
as marvelous. but the neighbors do not know that they are coming

_ in at midnight and do not participate with the family.
. I think when a family becomes uncomfortable and .underitancis
the numbers showing the extent of drug use among students that

' are on the beard, it has to be very suspicious of drug use and.
institute the sorts of measure that I believe Dr. Schuchard will.
talk about, in terms of parents being directly responsible,: .

I would just like to commen a little bit on this businesi of
you tell when achild is stoned nd what the effects are. You know,
that is what the schoolteachers always want to know: "How do I
know when a kid is stoned in class? The answer is you most often
do not. I think what they want to know is are their eyes red or are
their pupils_dilated-or-constricted,and-all-thosahings.

In our treatment grOup, we play 'a game called "20 Questions,"
Which is used to impress Senators and people who come to look at
the program. One of the things we ask them is, "How many of you
have been stoned at the dinner table?" Well, they all have. "How
many of your parents knew it?" Almost none of them knew it.
"How many of you have gorie to a psychiatrist or risychologzist?"
Most of our kids have. "How many% of you were stoned while yfiu
were there?" -.Most all of thein "How many of the psychiatrists
detected that?" None. .

.

Marihuana does not produce the staggering, drunken effect:of
alcohol that you can pick j.ip so much more easilyso That these

100
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kids will pass you on the street every day and not be detected. That
makes it a very appealing drug to theM because of lack of detec-
tion. Tor parents and teachers it makes things very difficult. So,. I
need to look at behavior changes in the child.

,I have just one comment on what Dr. Smith said: There was a
study reported to the Society for Pediatric Research in San Fran-
cisco last OC`tober or November from Boston University where they
showed statistical differences in marihuaneg effect an the fetus.
What they said was that human mothers who had taken marihua-
na had statistically smaller babies than either those who were into
61cohol or tobacco.

You know, one of the problems with asking is to do research
and there are just lOads of prqblemsis.that nobody,in their right

'mind is going to do research on pregnant mothers where they give
them marihuana. But there are statistics.

I also heard of two infants from Downstate Medical Center in
New York, whose mothers had taken only marihuana and no aka---
hol. They looked very much like babies with fetal alcohol syn-
drome. That will be reported, also.

. Senator HUMPHFIEY. Let me get back to, my question. Your re-
sponses were veryauminating and I do not mpan to sound like I
am criticizing you, but what should parents look. for? You say that
in. retrospect, robst parents realized that, their- kids were in trouble.
How did they know?

Dr. MACDONALD. Well, maybe I am being a little vag ue, because I
think it is such a pervasive part of their society that you haveto
-understand that the kids are Being exposed. You must have a
strong index of suspician and high degree of awareness. You look

You look for theeway they dress. You look kr a ulling away from
for whom they hang around with. You look for tr it school grades,.

the family, with the understanding that kids are supposed to pull
away from their amilies.

Then I think there comes a stage where this whole business of
- "do you search a child's room" becomes important. I have had

children at age 16 who I had taken care of since bkth and in
beautiful ,families who were obviously in this syndrome and- this

, dependency thing. I have suggested to the mother that she search
the child's room. It was like I shoti.her, you know. I could. have
asked het to ptit a needle in his heart or take blood out of his arm,
and she would have gone along with that. But this whole business
of not being able to search your kidsI think sou have to be very,
very suspicious, if you understand the numbers.

NTDA's survey of afrohnl shbwed that over 504)eteent--of-high
school senior boys have had five drinks on one occasion in the last
`2 weeks. That is incredible. And over 25 percent have done that
three or more times. Our kids are drinking and doing this stuff,
and I think you almost have to start from the position that chemi7
cal use is the norm and be highly suspicious.

Maybe this is digression again, but somebody says, "Are these
bad kids doing this, or ar these kids who become bad when they
do it?" The answer is botki. When you see a child. who is not doing
well' at age 15,, he has got to be doing drugs.; I just ruld not
understand why a child who was in trouble with the police would
not find this way of feeling good, but the other is also true.

5.
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Sen for HUMPHREY. Yes. So, the answer is that there s not, at

least in the early stages, any physical Sign that parents c detect,
but rath r they have a look to an emerging pattern.

plAcnoNALD. Exactly. If' I may just say, one other thing, I
think that waiting for signs is waiting too long. As a, pediatrician, I
see prevention as my goal. When a mother comes into my office for
a checkup with her 2-year-oldand I ask her how she is doing, if she
sayp. "OKA I say, "What do you mean 'by OK?" She says, "Vu
kndw how the terrible two's are." And I say, "What axe the terrible
two's?" Well, actually, the terrible two's is a phrase that was put
into our society that says you should Aaccept rotten behavior out of
little kids and not deal with it. We have a real problem ' there.

A father told me that he was having trouble because every time
he wanted to go to the store, he had to take his kid along. I said,
"Well, how old is the kid?" He said, "18 Mop.ths,'t and d said, "You
do not have'to do that." So, the pediatric message must begin much
earlier than looking for adolescent drug abuse at 15 and.16: It is
teething parents that they have a right to control their child's
behavior and be involved much, much earlier.

nator HUMPHREY. Dr. Lantner, would you comment; on the
same question?

Dr. LANTNER. Yes.
Senotqr HUMPHREY. What should 'parents be alert for, mil h w

, can they'prffent this?
Dr. LANTNER. I think Dr. Macdonaldtand I see these patients sd

often that we expect that the whole country knows the symptoms,
and I think that is one of our mistakes. I will summarize what I,
said in the first comment. .

First of all, I think I should stress regular physical examination.
Disregarding how carefully it is done, it is not going to make the,
diagnosis of a marihuanatmoker because unless there was a specif-
ic test for cannabinoids in the urine;,all the tests would be,nega-
tive. So, you have to watch for early symptoms. '

I think the insidious _part of Marihuana is the most d ngerous
part, because for the first timeLtlink, we have a drug w ere the
child can be actually high most of the day and the parent would
not know it. I have parents who have told me they liked the child
best, in Tetrospectrerrtherhiltl-was-high-hecause-suildenly.,he is
giggly and tallotive and the parents expect thatas,normal behav-
ior.

'So, again, the school performan omething ,I think you
should watch. School perforthance goes doW

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr, LANTNER. The child drops out ;of extra rricular activities.

The child is constantly tired and,Acontantly fallirfg asleep in the
afternoon. He is just drifting eying from the mainstream of life end

,alienatinghimself'fran'i the fathily.
Many children do not care how they are dressed, but many do

keep perfect appearance, and I think that is something parents
r should notice.

I have a definite observation-that children Who come from more ,

affluent families can have 'symptoms of ,marihuana for a much,
much longer time without anybody noticing, because if a family

41ives in very close quarters, it is easier for the parents' to note that
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the child sleeps in the afternoon. if a family has a bedroom with a
TV set for every single child, the parents' actuallyvdo not .see the
child as readily, and that is important to keep in mind. -

Symptoms like coughs, chest pains,,irregulamenstrutl periods,
and infections' which linger on and do not respond to regular'
medical treatmentall these things art more difficult to detect. I
think a child'w,ho has been 41 healthy, young, vigorous, good-looking
adolescent *d suddenly looks chronically illthey start develop-.
ing what I call a unisex appearance. They really do not look like
attractive, young teenage boys and teenage girjs; they look ,sick.

There is no ,question that the chronic marihuana user actually
starts looking different, and I would like t umm -rue these obser-
vations of mine. I am qure, sooner 6? laW, these ill be published
in more scientifically valid studies sOmewher else by somebody
else.

They loot different; the eyelids are. lokwer. I am talking about
heavy users who star marihuana early.

Senator HumMniEv. Yes. '
Dr. LAN'TNER..They are usually shorter; they .are thinner. The .

proportions of the face are different. It appears like the Ayes
wider apart; the eyelids are lower. "Their expressions :tire very
unemotional. The speech is different; they have very flat, emotion-
less speech.

It is amaging how many- pai.entA -ignor'e the use of marihuana
until the point where the rest of the school children notice that the
child acts differently. When I think of the term "pothead" or
"burn-out," those terms were not developed by physicians or educa-
tors or scientists. They were developed by eager, open-minded ob-
serverschildrenbecause they noticed that, the chronic, young
marihuana user actually looked different.

I think we should not ignore the gutiopelings and gut observa-
tions of these young. people, who have no idea about the research
studies of NIDA or:animal studies, or anything else. They 'notice
that there is something basically differeriedabout the child who uses
marihuana, and I think if the parents would notice, they would be `i

aware of the early symptoms; they would recognize this and inter-
-vene.

Senator HieTMPHREY., You are saying that the term "burn-out" is
one that is used by their peers

Dr. LANTNER. That is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. It is not an adult or scientific term.

. LANTNER. That is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. Well; you 'have described the physical symp-

toms of a chronic user. Dr. Macdonald, all I believe you agree, has
said that in the early stages of use, ,there is no easily detectable
physical sign, but rather changes in behavior.

What should a parent when he or she suspects marihuana
use?

Dr. LANTNER. Well,I feel it is very, very important to intervene
as early as possible, keeping in mind that the marihuana user,
Child or adult or teenagerusually, in most cases, would not recog-
nize his downhill path. I thihk- that important to recognize,
and that is why, in my opinion, without intervention, most marl-,

&
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huana users will stay marifluana users. In my opinion, they are
the most-difficult addicts to treat, -

So, if d parent expects marihuana use, he has to 'intervene,
which...means mairing a diagnosis and which means talking to the
child, lboking for.clues, like looking for marihuana pines, rolling
papers; and any drug paraphernalia, like bracelets with cannabis
leaves, and so on, and confront the child about that. I think that is
very important. I think intervention should also be done by'some-
aodY outside the family, possibly a uhysiciag who is familiar with
the signs and symptoms of marihuada.

I cannot (tress the point enough that it really impresses me a
great deal that marihuana users ate very eager to talk to some-
body about thii, because they are unhappy people: Marihuana is
not a happy drug; it makes the person very isolated, depressed, and
desperate for somebody to help them.

So, if an outsider intervenes, I think theresults are much, much
better and much, much faster. .

Senator HUMPHREY: Dr. Macdonald, do you agree with that, end
will you elallorate on it'd you do? What constitutes intervention? I
mean, in practical terms, what does a parent do?

,Dr. MACDONALD. Well,. trsom the cradle on, parents need to look
at the way they raise the children. When children were asked some
things about their use, there were three things in one study that
were singled out. One was they felt their mothers did not control
them. That is g, pediatrician's responsibility. They felt their fathers
did not have enough time for them. That is a pediatrician's respon-
sibility. And they felt there was a lack of affection in the home. So,
those things need to go first..

I think, though, that what you are asking is what do you do with
an 11- or 12- or 13-year-old who is minimally involved 'with drugs.
The expert who I always quote 'is on the next panel, so.I will 'not
say a whole lot about that except that I really support thelierent
as the keS, agent in that kind of change and involvement. ,* -

The thing you have to understand, thought about marihuana use
is that many of these' children, although they want to give it up,
cannot and that there is no such thing as moderate or controlled
use of drugs. These kids should use none, and anybody who says,
"Cut down to dnce a week" does not understand the disease. "

There comes a time somewhere in the stage 3 I refer to or late
stage 2 where the child has to be divorced IfrOm drugs, and you
cannot divorce him from drugs in high schools and schools across
the country. He has to be physically removed for a period of time
to get his body rid of this stuff, then he has to readjust to a new
lifestyle which is drug free.
' Treatment is required where usage is a little further along. In

the early stages the program that Dr. Schuchard will talk about, I
support. But even earlier than age 11 and 12 the parent needs to be
responsible.

Senator HUMPHREY. The key point is to face the fact, apparently,
and to be.aggressive and intervene early on.

Dr. MACDONALD. Yes: Just one more thing. I have a child that
works for me in the office now; she is 2kand she is an alcoholic,
When she was in.treatment.for her alcoholism at age 16, what they
told her to do if,she got ,uptight was to smoke marihuana. That was

1 4
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just crazy, and she finally 'went, into treatment after a suicide .

attempt that was almost- successful a year later. Now fortunately
Ahe is doing OK, but She still fee% pain.

Senator- HUMPHREY. Well, 'this has been very interesting and
useful, doctors. 'Thank you very much. I wish 'we had more time.
We have another panel, and in fairness to them, I think we should
conclude this panel. Thank you very much.

Our next panel is comprised of educators, and they are Dr. Mel
Riddile, coordinator of substance abuse prevention. in the Fairfax
County public schoolsthat is Fairgax, Va.and Dr. Marsha Keith
Schttchard,,Who is an educator and eV autha of.a well-known and
highly respected publication, "Parents; Peers and Pot."

If you will pardon me for about a minute or two, I have to make -
an important phone -call. I will recess the subcommittee for 3..
minutes and be right back.

4

Whereppon., a' brief recess was taken.)
nator HUMPHREY. The 'subcommittee will come- to order,

please.
Dr. Riddile and Dr. Schuchard, thank you for your patience, for

Waiting and for coming. Do you have an opening statement, Dr.
Riddile?

Dr. RIDDILE. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Proceed at your pleasure.

STATEMENT OF ME1, J. RIDDILE, M.D., COORDINATOR OF SUB-
STANCE ABUSE PREVENTION, FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC
Knows, FAIRFAX COUNTY, VA., REPRESENTING THE NA- ,
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS;
AND MARSHA KEITH SCHUCHARD,' PH. D., ASSOCIATI DIREC-
TOR, ?RIDE, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

1 Dr. RIDDILE. Thantt.you.
First of all, I would, like to express my appreciation for this

opportunity to talk to you about this subject, and I know a lot of
,school administrators out there would like to have this opportunity
because anybody who goes into education or is in a posititn where
they must deal with young people quickly comes to the realization
that in order to have a productive school climateOne that is
characteristic of students who are motivated and who want to
learn and where high achievement and morale Is characteristic of
that schoolyou must first deal, with the drug problem. -

You cannot in any way think that digs will go away; that it is
something that happens in other schools or in other jurisdictions. It
is a problem we must confront in the schools, and I think we are

-trying; altlibugh I-think part of the problpmeis that we are adults -
who have not had contact with the drug subculture; we did not
grow up in. a drug subculture. Therefore, we are less able to deal
with the problefn than we would like to'be.

First of all, I would like to, say that no level of marihuana use
among young( people is acceptable. In my observations and the
observations of my colledgues, as drug use progresses the child or
student begins to lose control of his life. *-

Dr. Macdonald cited the various stages of drug use. We generally
are the last place A) see the signs of &lig use. -It is very similar
with respect to adults and their alcohol and drug use in terms of
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"'its effect on the workplace and the job. That is usually the lastplace to see the signs of alcohol abuse. I think the school is very
similar in that we are the last place to see the signs of adolescent
drug use, but we are often the first to identify the problem as drug
use. The result, of that is a lot of denial on the part of parents; they
are blaming the school; the school is blaming the parents. The
.commupity agencies blame the schools for the problem, or blame -?the parents.

A bik split occurs between the three most important groups
terms'of preventing problems and dealing with the problems. So, it
splits the adult community and creates a lot of anxiety and frustra-
tion among adults.

Drug use is probably the most damaging of all things to 'the
school, environment. It affects the individual in terms of poor per-
formance. I will give you a list of observations that I have in terms
of what it does to the individual.

We notice a loss of-energe and drive; a general loss of interest in
school activities; eventual .social withdrawal and pasSivity; im-paired learning ability. Students use the description, "Class was
more intbresting, but I do not remember anything that went bnclasg." There is a short attention span, poor memory, irritability,

-open defiance of school autho'rities, and repeated incidence .of inap-
propriate behavior.

We see 4' 'very close connection between drug use ancl fi lot ofother negative behaviorsabsenteeism, vandalism,, .verbal and
physical assaults, on- teachers, and a whole .variety -of negative
behaviors. ,

It also affects" the classroom in a very adverse way. find poor
class participation. If ybu used the ktatistics that Dr. Pollin spoke
of, yo& would haVe in a typical senior English class of .30 or more
students, thrde dailyAparihuana users.

Now, first, I would like to say that we. generally'do not find daily
marihuana users who reach their senior year, and they thus are,
Pot a part of his statistics. They generally do not make. it to their
senior year; they generally' drop out of school before their senior
year. In fact; the majority of students that we discover or have todeal with in terms of marihuana use, in school begin their use in
early junior high school years, probably seventh and eighth grade;
rarely do they begin use after they teach high school.

I. will just mention again that daily users rarely triarcit to their
senior year. Anybody that does use marihuana on a. daily basis is
virtually unable to function at all in a school environment. The
term "burp-out" was brought up, and I think it is a pretty accurate
description, and that is the students' own description: A "burn-out"is a rson who is.unable to function and who has no emotion; theya unablto think for themselves and need a lot of.assistance just

.'

distracts other students. Teachers are often umiwarethat a student
is intoxicated, or high. The other students, though, are aware;, stu-

. dents.can readily spot marihuana users. This presents a distractionin the sense thatthe other students are constantly watching, the
teacher and that student to sed what the quality of interaction_will
be.

82.300 0 - 82 -8
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t get around in life
One of the effects that marihuana has on the classroom is that it
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It also disrupts the classroom in terms of its distrhcting students.
&ten, students waver between passive mood states and aggressive
mood states. In other words, you may describe it as an alcoholic
who, one minute, is intoxicated and feeling good, and the next is
having a hangover anil is irritable and aggrestive. I think we see a
similar pattern. .../ (

Teacbers often think that the reason students are behaving this
way is that they have no motivation or that the class is not
interesting or the instruction is not appropriate, so they attempt to s.

change their instructional methods or content. Tiis is-to no avail if . t
. drug use continues, because .no learning will take place when a 2

student is in an intoxicated state. So, we find teachers becoming
increasingly frustrated in trying to motivate. students in their .
classrooms. ...

tProbably the worst effect of marihuana use is on the,schodl
climate and' the gendral school environment. First of all, it contrib-\ utes to the formation of an alienated subculture in the schoql that/ wants to have nothing to do with anything that goes -on in the

L.
I school, but.does want to have something to do with talking about,

t finding, purchasing, distributing and using drugs, particularly
marihuana., ., 1..s.,, Marihuana is the No"." 1 threat in terms of drugs' used in the'
school envfronfnent because it is relatively inexpensi',e,, it is easy to
.conceal, and it js. hard to ktect when a person is <under the
influencenSo; it is particularly attractive to beginning drug users.

That alienated subculture often engages, as I ineqtioned, in a
- . variety of negative behaviors. So, we try ,to treat The negative

1. behaviors, and we are, only treating the symptoms of the problem,
when ,the real problem is drug use. Anytime a school activity is

.held or anytimd an activity is planned, you must account for the
fact that there may be some drug use, and plan to cont of ox'.

, prevent any drug 'use. 7 . . ...

It .creates a division in thdostuaent body by creating separate
peer cultures. A loeof antagonism results between ciffier4n1 cliques
in`the student fiody. .

'As I mentioned, we find a very- h igh rate of dropouts amoxig
..o drug-using students. In one school I worked, we' found that wel had -......-

. a 28-percent druOut rate among that population; that is over 10
times- higher than the, rest of the student pOpulation.
. It contributes to lowstaff morale. Teachers, admridstratorsand
counselors attempt to deal with thb problems , of students, and,
again, they deal with symptoms of problems. They experience the
same kind of guilt and frustratiOn and anxiety that parents.experi- .

, ence who` have children that are!abusing substances. So, in that, . sense, drug use is not only at individual diseaSe and a family
disease', but it is also a school cliseaetb because everyone in that .
school (eels those emotions andTxperiences the emotional pain.
.- We find teachers Becoming increasingly frustrated andready to

. C. '.1
givetup in terms of trying to deal with these problems because no
matter 'what we do, we and that the problemspersist:'--uneXPlaina-
ble.coutinuation ofinappropriate behavior. It is ,dif4cult_for us to
comprehend /rational person continuing to misbehee in the way
some oC these students db, so it is very frustrating to deal with
that. . *

,
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Finally, we begin to lower our expectations, both about academic ,
perforinance on the part- of students and about their behavior.
Students- also lower their expectations about how they should
behave. They` begin to gage and compare their behavior to, the
worst behavior in the school. '

For instance, they will say,'Why are you bothering me? look at
whhisthey are doing. If you cannot deal effgctively with that,prob-, lem, wily are you hassling .me?" In a sense, they are right. If we

'cannot deal with the worst of misbehaviors, which I believe to be
drug use, then we are really' goiog to be somewhat ineffective in
dealing vPitlf all the other behaviors. So, we have a generally
declining quality of academic performance through the distractions
and disruptions of the class env'ironinent and stifflent behavior.

L think that the answer is that the groups that are often found
' pointing fingers, at each other, about the causes of these problems
need to join very closely together, and I think, one of the fsctors

' that is very encouraging to me 'is the parent movement, and par- ,
ticularly groups like the National Federation of Parents and other
parent groups around the country.

t. As an administrator, I had to deal with problem 's in the school
frit years, and parents often thought, "Why ib this persim sa op-,
posgd to drug use, and what is his motivation?". Now, parents are
providing support to school administrators, so I think thatethere is
some hope.

But I think we need to take caution, in. thinking that the problem
is declining; it-is definitely rigt, declining. There is a flood of drug
use in our society among young people. The'flOod waters have no
sign of bating, and we have td do everything we can to prevent
drug use and to work with parepts, schools and community agen-.
cies to make them aware of the definitely different , problems that,
adolescents experience when they are using drugs.

Thank you. .
6 Senator HWMPHREY. Thank you..

[The prepared' statement of Dr. Riddile and-Nuesens and an- 1swers follow:] '

9
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Statement by Dr. Mel J. Riddile, sepresenting the National

,

Association of'Secondary School Principals before the U.S. Senate Sub -.

..' committee an Alcoholism and Drug Abuse% October 21, 1981.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciltion for

\
this opportunity tp speak td }you regarding the disruptive effects that.

a

marijuana use can have on. the education of our younf people. My statements

in reference to the detrimental effects pf marijuanh are based upon my own

experiences as well as ['we of other educators who dealt with hundreds

Of marijaAhlsersavver the lait decade. Education is a profession, that is
.

.

concerned with the growth and developmspt,of this country's most vital

resourcg, the minds and bodies of our young people. "
a

The social, emptignal, and intellectual development of these young

people is being seriously impaired by the widespi:ead use of a variety of

licit and illicit substinces, particularly marijuana. Drug use, because °

of As effect on both the individual and the entire school environment,
1

undermines apd 'works contrary to the goals of education. Today's teachers,

counselors, and administrapors,must be prepared to deal effectively faith

young people who are harmfully. involved wittichemicol substances, for

/,learnini-and growth can nut takeplade when a 'child is in a drugged state.

I will use the term drug use ratherathan drugbuse, because abuse

autnmatidallq impliA that some unknown level of drug use amiong young people.
. .

is acceptable. Those who work with them on a daily basis 'know that as drug

use escalares these yi1ng people pro4essivply-lose control of'their uset

The sszglts are lowered aspirations and expectations, deteriorating inter-
. o

personal relationships, lost dreams,and possible death by auto accidentb?'
-

drug related suicide.

10
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Of the long list of drugs currently used by young people marijuana,
At

by far, poses the most serious threat to the school' environment. Marijuana

is particularYyPattractive to'beginning drug users because it is compara-

tively ldw in cost, easily concealed,,and,difficult to detect. These

factors combined with the increasing sophistication of young people in

regard to the distriAttion and concealment of marijuana pose a difficult

Challenge to those school officals/seeking to maintain a "drdg free" school

environment.

My discussidn will focus on the three components of the school which

are adversely affected by marijuana use the'indi,Adual, the classroom, and
. ? ,

'the school climate.

There has been a distinct trend in recent years in which young people

have begun to experiment with marijuana and other drugs at earlier ages. .

The younger the child at the agt of initial experiMentation, the less they

are able to control their gse patterns, and the higher the Probability that

they.will become harmfully involved. That is, that, they will experience
404'

some problem or feel emotional or physical pain as t a sesult of their use

a chemical substance.

The sevetth, eighth, and ninth grades or ages twelve, thirteen, 'and

fourr,en is a critical period for young people in relation to the foAdticin

of attitudes about drug use or beginning drug use. A

majohty of the use problems encountered in a school environmene involve

stddents wg0Se involvement with marijuana began pribr to their entry into

the ninth grade.

Job performance is usually the la .area of In individual's life to be

affected by adult drug Similarly, e school environment may be the

last plac. to see the effects of drug us onithe 1Fudent. UdAtial expeimen-

t
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cation generally does not take place.in the school, but rather in a "party"

or social ituation: ln a vast majority of the cases, parqnts have already

observed noticeable chtnges in a child's behavior, altnough not necessarily

attibuted to marijuana use, long before problems occurthd at school. Often,

when changes in behavior begin to appear, parents attribute them: to the

"growing pains" of adolescence. Thus, heavy marijuana use patterns may go

undetected until very late and consequently areoften very difficult to

control and treat.

106
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It must be pointed out that an important step is taken in the pro-

gression of a young person's drug use pattern when drugs are leither brought

into the school or the student arrives at school in an intoxicated state.

In'this case, the user has openly identified with the dfug culture and may

be using marijuana just to get through the day. i3y that time, drug use

has generally .progfessed to a point where intensive, treatment is requiredw

The effects of the introduction of marijuana into the Life of a

you person who is in a stageOf rapid grooth'and who is develop

physically, emotionally, socially and spiritually is declinimg academic

performance, social withdrawl and eventual isolation, and physical and

' psychological deterioration. Rather than becomii6'more indeaendent,

adaptable people, these students become, more dependent, and unsoCialized

as marijuana use, escalates. '

Students who begin to use marijuana on a regular basis show a distinct

pattern of behaviorin which they oscillate between a low energy,_ passive,

withdrawn state and an openly defiatt: anti-authoritorian, physically and
www

vetbally aggressive state: They lose interest in their educasion anti

school activities and become progressively preoccupied with obtaining and

using marijuana.

'11i
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Marijuana use apd the accompanying cognitive impairment account fbr

the fact that students are quickly. frustrated and.easily gave up when

engaged in complex tasks, particularly in subject areas which neyare

learning new information and applying that information through higher level

thought processes.,_Srudents indicate that their classes seem more

Iting when they are under the Influence of marijuana, but admit that they

retain very little of what takes place. In their Own words, "things just

go in one ear and out the other."

As students use more and more marijuana, they become less able to

control their use, less able to evaluate their own behavior, and Nss

,willing to accept responsibility for their actions. Marijuana seems to

delude students into believing that they can perform complex physical and

intellectual tasks bkter when they use marijuana. They think they can

drive an automobile better, study better, play music better, play football

.

better, when, in fact, it is quite obvious to everyo1e around he tfiat the

quality and quantity of their performance is declining.

Marijuana use makes students less awar% of their oyn behavior and how

their behavior is perceived by others. For frequent marijuana users there

exists a deficit in intrapersonal and interpersonal skills resulting in

repeated instances of inappropriate behavior, which often leads to sanctidns

being applied by parents, School officials and even friends and classmates. .

They frequently perceive these sanctions as continued attempts to dominate

-an/control their fixes, and often resort to more drug use which is per
..

ceived by them to,be one way that they control their own lives. The lack

O areness and skills to deal with these'stuations results in a growing
. .

feel ng orpersecution and noticeable paranoia.

r
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Long -term use patterns cesuIt,in high levels of anxiety and

frustrattlh, guilt over lost 4rgams.and deteriorating relationships, and

prolonged depression. The potency of today's marijuana
A

of the mid and early 1970's fombined witgthe increased

has caused us to change our definition of long-term use

comt.ared to that

frequency of use

from that of years

to months. Performance and behavioral probiems resulting from marijuana

use are appearing much earlier in the use pattern than was the case even

a few years ago.

Adolescence is a time when young people learn to cope with emotional

ups-and-downs of life. When marijuana is used In place of internally

devised coping responses,- the individual hisses the opportunity to develop
c

appropriate, life skills. When faced with the painful, feelings that often,

accompany frequent drug use, adolescents resore to the only coping behaviors

that they have learned} more drug use. The result-is an endless cycle of

painful experiences followed by inappropriate coping behavior and more drug

use. I

411v

Marrjueea use has a particdlarly.disruptive and undermining,impact

on the clAssroom environment. The extent and nature of its effect on the

classroom is based primarily upon the chemically induced mood swing experi-

enced by the individual. Any student who enters a classroom in In_

intoxicated ptate disrupts the classroom because of the distracting

effect those students hav'e on the other students in the class. While the

..,teacher may be unaware of the student's marijuana use, other students are .

anxious to se how. the teaches and the students interact or if the teacher

notices that the student is in an intoxicated state. In this situation

the students have "put lOtiething over" on the teacher. It may be readily

apparent co others inkile that the student in question is high, 4;it

to a teacher with no experience or exposure to today's drug oriented sub-

5
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culture) the intoxication is not so apparent. The other students.wonder

why the teacher tolerates students coming to class high and, begin to

compare or gauge their own hehavior to that of the most disruptive student

in the class, the one who comes to class high.

Students in a passive socially withdrawn state mislead the teacher'

into believing that the subject is boring of too difficult or that the

student simply does not care. 'These missed perceptions result in high.levgls

pNinstration in teachers who try new instructional approaches, revised

course content, and other strategies that seek to Motivate these students,

but all are doomed to. failure, for no learning will take place when a

student iS intoxicated. Teachers may begin to their own ability

or the ability of the students whi!ch may'lead to lowered expectations for

student performance. In this 'way, every child in the class is either

4

directly affected by marijuana use through the teachers frustration and ,

lowered expectations or the di§tractron Posed the intoxicated student.

Student who ate _in the more Aggressive, anti-authoritorian mood estate

openly disrupt the classroom by talking, laughing, and openly challenging

the authority of the teacher. They help to create a "carnival atmosphere"

in the classtkom that makes, learning for others difficult and often

unlikely. In such cases the teacher spends a considerable amount of time

disciplining students, and experiences extreme frustratiOn because of the

resultant h2SS of instructional time. Misbehavior is often attributed to

causes other than drug use contributing to a widespread feeling that kids

"arere,t what they used to. be." Thus, marijuana use impacts heavCly upon

the classroom setting affecting even those. not diredtly involved including

both teachers and students. The results are frustration and lowered

expectations for student behavior and9performance on the part of teachers,

and distractions and disruption to student attention andC-Oncentrarion.

1
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In ,addition to, severely impairing individual performance and

contributing to classroom disruption. marijuana.use affect the entire

climate of the school. The drug using subculture contributes to the

° formation df. a divisive split withivhe student body by denying the -

attitudes and values of geneAl student population and openly defying the

authOrity and responsibility of school officials to maidtain order and

'discipline. Their subculture is'preoccupied with finding, buying, selling,

and using drugs, denies the value of an education, and is often openly

critical of "straight" behavior, which to the represents conscientious

:students who are actively involved in school activities.

This alienated peer culture offeei immediate acceptance to any student

willing to engage in drug use. The group grows in numbers by attracting

any student having difficulty adjusting to the school. Students in this

subcuBtUre are disproportionatly involved,in such negative behaviors as

truancy, absenteeism, vandalism, class disruption, verbal abuse of staff,

and insubordination. These students monopolize the time of counselors and
.

administrators who are trying to fifd some way of reaching cud helping

these students. But as long as marijuana use continues the additio ri al

4ss, supervision, counseling or tutoring,will not help. Performance and behavior

will continue to deteriorate. The result, the student may eventually drqp

out of school.

Dedicated staff, Vice well. intentioned parents, think that they l ead

he able to help each student, achieve success. They experience fee;ings

of failure and guilt as a result of a student's continued inappZopSiate

behavior and resultant. ailure. The truth is that there mayhe-no appro-
.

priate educational programs for a student who is under the influence of
2

marijuanl

4.
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$ Just as adolescent' drug, use iswcalled a family disease because of its,

derisiveaffect'on the family structure, so may it be calltd a school-wide

disease beause:drug Use serves to create a disrupti;e.atmosphere and is

Associated with a wide-range of negative behaviors, and generally under-

mines the entire educational process affecting every student,and staff

member in the school. This situation to parent-ichool conflict

by encouraging blaming between parents and. school staff and denial on the

'Pert of both the home and school regarding the source of student misconduct

and failure.

Xinally,.pe behavior of the entire .student body may deteriorate as a

result of the involvement of students with marijuana. Students begin to

use the worst behavior in the school, possessing and using drugs, as a basis

to which to compare their own behavior. ,Students begin to rationalize and

_minimize their own indiscretions by comparing themto the behaviors they

consider to be the poorest in the school, and ask "why isn't something

being done about that."

"SUMMARY

Thus, mariSjuana use among the school-aged population has a negative

affect on all facets of school life, the individual, the classroom and the,

. climate and order of the entire school. '

Marijuana's effects on the 'individual include loss of energy,anct drivel /
loss of interest, social withdrawl,.pasaivity, impaired cognitive functioning,

short attention span, poor memory, irritability, open defiance of school
4 -

authorities,:!and_repeated incidents of inappropriate behaviors.

Marijuana'eleffects on the classroom inclUde poor classroom partic-

ipation, -distraction of other students, disruptive behavior, lowering of

student's expeCtations of their own behavior, lowering of teacher expecte-
.

t
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t.ions regarding student performance and behavior, and teacher frustration.

Marijuana's effects on school climate include the fernat4 ion of an

alienated student subculturewhose attitudes and values are in conflict

pith the goals of the school the division of the student body into

separate peer cultutes, increased absenteeism, vandalism, disruptive

behavior, and,school dropouts, lower staff morale, staff disengagement,

4.4 and an.overail\loyering of expectation§ for performance and behavior

of students.
0

Teachers, counselors, and adminstrators must recognize and prevent

drug use by stu nts or face the prognects of a progressive deterioration

of student behav or. The school staff must deal effectively with the

most negative student behavior or accept the fact that behavior may

blicame a standard by which'all other behavior is compared. But the

4

e

schooldannot be effective in pnventing drug use bracting alone.' Parents

and the school scaff must join together along with the entire community,

to present a unified "no-drug"'message to counter the many "pro-drug"

messages that young, people receive today.

4
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Your testimony indicates that the result of maeljukrO-Use,dur4
aaglescenie ig declining academiC performance, social wit
eventual isolatroh. Earlier this Itar we heard testiMms% 0the .. *
Calif,unia high schoqlstudents who indicated that in mik. sei'not

e,

. *.being a paTt of the drug culture subjects students to iselca\tio4and
'

SI' 6
a0 ridicule by their peers. Non-lisers are nQt invited-to scroi.111ent'S 'a a

etc. Are there cur" seprate communities in the schools, the
'1-'1'1.. e'non-drug.! How do these communities Interact'

,
.

.
^ .

.,"'"''4'-,4e. . .: 14':\ Lew wears ago'we did Ay two dl*st:nct groups In the schol, .(14,tv
e

those d:rect'v 1.r.%701ved w:tn drugs, and those eltner not involveaAghk:%. ' $1.t.' 1* '..5

.tilicit [rugs of occassional alcohol users. These were two distinct,i, ,,,' ,,,,k

`polarized grzuos. Recentl , the lines separating these groups have ,... .-

. e';,. ,z

-become less distinct. Students 'ow deeklbe.the differences between -:, te otf'.
k tne grOups a citing when drugs'are useU, weekday s or weekendg, instead ', , 'N ! :-:

. # . 1

of what drugs are used, alcohol or marijuana and harder drugs. 'Students. it., 'k 4.6-
linR ',0° /who.abstain -completer), from using drugs and alcohol are in a small minority.t.e.

These student. 'pcca an implied threat to the drug using behavior of their ''f.
0

C.

e

peers and are often ostracized.

Thee groups seldom interact. Their value systeds, goals, and

Aterests are very different. The result is the existence to two

distinct subculcilres within the school.

From your vantage point in the'school, what is your belief about
the validity of the stepping -stone theory that use of marijuana leads
to use of other drugs'

From thy own observation, their is a high positi correlation

between the increasing frequency of marijuana use and tihe individuals

use $f harder drugs. That is the longer and more frequently individuals

use marijuana, the higher the probability that they will at least experi-

1ment with harder drugs. 0

'
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How are teachers being trained in the.schoots to notice students
txhibiting drugged behavior, and what methods are used to deal with
it?

TeacherA?need not be experts on druggrbut rather experts on young

peEple. By doing what they do best, teaching young people,- they are

helping in EheAprevention effort:. Despite the hest efforts of parents

and teachers, these- .young people may get involved with drugs. ,Therefore,

our tra4ning programs are designed to achieve earlier intervention with

drug users through recognitoon of physical signs of drug use and the
. .

behavioral mangestations of chemical dependency.

Schools should have clearly defined policies which indicate the

consequences of drug use. Thesekconsequences should be accompanied

by mechanisms designed to encourage the student to be- evaluated at

a local treatment agency.- All means at the disposal, of the school

should bL used to help the student seek and obtain appropriate treatment.

You mention that students sometimes exhibit aggressive behaviors
while "high." Could you elaborate on how these behaviors manifest
themselves?

By aggressive behavior I am referring tb verb l abuse, 1Ppen
0

'defianc , and direct insubordination directed toward teachers and

other staff members.
.

a

DO you believe marijuana use has contributed to the problems with.
lowered Cores on college entrance examinations and the need for ".
remedial courses for students entering .alleges?

Marijuana use Mainly has not helped academic achievelpt. It

would be very difficult to determine the extentof damagLdime to the

motivation and performance of our gtudents resulting from marijuana

use. My own feeling is that marijuana use has been a contributing

factor in declining academic performance of certain students:

o.,

O
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&nat. got HUMPHREY..Dr. Schuchard? How do you say that? -How
. do yoLT Pronounce the name?

Dr. SCHUCHARD. Schuchard. You officially mispronounced it.

°Senator HUMPHREY. OK, thank you.
ScHumfaanlihis -educational hearing has pro'ided a very

exciting-day for Me, because I first got involved in trying to learn
about drugs in 1976. At that time, finding the most -minimal bio-

logical infOrmation about marihuana took, weeks of working at
,medical libraries. This amateur "research" was carried out by
mothefs, by English teachers, and by people in our neighborhood, .
Who refused to accept the diagnosis given by the majoritysof profes-
sionals that marihuana was a harmless substance, and that we
should Allow our seventh graders to smoke it. That is the position
we were in at that time. Thus, this hearing's thorough examination
of the health risks and developmental risks makes me believe --that 4 years of hard Work in our community and, certainly, what
people are doing here in Washington and ,elsewhere is paying off.

However, I do not think it is paying, off yet the w'ay Dr. POliin
o per eives, because of the tremendous problem of dropouts and of

h vy-using children in the 9th and 10th grades. At 8ge. 15 one
finds the highest rate for daily use of alcohol and marihuana
among students in high school. Quite often, they really .cannot cope
and drop out, or .their ,1 them in private' schools or
military schoolsanything to tq to get some control over their
problem. So, we applaud a small percentage decline, but we db not
thinkit is significant enough to get the kind of publicity it is
getting. In editorials all over the country, one reads that drug use
is going down. We have worked too hard to get parents alerted to
the fact that it is still a majority phenomenon.

What I would like to try to cover quickly are some practical
methods that we have fqund that' do work. I would like to finish up
this hearing on a positive note. Ths essential ingredient is to get
out to the public the kind of information given today about the
biological and health issues involved. This should never be a politi-
cal issue of liberals versus conservatives, or Republicans versus
Democrats, or teetotalers versus martini drinkers. It is essentially
an issue of the protection ofj veniles during an extfemely vulner-
able period of evelopment. WW,e are steadily learning that this
means the pro ion of-reproductive functipn in-young adults, also.
I think we are g ing to have a lot of problems with adults who are
heavy, long-term users. But, certainly, the Primary focus, upon.
which we can all agree, should be on children who are still learn-
ing, ileveloptng, grojing, and going through matalablic changes.

A sound Oucational campaign/ throughout the Nation on the
- biological effects of these drugs_is an approach that can unite us,
despite many differences of lifeStyle, behavior or political and reli-
gious beliefs. Getting that updated health information out is the
major effort that government,. TV, newspapers and our
underground press of PTA mothers should be inyolyed in. (We
mothers have plagiarized more articles and used more mimeograph
machines at schools than probably any other populist movement in
American history).

Given a credible, lagreed-upon definition of the health hazards,
the next step is to alert parents to he fact that they can have a

- 4.
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tremendous positive influence on the trug problem. We do not
need to' make Parents feel guilty or examine whether they potty-
trained right or cat-Pooled correctlyall the kinds of guilt-trip
approaches that seem to go on endlessly. What we need to -do' is
bolster their confidence that they are the most important people to
their children. in the world. Despite adolescent whining, sulking,
door-slamming and threats to runs away, teenagers want their par-
ents to be,. in charge. It is an inarticulate yearning that their
parents- make clear where they stand, that they are there, and thitt
they are in charge of their families. It is very tough.to grow up in a0 world of confused or absent adults.

Another step is to recognize this as a mass peer iphenoinenon,
_ reinforced by the popular culture which still saturates the children
daily with `drugs are fun" messages. Those messages are coming
everyday, in Visine ads in Seventeen magazine Which are directed
toward juvenile pot st4kers; in the overt drug comic books, in
Cheech and Chong movies which are playing on HBO in people'so .homes right now. The children are getting the "do drugs" messages

i ,.- every day. But, we feel that if parents can get the biological infor-
1-''.g, mation to know confidently4hat, it is their right ,anda-esponsibility

to protect their children's health, they do not need to argue about
Y marihuana, anymore than they do about vaccinations and measles Cs.

R" . shots. t ,
-.. 'There are also practical steps they can take to change the peer

culttire that immediately surrounds' their children,. This is the
nitty-gritty, very practical, mechanian of the parent network..
When your child says, "Everybody does it," or "Everybody else gets

41 to do so-and-so,: in effect they are dividing and conquering the
parents in 'the community. They are isolating their parents into

, insecurity, cohfusion, and anxiety"Am I really such a bail
parent?" But parents must recognize that a peer group is really
only 3, 5 or 10 kids, and that an adolescent measures his normality .,r: ...in accordance with how he fits in with those kids. It is an intense
insecurity that is biologically natural. The only way to get rid of it
i to abolish puberty which, unfortunately, is going to be impossible
to do.

. ,
But parents can build up more of a consistent sense of a healthy

% normality for theirjadolesceqts ipy developing'a working agreemen,t ,
with the other parents_who ar raising that gang of friends who
"goof off" together and."hank around" together. The 'parents define
the essential areas of behavioral rules that %bey will all enforce
consistently. This does not have to mean many rules, bat it should
be the crucial areas of danger. 'Those are premature drug and
alcohol usage; very precocious sexuaractivity, which unfortunately

geiloarents
sometimes foster by pushing their children into a very

histicated; party-goirfg life; and other kinds of attitudes abapt
rune- breaking, honesty, cheating in school, et cetera. . .

Parents must recognize that, with all of their differences, and
even if they do not like each other as parents, their children are
important influences on each other's lives. Thus, they shanid stick
together on essential issues. What this mainly means is definin
age-appropriate curfews and social- gatherings for example, wh
er children in the eighth grade should be dropped off at rack
concerts; whether seventh graders should enlist the shopping

1 (1dr.
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'` malls, partictilarly.when head sops and drug dealers .proliferate -in
them, as they do, in many munities,, whether ninth graders *,

should stay out past midnight.
It is so simple and so ordinary that we are reinventing the

... wheel. This is the way most of us were raised, with some sense of
lb adult networks of communication that often bpiled down to just the

old snoop hi the neighborhood who called your mother before you,
could get into very much trouble. But, it does not have to be just
an old snoop in the neighborhood. It cairbe a kind of committed,
alerted effort by .parents, who band together, in small enough
groups to be practical. Working iri clusters, they scan counter the

lot waves of cultural pressureecoming on the children from.TV, radio,
and movies. By rovidihg clear rides and consequences at home

..;

they can counter the constant. sense that nobody pays legal conse-
quences 'for drug use, which children .see everyday in the ntwapa:
per and 4 the nightly. newsthe stars, The politicilins,.The musi- .

cians and 'the athletes who get caught on cocai e or marihhana or
every ore serious charges, and nothing is den abou it. Frli teen -

. ages,: is an unraveling message that there is- o co'rs,. oi out
there 'and,"there are noconsequences to my actio "

1" Now,..the -parent network or parent peer gro can be a lot of fun;
too, and wve find that it is a tremendous 'anti ote to the fragmenta-
tion of families. We must begin to face the isturbing fact that we
have looming ahead of us the first generation of American children
who willbe entering adolescencein 'a `few years,' in which the
majority havoonp one parent or maybe no parent hopeq.for most
of,their grpviing.-up experierreti,These',are the "latch key "-children,.
who, in many schools, are 50 to "60 percenta the enrollment iri the
second grade right now. We are ing to have to"build a kind of 4,-.
artificially extended family out of bits an eces of families 1-.,

that'are out there] Or,, we are ng have teenage generation ..-,..

on our hands 4 or 5 years do t e rne that Will he the most
inadequately rented of almost -any gr we have e'er tried to
bring through adoldscence into-adulthood. -°-

We have found in parent peer groups- anPparent net orfo that .
single parents benefit tremeAlouslyr,froiK hakirik other mothers

. . and fikhert helping to raise their children and from haying their
. children feel like they are p rt of a group of five or ten families, 1

who may be fragmented or tact families. e -
714 But the most impo point is that1his wor s. An adolescent's
"nirasurernent of wha is expected or normal or a 'ye behavior

. becomes localized within a .groep of children and fa lies small.,.. enough to comprehend and-to manage. We sehis small parent
network as the antidote to the tremendous cu al pressures that
collie in a mass, anonymohs way exhorting children to."party" and .

:`get high'; all the time. Certainly, we parent groups ho0 we will
not have to go on being lit islands fending off the cultural tide
fotever. But, ev when he drug culture is in full flood in a
community, small of parents really can prevent or stop ..,

their childie om using'drugs. .
Bill, none 4,o us wants to have our fingers in the dyke always.

Instead, we most rebuild the protective dyke and stop, the flood. , .
Parent Drgapizations ust support actively theiV local school; ,
which is whbre the childre re for most of the day, in everything

, I. ,.

..,.
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the school requires to make it harder to do drugs and to make it
less attractive and less acceptable.

We have seen many success stories over the last 3 years when
parents build strong support for schools. There are many schools
that ha,ve turned around the drug situation, particularly in Geor-
gia and Florida because parent groups have been at it 'a little bit
longer there. I will give a brief case history of such a school in
Atlanta.

Th. is Northside High School, a 'big public 140° school with 50-
50 bla -white edrollment, a, big busing program, 33 religions, and
an inc e range from dire poverty for whites and blacks to ek-
treme alth for whites and blacksr-It is a good, old-style, melting-
pot American public school. A few years ago, in fact, it was called
"Fantasy Island:' by its critics, it was pretty much of a disaster.

What Northside has achieved is a strong parent, organization, a
PTA task force on drUgs, increasing cooperation with physicians,
increasing involvement with the police force and the juvenile court,
an updated drug curriculum, and a new behavioral qode with very
tough ruleS: The principal and faculty continually Aiffirm to par-
ents and children about how important it is that students have
high euectations for themselves `and that they recognize that hard
work gets you where you want to go if you have such expectations.

What they have built 'up is a multileveled approach to the drug
probleni, mainly based on parent awareness, parent networking, et
cetera. But the school tightened up its rules and, most importantly,
e.nforces them down the line. This means detention hall for tardir
ness if your toenail is in the hall and you are late for class; it
means volunteer mothers calling about every child who is absent
froin school to make sure they are where they're supposed to be.
The process includes teacher'workShops to update the faculty on
drug and alcohol use and what Dsymptoins to look for.

Also, there, has been the envaluable participation of doctors in
the community, who have become knowledgeable and whose names
are listed as, being alerted about drugs. They are willing to give
physical examinations and to do drug screens through urine test -_
ing," and then help the family deal with the diagnosis. Now, eyery-
one believes the pediatricians. When they talk to a young person
and talk...th the famq about drug use, they place the problem
within the realm of an objective health diagnosis. In Atlanta, we
have tried to build up a process in which the pediatrician or the
physician can then recommend that the parents get into parent
peer group, if the child's drug use is mainly a peer-influenced_
behavioral problem.if it seems to be a problem needing psychiatric
counseling, which we estimate is only about one out of ten abusers,
then the, principal or physician recommends evaluated- psychia-
trists, who do not belieye in giving drugs to kids and who aim at
drug-free behavior. Then there are support groups for -the parents
and the children, whether it is Alcoholics Anonymous, Nar Anon,
Alateen, et ceterasome kind of group outlhere to help the young
person stay "straight" and to have a.group of peers who will share
a commitment to a drug-free lifestyle.

What Northside High School got, out of this, process was a- wide
range of improved statistics and behavior. Tardiness, which was
averaging 5,000 a day, went down to about 30 a day. The truancy

4
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rates have dropped by about 80 percent. Eighty-five percent of the
student bollyand this is a multiracial, multiclass high school
fakes far over the minimum graduation 'requirements. Voluntary
enrollments in physics, advanced math, and foreign languages have
risen so much that they are recruiting for teachers.

All of the .traditional activities of an American public school
have come backhomecoming, float-building, involvement in clubs,
et cetera. As Principal Bill Rudolph concludes, "The drug issue is
what we were able to mobilize our parents and our community
around, as the most obvious threat to our children." But to get
subh mobilization, it took a tough-minded, honest principal who
'said publicly, "It is as bad as you think and worse,' rather than
being concerned about the -image of the school. But, the commit-
ment to change a bad situation was based on solid drug education
for parents and children, and then the strict rules to back it up
and prove the community's seriousness.

I'd like- to add one more thing. I think the message to teenagers
that adults are afraid to enforce the law A the most confusing
message we can giVe them. Nearly, every high school we have seen
that has turned the situation around calls in the police for illegal
drug offenSes. But, they also try to have a good working relation-
ship with the-juvenilnourt, so that there is a 'constructive game
plan to help the young offenders and their parents. Many, many
kids say, "That arrest Saved my life. If only it could have happened
earlier.'

To male law enforcement -meaningful, the constructive element ,

is critical. Incarceration is not particularly the main point, but
*gtather to get the young offendet into some kind of a monitored

abstinence, perhaps with a physician who *ill u drug screens to
make sure he gets clean of the drugs. Tho cou can also get the
parents and juvenile into some kind of d peer su port group.

We have found that in most of the schools in Georgia and Flor-
ida, which, have been working on this for 3 years now, the 'kids"
begin to respect 'the law because the law: means something. It is a
way of definitely saying that the drug-using behavior is not to be

, tolerated,' and it is also a way of mandating help for someone out
there who needs it. I think our country needs to reexamine this
issue more seriouslythat is, whether we have the courage to use'
the drug laws to 'really help people.

Thank you.ks...
[Prepared statement of Di: Scliuchard follows:1 ,

'MY
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ROW THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN BETTER SERVE THE PARENTS'
.

o MOVEMENT FOR.:'00 FREE YOUTH

4

Stattrent to Subcommittee on Drug
and Alcohol Abuse, October 21, 1981.
Marsha Keith Schuchard, )h.D.

--Author'Parenta, Peers. and Pot
4--.1,ssociate Director, PRIDE

Georgia State University

I am pleased and encouraged by the active role that Senator

Humphrey and the Subcommittee hope to play in reducing drug and

alcobol'abuse among American youth. Asee parent who unexpectedly

became a do-It-yourself drug "expert," I urge the Committee to

help design and implement a massive public educational campaign

on the health hazards of marijuana and on the implications for
,

a= society if the epidemic continues. As a consultant to hundreds
. .

of parent groups which are springing up around the country. I Pledge

the support of thousands, perhaps even m%llions, of parents to a

rational campaign for drug free youth--a campal/n that must reach

from the White House to the neIghborhodd level.

To emphasize the urgent necessity of such an extensive educa-

tional project, I would like to briefly review the history of the
it-

commercialized '-ug culture-during the past fl years_andthe sub-

sequent-development of the parents' movement against drugs,-- In

1977 in a Canadian journal, Dr. Robert DuPont., then director of

the National Institute on Drug Abuse, voiced his growing concern

about the expansion of marljuana tile among American youth. He was

especially puzzled at the apparent ignorance and apathy' about the
4.

epidem1a7among leaders in the public health fields, loyernmental

' policy-making, and the intellectual UnderaCheadline reading

"Mobal Silence Reigns on Cannabis," DuPont noted*
-

O
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er. AlmoSt the entire world is vim: through..a very fan-
tastic change wi*h respect to cannabis consumption, but
almost nothing is being done about trying7to understand
the phenomenon or deal with it. It seems' to me that the
smart people and the powerful people In the world are
literallvturning in the other direction and saying

1111 nothing about what the policy implications should be.or
anything else. It's as if we've all joined a conspiracy
of ail:rhea on tha oubject. I think it is. very scarey.

Significantly, the "conspiracy of silence' meant that DuPont's

Important warnings were never published in the. U.S.-press. More-

over, despite a Congressional mandate that HE4 publish an annual

"Marijuana and Health' rep no ,plate on research was published

by that federal agency for over three years (from 1977 to 1979).

This informational vacuum was rapidly filled by "do drugs"

messages of the commercialized drug culture. The joys of"getting

high" were extolled more and more blatantly in music, movies, and

r.v. shows, until a majority of Amerlean teenagers came to believe

that "partying"--that is, a "normal' social life of friends and °'

fun - -lai synonymous with drug intoxication. the mushrooming growth

of the paraphernalia industry, with its pro-drug comic books, toys,

and teelshirts, sent a clear message to pre-teens flat drugs are

"fun and games." While federal agencies and the media focused ,..heir

efforts on "hard drugs," the pivotal role of marijuana as the gateway

into 'the drug'culture was virtually ignored. Young-.people received'

few credible messages about saying."No" to marijuani, which wets espe-

clally tragic because youngsters who say "No" to pot, say kNo" to

.1

1,

the whble drug mentality. All surveys agree that if young people

do not smoke pot, they do not use any other illtgal drug%

Meanwhile, for the millions of parents who were_struggaing with

their drug-changed. children in their own hom.s-:-who-gWere seeing with

the:r own eyes the gradual deterioration of emotional and physical

health in their pot-smokinge"partiers"--the apparent"conspiracy'of

*4,
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silonce-became a source of increasing confusion, frustratioa, and

bitterness. Eventually, many of these worried parents began to do

their own research., to read the latest medical .;tidies, and to

P
develope their own educational materials on the health hazards of

marijuana. Working'oue of their kitchens and utilizing P.P.A. mimeo-

graph machines, they,began to reach out to other parents--hoping

to glert and mobilize them to countlrthe power of the drug culture,

to spread the information about marijuana's health hazds, and

to join together in parent peer groups tc reverse the pro-drug

peer pressure on their children.

Ae these do-it-yoursel' drug educators took their messages to

P,T.A. meetings, neighborhood:gatherings, civl^ associations,

churches, and school boards, they often ran into surprising opposition.

from psychiatristswho dismissed drugs as trivial matters and proceeded

to psychoanalyze the "guilty: parents; from taxsupported drug abuse

professionals who smoked pot themselves and condoned its usage by,,

their juvenile clients; from school administrators who roared tnat

exposure of the epidemlz would hurt the "image" of their School;

from themidietqWhiOil assumed automatically that

about Marijuana were puritanical reactionaries.

However, by starting at the grassroots level, by reducing the

drug problem to a manageable scale of three to thirty families, and

by providing sound medical information and practical advice for

shared supervision and limit-setting.sthe parent groups were ;men

'able to demonstrate that they could effectively change the intoxication-

oriented social life and reclaim the local teen culture from the,drug

culture.1 Within three".Years, the parents' movement for drug free"`

youth had grown from 'two groups in 6eOrgia to over a thousand nationwide.

4
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But, each of these groups feels that they are in an uphill

struggle, given the massive dimensions of the drug trafficking

network, and they are frustrated by the laok of a clearly articu-

lated, well-publicized drug policy at top governmental levels.

Many parents wond.r.why the President,. who has strong anti-deug

evictions, does not'speak out more on the issueespecially when

rug-impairment is directly related- to the issues of falling pro-
.

ductivity and mj.litary weakness which are top, Administration

concerns; Th-"parents often ponder why the scientific expertise

and superb,pommunication ability of Dr. Carlton Turner, the Presi-

dent's senior advisor on drugs, is not utilized 'more publicly for

national educational efforts. They wonder why the C.D.C.41kaLaw.:

National Cancer Institute, and the National Institutes of Health

are not involved in any serious epidemiological investigation of

the connection of marijuana witn reproductive difficulties, lung

damage, susceptibility to disease, pre-cancerous cell changes,'

and deficient pubertal deelopm.r* to adolescents.

Having witnesses: first hand the damage trrijuana causes,to

the individual abuser -- frequently their own child- -these parents

- wonder why no one at the top levels of government seems to be taking

le broader public ealth implications seriously. Tf the marijuana

4nidemic among our children were a chicken iv epidemic, our health

agencies would he mandated into action. This sense of policy drift

and informational,vacuum at the federal level is especially frustrat-

ing because these parent groups hoNe learned that they can make.a

real difference at the local level. They know that a clear and

strict' local policy--,In the home:schools, and coura--coupled with .

up-dated biological information about drugs are the key elements in

changing youthful attitudds and behavior. What these grassroots

r.
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efforts need, however, Is much stronger reinforcement from the top

levels or government and from the national media.

I would thus like tosoggest.the steps that we parents see as

necessary to building a credible and effective national policy--

one that is non-partisan and non-sectarian in its alms and methods.

?or. certainly, the marijuana issue should never have been politicized;

I' is essentiall; A -atter of public health and the protection of

vulnerable juveniles.

r:'rrrrrrrrrrrsrarrrw

1), A public educational campaign should be mounted that focuses

.L eriects OI mailuana and other drugs.

The Surgeolv5eneral's deport, the statements of the Secre-

tary of HRS. and both private and phiic health agencies

. should be utilized. The essential facts of chemical pot-

aexity, fat solubility, cumulative effects and increasing

potency in marijuana should become as much a part bf the

national consciousness as nicotine in tobacco and ethanOl

In whiskey. The special vulnerability of'the growing child

a,1 adolescent, the female, and the fetus should be stressed,

with particular emphasis on hormonal and reproductil4e

ilsks, ir-g damage, ancfneurological impairment.

2) This biological 4-""crmation should be targeted towards various

croups who have significant influences on young people:

--PARENTS; who can maintain clear and firm anti-drug rules
in their families, based on thev.right and responsibility
of parents to protect their children's health:yarents
can also use the biological information as a cconter-
argument to the merchandimers of drcs, and work towards
the elimination of "do drugs" messages in the media and
local shopping areas. Parents can link up in parent
peer groups or networks to pro,: lore consistent
supervision and guidance to their child's circle of
friends, These three elements--sound health information, 46Y
reduction of pro-drug cultural messages, and parent
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networking have proven effeFtive all over the country
In reduding consumer demand and reversing peer pressure.

In a time of declirlig.federal revenuAs, the utiliza-
tion of tai dollars for prevention and c-acation should '

be aimed at maximizing the numbers of parents reached hV
good inform-tion and practical advice. - portion of the
block grants to the States should be earmarked for regional
conferences in each state that will train parents to go
back to their own neighborhoods and reach out to more
parents. Such small amounta,e4.public seed money and
technical ,ssistance often generate matching funds from
private sources for community educational forums.

--EDUC...10AS1 who can up-date tieir curricula, re-stock their
'libraries, and maintain strict rules against drug use at
school. the neurological impairmLAt and diminished ene,.gy
associated with marijuana use is a sound basis for anti-
drug educational policy and strict enforcement of rules.

--PRYS/CIANSI who can up-date their clinical knowledme and
carry out the urgently needed diagnostic detective work
that will derfine the full dimehsions of the public health
problem. The new urine tests for marijuana and other drugs
can be. used with routine physical exampatiods_as a valu-
able diagnostic and counseling tool. Because of their
high credibility with young people,and parents. physicians '

can play an important role in changing attitudes and
behavior because of 'leaned hea ),th risks.

--BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL LEADERS' who can educate,their
employees about the linmerin4 and cumulative effectsof
marijuana which can detrease,productivity and safety in
the workplace. Strict compahl policies can be credibly
based on education about drug effects on coordination.
alertness, concentration, memory. and energy. High tech-
nolvmy projects, such as nuclear power plants, transporta-
tion manufacturers..and electronics industries, are already'
experiencing enough drug abuse problems to pose a threat

to public safety. The impact of marijuana on inflation.
on dollar drain from She country, and on corrupt business
practices should also be addressed..

--MILITARY LEADERS' who can Inform their servicemen and warden
of the diminished physical strength and mental alertness,
which reduce combat and techmr,:iogical effectiveness. With
a sound educational program on the physiological effects
of marijuana and other drugs, the militSr# Jan maintain
credibility and a sense of fairness for a program of routine
drum screening and intervention.. National security demands
such serious measures.

31) complementary public camp:.1,-n should be mounted to educate

the public about the complex realities of international and
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of the growing sense'of frustration and fear that4o0r society was

ienerantlY and carelessly drifting into a massive biological exper1-

-
--A ;leer policy,- articulated at the- highest_Cederal -

1-vels.s on crop eradicatipn,Srojects-,as mandated
' by International law=Lwquld prevent another 111-

informed paraquat flap. -_ .
-LA 0,1nar public health policy which- includes educa-=

ti on, counseling, and voluntary- sUpport.,-roupsfor.- :-abstinence would build public support .fer "strict:: """
enforcement of the drug laWni....-The widespread
failure Ed arrest-public marl Aana-ssiokers is a
major instigator of adole'scent usage: The-courts
can utilize a drum arrest, to play of-censtructive
role in education and intervention, 'without having
to resort to disproportionate punishment or non-
productive' incarceration of naive users.- Criminal
traffie..cors should receive swift, mandated sentences.

4) Top federal officials and representatives Of the medical pro-
-- fession shouV meet with national media representatives to

enlist their support for a national educational 'Campaign.

--A series of educational seminars for newspap6 and news:
magazine editors, T. V . programmers, radio producers, and
movie executives geld undoubtedly generate more self-
discipline alnd responsibiliti concerhing the, drug issue
among these popular opinion makers.

--gy focusing on the biological effects on vulnerable juveniles,
. both liberal ar.1 conservative media spokesmen could present

a-unified front On the public health isSues involved.

In summarS,, the parents' movement for drug free youth grew ou;

a
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anent, in which. the guinea pigs were our own happy-go-lucky% innocent

children( The proven energy and effectiveness of the parent

movementAa_bullt on the universal instinct Of parents to protect

their young. However, the threat must first be recog-14.ed before

these~ instincts are aroused into committed action.rhus,ye4ledge

ours lves to keep working at home, In our neighborhoods, and with .

our schools to reclaim our children's'social "norm" from the drug

culture. But, we call upon our natIorlal leaders to address the

drug threat in public statements, in serious programs, an4 with

a clearer sense of governmental direction. If leadership at the:

top can merge with hard work at thegrassroots.level, then I

%a. believe this country will indeed reverse the drug cultural tide

that has Wrigulfed so many youthful victim:. r
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Dr. Schuchard.
Dr. Riddile, you stated that the heaviest daily ,users never reach

the senior class in high school, and therefore the statistics on the,
use of marihuana by seniors might well be misleading: that
correct?

Dr. RIDDILE. That is correct. Most of the heavy users began prior
to their entering high school, which would' give them, 'by their
senior year, 3 or 4 to 5 'years of healer use. When we define Jong-
term use now, we are talking about months, not years. Because of
the potency of the marihuana, we are seeing behavioral signs much
quickermaybe in 4 to 6 weeks. We were not seeing those kinds of
behavior problems beforea-decline in motivation, for instancd.

Senator HUMPHREY. What was the term you used, a flood of drug
.1abuse, or something like that?

Dr. RIDDILE. I said there was a flood of drugs; they are certainly
available. Ninety percent of the students 'say that marihuana is
easy to get; it is almost as easy to get as alcohol. In fact, "have
seen students arguing about what was easier to get, alcohol or
marihuana. The availability certainly presents a tremendous prob;
lem to parents and schools, and if there is any way that we can do
anything to. cut down on that availability, it would certainly help.

As I said, it is inexpensive, and junior high students are able to.
afford, by pooling their resources, enough marihuana to kiep them
supplied for quite a while.

Senator HUMPHREY. You see no improvement, then, from your
position, in the use of drugs?

RIDDILE. Well, the improveme nt I see is in terms of parents
and adults becoming more aware and intervening earlier. The
frightening thing Co me is that the children are so yourig when
they are beginning use. That is the trend that we ai'e seeing.

We sire having to do a lot of work with eletnentary teachers and
principals becsluse they are starting to see signs of use there. I said .

that the school may be the last place to :see it. Referring to Dr.,
Macdonald's statement, when we see a student bring drugs to.
school or come ,to school in a high or intoxicated ,stath,,they are at

,
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a stage where they are preoccupied with drug use,, where they are
openly identifying with the drug subculture, and where they defi-
nitely, need treatment if they are .apprehendedl There is no ques-
tion about that.

Senator PlummiEv.,At What grade does the dvailability of drugs
begin to show up?

Dr. RIDDILE. What ade?
Senator HUMPHRE?! Yes; you spoke' about elementary school.
Dr. RIDDILE. Well, we had a very successful program in a high

school and we concentrated our efforts on ninthrrade students. We
found that that was a critical year. If you loot at juvenile crime
statistics and if you look at a whole variety of statistics, that
freshman year seems to be a critical year for young people, and we
concentrated our efforts on that age group.

Senator HUMPHREY. I see. How does the presence of drugs and
the use of 'drugs. in high school affect the classroom from the point
of view of students who do not use drugs?

Dr. RIDDILE. Well, it is certainly, a distraction.
Senator HUMPHREY. Are they beinuheated? Is the quality of

their education being diminished?
Dr. RIDDILE. To the extent that the classroom is disrupted, yes. I

know students have told me that they are often distradted by
Students who come to class high.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, at least in Sropr schOol system, how
serious is it from the point of view of nonusikg students?

Dr. RIDDILE. I would, say that it is probably no better and no
worse than any other area in 'the country, which is totally
unacceptable. As I say, a small percentage of drug use takes place
in school.

When I left a school to take a countywide position, I was trying
to encourage a parent group to form in that school. The parenth
said, "Well, you have done such a good job It that school that we

icannot get interest in the community becaule they think there is
no drug problem." I explained to her that the majority of drug use
takes place out of the school environment. As I said, when a child
brings drugs to school, that is a big step in terms of their progres-
sion down. "Going Way Down" is the title of a book, but in terms
of their progression and deterioration, it is a big step.

So, we do not see all the drug use that takes place; we may only
see 10 percent. Most of it takes place after school on Friday and
Saturdayapights.

Senate HUMPHREY. What has the Fairfax County public school
system One and what has y'our office done to attack this problem?
What can someone do; what can a school administrator or teacher
do, practically speaking?.

Dr. RIDDILE. The first thing to do is to inform all adults; that
includes parents, counselors, teachers, and administrators. I do not
think anybody can be too well informed on this subject. We need to
motivate those people to do something and to recognize signs and
intervene when people are having problems.

Senator HUMPHREY. What do you mean by "intervene ?"
Dr. RIDDILE. Well, empower people to the extent. that they know

that -there is---sornethingthat,eanbedone;it-ris--nota:-hopelesa-
situation. We try to educate them about the signs of use and.

AX
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abusedeclining performance, letha'rgy, passivity, and those types
of behaviorand let parents and counselors know, and communi-
cate between adults about what is happening with that youngster

Also, as Dr. Schuchard talked about, schools must - develop an -
overall, comprehensive plan for that school to deal with the prob-
lem So, we have developed and are developing teams consisting of,
administrators, counselors, teachers and parents who will devise
plans and develop approaches to deal with the problems in their
own schools.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, we are still skating around the edge
here, it seems to me. In practical terms, what plans can be devel-.
'oped? What can a school do, or a teacher or adRinistrator? You
have suggested that they act, perhaps, as an early warning system
to advise parents and counselors of suspicious symptoms, but what
else can be done?

Dr. RIDDILE. Well, first of all, the teachers must know that the
administration will back them up and will deaf in a strict manner
with any drug problem; that there will be clear, specific policies
and guidelines, and students will be informed of those policies and
guidelines and about what the consequences of bringing drugs to
school or coming to school intoxicated _ are. And these nfs1 be
followed up.

It is important for these young, people to know that there are
rules and that people- are willing to follow through with conse-
quences if they break those rules. That is vitally important.

YOulalmost, have to get to the point where you assume that there
are drugs in the environment, and actively seek to find where they
are. It is a sad commentary, but that is a fact, and I think it is an
attitude change that has to take place, and not a problem of denial
between parents or schools. We have to accept the fact that this
society has a high incidence of drug use among adolescents and
that we have to do everything we can to deal witt it. That issue of
pOlicy is very important.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, visibre rules by which the students have
to live.

Dr. RIDDILE. That is,right.
Senator HUMPHREY. Do you have programs of drug education?

Are you involved in that at all with the students?
Dr. RIDDILE. We are finding that students generally make their

decisions about drug use in grades 7 and 8, and we have to begin
prevention, if we are talking about primary prevention, before
grades 7 and 8.'So, we are revising our curriculum to concentrate
drug education heavily in the elementary years with drug use.

We find that the most effective approach is to provide ,accurate
information, combined with decisionmaking and problett-solving
skill.development exercises. Just providing information is notspffec-
tive, and just doing problem-solving and decisionmaking exercises
is not effective. 'They have to be done together. So, we are really
out to concentrate our educational efforts with elementary stu-
dents.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Schuchard, how does a parent go about
organizing a parent group if there is not one in his community?

SCHUCHARD. That is an important question because the idea
of forming a parent group can be intimidating to parents. But we



really want ordinary people to do this; we are calling upon ordi-
nary mothers and fathers to get busy on this issue. A parent group
can be three mothers gossiping in a carpool, or talking on the
telephone; or it can become more organized and be all the sixth
grade parents or a communitywide action group.

But the 'critical thing, is for the parents to. recognize .that the
drug culture, is here, to learn the lingo, to learn the signs of the
culture, and to start realizing what is going on in the music, the .

movies, and the rock concerts. This is very important for gaining,
credibility' with their own children. Parents look so square whezil
they have no idea that the song playing on the car radio is all
about cocaine, or that the "bongs" in the den are not for flowers.

The next thing is for the parents to make a kind of mutual
commitment to stay in touch with each other. Dr. Macdonald said
that we do not just allow our 3-year-old to toddle doWn ,the street:
We have to think in the same way of the vulnerabilities of adoles-
cents to the dangers which 'are out there right now. This communi-
cation network can he achieved through parents making it a rule
of thumb to get to know the 4 or 5 parents of their child's best
friends, and get together for a coffee. I think some` of the best
prevention work in the country is being done right now in "cof-
fees" in people's homes, and this is going in every.state in the
Union.

But parents should try to expand their educational effort so that
little island of five children is not alone in a drug cultural, tide. By
developing built-in PTA programs for all parents of fifth and, sixth
graders, with a verysoUnd education on

parents
ready for adoles-

cence" very strong and effective preventive measures can be main-
tained into high school. We think it is important for yarents to
think ahead about cars. Are they really a "Constitutional Right"
for kids? It is a very strong incentive for keeping a clean record on
drugs and drinking to knoi, in seventh gtade that infraCtions may
mean "no wheels" at 16. It is etarrot and a stick approach, but it

. is the way adolkscents are best raised. .

iThe important tting is for childre to see their parents taking a
stand and maybWven embarrassing them to death by .going public
with itabout somethinwthey beli ve Strongly. Parents must get
ovel their timidity and realize that- drugs. are a serious threat to
their children. Drugs are not an issue to become intimidated over

.,,

etreryone else has 'kegs at their parties," or "Johnny's .patents
smoke pot,with hini; they, are not 41c1 fogies like you are." The
importance of parental' firmness is Nyhy we really stress this whole
health issue; because I think it is one we can mobilize parents
around. .

To get information on hOw to organize, it's best to contact people
who have already done it. A lot of the different groups have man-
uals and brochures. You can write off for "Here s How We Did It
in Omaha," or "Here Is HoW We Did It in Garden City, N.Y."
Parents can find out which were the practical organizational meth-
ods that worked best. We .think the highest priority target should
be the fifth and Sixth grade-group of parents and children. .

For example, I just spoke to 200 eighth graders in a little town in
upstate New York. I gave them the wilsile biological picture of
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what marihuana does to the body. There werea lot of boys with all
the symptoms, showing the deficiencies of pubertal development.
They all recognized the physique as soon as I described it. Then I
asked, "When should this kind of information, be given to kids?"
And they ll said, "For sure by fifth grade." Then one of these
kid's, who al?eady showed the vidiblg symptoms of pot use, said that

_we it better be done by second grade because it's too late for some kids
'by fifth grade. Now, these are children that the teachers think get
marihuana in the home from parents who use it Or older Mothers
and sisters. Thus.,, no time is too early_to begin drug education, but

*the critical age is right before-the peel. pressure accelerates into a
very intense kind of thing, right before adolescence.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, you and a number of other witnesses
seem to be suggesting that parents ought to consider embracing'
once again a more authoritarian style, perhaps, or a more old-
fashioned sense of responsibility. I am not a psychologist, -but it
seems to have becbme fashionable to turn your youngsters loose at
an earlier age if you are.really enlightened and with it. You and
others seem to'be suggesting that you should hang on and, indeed
provide some very clear and enforced standards right into higk-
school years. Is that a fair statement?

Dr. SCHUCHARD. Yes, I think so. I think "authoritarian" has.such.

negative connotations, though, on the other- hand, we probably
have to think in these terms because the fashion has been the
other way for. a good while.

Senator HUMPHREY. 'es. -

Dr. SCHUCHARD. I think we went. through a noble expertnent to
see if parents could be adolescents and adolescents could be adults, .
and we ended up with a mess on our hands.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr. SCHUCHARD. The main thing is . to measure this parental

firniness in adolescence in terms of the independence youeventual-
ly want for your childlten. You watth .the kids who are making-it,
who are becoming adults and leaving home whq are not coming .14
back to live with mother as a' 28-year-old burn-oat, which We are
seeing more of."You interview the kids who stayed,strEtight or got
off drugs; they see themselves as more mature and independent
and moll ready to make a real life' for themselves.. think it is
very important to articulate this' to the children. "Yes, we are
willing to be strict about certain things now, 'becausewe want you
to grow up and leave home. We do not Want you damaging yourself-
in the meantime." That eventual independence is an attractive
thing, even though teenagers will never make it easy.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Dr. SCHUCHARD. But the parents need that bolstering of confi- .

dence that what they are, doing is right and sound and that it will
work. I think this is very important; it is riot a hopeless situation.

Senator HumgunE-Y. Well, for those parents who are out th'ere
feeling helpless and isolated, where can they get authoritative and
scientnk information? Is it available today in localbookstores? Are 0-
there organizations one can write to?

Dr.' SCHUCHARD. No; it is not usually available in local book-
stores., Ninety percent ,of the books out are pro-marihuana, and:
that is in the college libraries, the commercial boOkstores, et

AO.
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cetera. However, the National-
(Institute on Drug Abase is doing

much better in its presentation of materials. I think the American
Council on Marihuana, a private organization which is hoping to
function like the American Lung Association or the American
Cancer Societyr really, is producing some terrific things. Our Pride
office at Georgia State University has informational packets. Then
there is the National Federation of Parents- here in Washington.

In every State, there is some kind of a ,parents' resource group,
iwhether it is just in someone's kitchen or in a State office, that can

be tapped into to try to get the latest information. But,we need to
do-a better job of providing good information.

The problem with, writing for Federal publications is that they
cannot keep up with the demand right now, and that is a sad
commentary when that information may be a very helpful thing. If
the Federal agencies could get out The 80-cent pamphlets, maybe
they would. not have to spend $25,000 to rehabilitate. an addict
somewhere down the line.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes; is there an umbrella organization for \
ti these various parent groups-a national umbrila organization?

Dr. SCHUCHARD. Well, yes. Here in Washington, the National
Federation of-,Parents for Drug-Free Youth wants to present a

.national voice for all the groups that are out there.
- -.4 Senator HUMPHREY. Can one simply write to them in Washing-

ton and receive a response?
Dr. SCHUCfiARD. Right; and they can put a pefson in touch with

regional groupg. As I say, there are groups in every State now, and
we luivehad citizens from seven foreign countries write recently
and ask for translation rights, for they are trying to start their
own parent groups.

Senator HUMPHREY. Very good. Well, I want to thank you for-
your testimony and for the dialog we, have- had. Lthink it has been
very useful. It has received some broadcast attention Ind I-hope

.itliat will leverage your contribution considerably.
I want to thank you for coming; we appreciate your help.
The record will remain opeii for 15 days for -the submission of

additional material, and the subcommittee stands adjourned, sub-
, ject to' the call of the,Chair. ' .

[Whereupon,,at 1:03'p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub- 's

ject to the ball of the Chair.],
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